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PREFACE
The aim  of th is  th es is  is to define (a) the  role of in tim a l 
neovascularization in  the in itia tion  and developm ent of atherosclerosis, 
(b) the  d is trib u tio n  p a tte rn s  of blood-derived com ponents in  hum an  
coronary a rte ries , through which to find the sequence in  which in tim al 
com ponen ts a re  involved in  th e  in it ia tio n  and  developm ent of 
a therosclero tic  lesions and (c) the sim ilarities and differences betw een 
acute m yocardial infarction and other cardiovascular diseases and the  
influence of d iseases such as infectious, cancer and alcoholism  on 
atherosclerosis in  hum an coronary arteries.
The in tro d u c to ry  ch ap te r recalls the  long h isto ry  of h u m an  
atherosclerosis research  and gives a detailed description and discussion 
of atherogenesis theories. The la tte r  p a rt of chapter 1 describes coronary 
r isk  fac to rs and  th e  re la tio n  of a therosc le rosis to card iovascu lar, 
infectious, cancer and alcohol-related diseases. C hapter 2 describes the  
m a te ria ls  and  m ethods employed in  the course of the investigations 
carried  out, m ainly  on the description of ind irect im m unofluorescence 
techniques and the application of the  confocal microscope and a ttached  
com puter im age-processing system.
C h a p te rs  3 to 8 describe the  following in tim a l com ponents 
ind iv idually : a lbum in, factor V III associated  an tigen , (th is an tigen  
re f le c ts  th e  in t im a l  m ic ro v esse l d is t r ib u t io n s ) ,  f ib r in o g e n , 
im m unoglobulins (G, M & A), C-reactive protein and apo-lipoprotein B. 
The chap ters  describe general d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  of each of these  
com ponents in  hum an coronary a rteries ranging from norm al to various 
stages of atherosclerotic and consider the  relation  of these p a tte rn s  to 
in tim al th ickness and to relative lum en size. The differences in a rte ries 
from people w ith different causes of death are also analysed.
I V
All in tim al components (except apo-lipoprotein B) were examined in 
serial sections of the sam e 299 sets of hum an coronary sections. The 
im p o rta n t ro le  of in tim a l neovascu lariza tion  is revealed  th ro u g h  
co m p arin g  fac to r V III asso c ia ted  a n tig e n  re a c tin g  m icrovesse l 
d istribution p a tte rn s  w ith those of other blood components. The sequence 
in  which these components are involved in the in itiation and development 
of a therosclerosis can be found th rough  com paring th e ir  d istribu tion  
pa tte rn s to in tim al thickness increases and relative lum en size decreases. 
All these  com parison are discussed and sum m arised in chap ter 9. The 
coronary  im m unohisto log ical differences betw een acu te  m yocardial 
in fa rc tio n  and  o th er card iovascu lar d iseases and  the  influence of 
infectious disease, cancer and alcoholism on coronary atherosclerosis are 
also discussed.
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1.1. Coronary artery and coronary artery disease
1.1.1 Anatomy of coronary arteries
The coronary arteries are the set of blood vessels which nourish the 
heart. They consist of two m ain arteries, the left coronary artery  (LCA) 
and the righ t coronary a rte ry  (RCA). In about h a lf  of the population, a 
th ird  a rte ry  exists which is called the conus artery . All of these arteries 
originate from the aorta  (AO). (Figs. 1.1 and 1.2).
The left coronary tru n k  is short and gives rise to (1) A circumflex 
b ranch  (LCX) which courses round the a rtrio -ven tricu lar groove. I t 
sends a m arginal branch down the la tera l wall of the left ventricle and 
ends on the posterior wall of the heart as a posterior descending twig. (2) 
A large an te rio r descending branch (LAD) which provides septal and 
v en tricu la r b ranches, two of these being particu larly  prom inent. One 
arising  posteriorly  to supply the in te rven tricu lar septum  is called the 
septal branch and the other running across the anterior surface of the left 
ventricle is called the diagonal branch. There are frequently two diagonal 
b ranches.
The rig h t coronary tru n k  is long and pursues a smoothly-curving 
pa th  around the  artrio-ventricular groove, giving off no m ajor ventricular 
b ranches u n til i t  reaches the  la te ra l border of the  h e a r t w here the 
m arginal a rte ry , which is often paired, arises. The paren t trunk , which 
is also called the  r ig h t circum flex a rte ry , continues in  the  a rtrio - 
ven tricu lar groove, and ends on the posterior surface of the h eart as the 
posterior descending artery.
2The th ird  coronary a rte ry  is small and is not a constant struc tu re . 
W hen p resen t i t  arises directly from the aorta  close to the origin of the  
RCA. It supplies the conus region of the right ventricle.
The left coronary artery  is affected by atherosclerosis more th an  the 
rig h t coronary a rtery . The m ost commonly affected sites are in  each 
instance the  first few centim etres of the left an terior descending artery , of 
the left circumflex a rte ry  and of the RCA (Montenegro and Eggen, 1968).
The coronary a rte rie s  are  m uscular a rte rie s  and like all o ther 
arteries consist of th ree  coats, the in ternal coat, middle coat and external 
coat. The in te rnal coat, or tunica intim a, is composed of the endothelial 
lining w ith its  basal lam ina and some connective tissue beneath  it. The 
m iddle coat, or tun ica  m edia, is formed by sm ooth muscle cells and  
connective tissue, principally collagen and elastic fibres, arranged  in  a 
c ircu lar fashion. The ex ternal coat, or tun ica  adven titia , is m ain ly  
collagenous fibrous connective tissue w ith some elastic fibres. This coat 
contains the  nerves, blood vessels and lym phatics of the a rte ria l wall. 
The th ree  coats a re  sep ara ted  by the  in te rn a l and  ex ternal e lastic  
m em branes (Fig. 1.3).
All coats of the a rte ry  m ay be affected in coronary h e a rt disease 
(CHD). The in tim a would appear to be the m ost vulnerable, since i t  is 
exposed to the  blood stream  directly and the th in  layer of endothelial cells 
on its surface is delicate and easily damaged. Atherosclerotic lesions are  
thought to be always initiated  and to develop in  the intim a.
1.1.2 H istory of coronary artery  disease
The firs t description of coronary arteries can be traced back to the  
second cen tu ry  A D. W hen G alen (130-200. A.D.), a fru itfu l G reek 
anatom ist, wrote of the coronary arteries in  his description of the h e a rt as
3the "two arteries which arise from the aorta in its first part, im m ediately 
after it leaves the (sem ilum ar) valves, come down from the left p a rt into 
the  substance of the h eart ..." (Singer, 1956). Although the discovery of 
the  coronary a rte ries was quite early, the ir tru e  function was not fully 
understood un til 1400 years la te r  w hen W illiam  H arvey (1578-1652) 
assigned  to these  vessels a n u tr itiv e  role th ro u g h  supply ing  the  
circulating blood w ithin the heart wall (Bing, 1964).
The symptoms of CHD were described in itially  as a pain a t the h eart 
or a tightness of the chest in the eighth century (Leibowitz, 1970), b u t a t 
th a t  tim e people had  no idea about the relation of these symptoms to the 
sta te  of the coronary arteries. The first association between clinical h eart 
disease and the coronary arteries was made by Fothergill in  1776 (Gregg, 
1950) w ith the  observation of altered  coronary arteries in persons w ith 
ang ina  pectoris. L ater, additional evidence was obtained from  the  
autopsy of John H unter (1728-1793) who had suffered from angina pectoris 
for a t lea s t 20 years and had  recorded all the m anifesta tion  him self. 
A therosclerosis was dem onstra ted  seriously  affecting his coronary 
arteries (Qvist, 1981).
The pathology of atherosclerosis sta rted  to be given a tten tion  in  the 
n ine teen th  century. In  a two volume a tlas  p rin ted  in  1829-42, Je a n  
C ruveilh ier, a sy s tem atis t of P a ris , provided m agnificent p la tes  to 
illu stra te  arteriosclerosis and the lesions secondary to it. He considered 
an a rte ritis  to be the  basis of a rte ria l clots and the a rte ria l clots to be 
associated with arteriosclerosis (Leibowitz, 1970; Long, 1967). It should be 
m entioned here th a t the arteriosclerosis described a t these early tim es did 
not d istinguish  it, as now occurs, from the disease atherosclerosis. It 
included both arteriosclerosis (scarring, calcification of a rte rie s  w ith  
dilated arte ry  lumen) and atherosclerosis (characterized by intim al, often 
lipid-rich, plaques in  the in tim a and stenosed a rte ry  lum en) (McGill,
41988) until M archand proposed the designation of atherosclerosis in  the 
y ear of 1904, a t the  T w enty-F irst Congress for In te rn a l M edicine a t 
Leipzig (Long, 1967). In  the  1840's, Carl R okitansky, proposed an  
atherogenesis theory called the "encrustation theory" which postu lated  
th a t atherosclerosis results from excessive deposition of blood components 
on the intim a (Koelbing, 1975; Schwartz, Valente, Kelley et al., 1988). This 
theory was attacked by Virchow in 1856, because he found th a t  in tim al 
atherosclerotic lesions were localized under and not on the inner surface 
of a rte rie s  (Doerr, 1987). Also, together w ith  his pupils, Virchow 
d istingu ished  the  blood p ressu re  as a factor able to in itia te  in tim al 
degenerative changes resulting  in a chronic inflam m ation leading to the 
production of atherosclerosis (Long, 1967). Therefore, Virchow m ade 
signifiant contributions to both the inflam m ation theory and the response 
to injury theory which will be discussed in th is chapter.
In  the sam e century  coronary a rte ry  occlusion gradually  appeared  
in  clinical case-reports and s ta rted  to be re la ted  to sudden death  and 
myocardial infarction (Leibowitz, 1970).
The tw entieth  century has been a brilliant period for the development 
of knowledge on coronary a rte rie s  disease. An enorm ous num ber of 
epidemiological studies on big populations have been carried out, which 
have revealed differences in  incidence and m ortality  of coronary a rte ry  
disease by country, sex and age and which have identified hundreds of 
coronary risk  factors (Hopkins and W illiams, 1981). On the other hand, 
w ith  the  continuing developm ent of biochem istry and cellular biology, 
lipid m etabolism  and cellular reactions in atherosclerosis are being more 
fully in terpreted. The present sta te  of knowledge is far removed from the 
in itia l sim ple clinical descriptions and histological observations and is 
now approaching  an  u n d ers tan d in g  of the  aetiology and pathologic 
m echanism s of coronary a rte ry  disease.
5An im portant event in  the early tw entieth  century which needs to be 
m entioned is the discovery of atherosclerosis in  E gyptian  m um m ies. 
S ha ttock  in  1908 found typical advanced sclerosis w ith  ex tensive 
deposition of calcium phosphate in  the  Egyptian mummy of M enephtah, 
who was one of the m ost widely known of the ancient royal Egyptians, 
being the reputed pharaoh of the Hebrew exodus. Ruffer in  1911 studied 
the  blood vessels of Egyptian m umm ies dating from 1580 BC to 525 AD 
(Leibowitz, 1970). After extensive studies of the a rte ria l lesions these 
investigators concluded th a t atherosclerosis in  ancient tim es was exactly 
the same as is seen in  m odern times.
S ta rtin g  from the  in itia l descrip tion  of coronary a rte r ie s , the  
research  on CHD has gone on through 18 centuries. Countless papers 
have been published and a num ber of theories have been proposed, bu t 
there  is still a long way to go, as the u ltim ate pathogenesis has still not 
been estab lished  and the  m echanism  of final occlusion as well as 
relationships with other diseases still require more information.
1.1.3. Clinical coronary heart disease
Clinical coronary heart disease is defined on the basis of diagnosis of 
four m ajo r iden tifiab le  d isease  en titie s , nam ely  an g in a  pecto ris , 
tran sm u ra l m yocardial infarction (Q-wave infarction), subendocardical 
infarction, and sudden unexpected cardiac death. Clinical m anifestations 
of CHD range in  severity , depending on the  degree and location of 
coronary a rte ria l occlusion, from angina pectoris th rough  m yocardial 
infarction to sudden death.
1.1.3.1 Angina pectoris
A ngina pectoris was firs t given detailed  clinical descrip tion and  
nam ed by W illiam  H eberden in  1768. A few decades la te r , P a rry
6appreciated the possible significance of an inadequate  coronary a rte ry  
circulation in  the genesis of angina pectoris (Schwartz, 1989).
Coronary a rte ry  spasm , coronary disease and throm bosis, coronary 
a rte ry  ossification and occlusion were studied as the  probable causes of 
angina pectoris. The actual cause of the pain  and why it  is absen t in  
certain  cases, and especially in  some races is not clear (Robb-Smith, 
1967). However, i t  is definitely believed th a t  coronary atherosclerotic 
narrow ing provides the  pathological basis for m ost cases of ang ina  
pectoris.
1.1.3.2 T ransm ural (Q-wave) myocardial infarction
T ra n sm u ra l m yocard ia l in fa rc tio n  is c h a ra c te riz e d  by (1) 
atherosclerotic narrow ing of the coronary a rte ries, (2) Occlusive recent 
throm bi in one or more a rte ria l segm ents (3) generally some degree of 
cardiom egaly.
Occlusive throm bosis plays a causal role in  the  developm ent of 
tran sm u ra l m yocardial infarction (Chandler, Chapm an, E rh a rd t e t al., 
1974), bu t i t  is not essential. A sm all num ber (< 10%) of cases occur 
w ithout dem onstrable occlusive throm bi. O ther m echanism s, such as 
severe coronary vasospasm  and im paired regional m yocardial perfusion 
resulting  from severe atherosclerotic narrow ing coupled w ith a m arked 
reduction in  left ven tricu lar output m ust also be considered (Schwartz, 
1989).
1.1.3.3 Subendocardial infarction
Subendocardial in farc tion  is iden tified  by concentric ischaem ic 
necrosis and/or fibrosis of the myocardium. It is usually  associated w ith 
considerable cardiomegaly and severe atherosclerotic narrow ing of the  
coronary arteries. A low frequency of occlusive throm bi ( < 30% of cases ) 
makes it  quite different from transm ura l myocardial infarction (Davies, 
Woolf and Robertson, 1976; Silver, Baroldi and M ariani, 1980).
71.1.3.4 Sudden unexpected cardiac death
Sudden unexpected  card iac d ea th  (SCD) is p redom inan tly  an  
affliction of m ales . In  term s of pathology, its features are a combination 
of cardiomegaly, severe atherosclerotic coronary stenosis bu t a relatively 
low frequency of recent occlusive thrombi (Schwartz, 1989). Because of the 
lower frequency of throm bi in  patients, other explanations m ust be sought 
as the precipitating cause of the lethal arrhythm ias of SCD.
A lthough coronary a rte ry  disease is classified into 4 groups, as 
above, according to th e ir  clinical m an ifes ta tions , a ll are  basically  
atherosclerotic in na tu re  (Lie, 1987).
1.2. Atherosclerosis
1.2.1 General features
Atherosclerosis is a focal disease which affects the in tim a of arteries 
where its  appearance ranges from m inute yellow spots or streaks to large 
ra ised  greyish-yellow  nodules and finally to plaques (French, 1958). 
U nder the microscope, the lesion is covered by a layer of endothelial cells 
and  b en ea th  th is  th ere  is charac teristic  pro liferation  of fibro-elastic 
tissue, w ith or w ithout accum ulation of lipids. D isorganised m asses of 
inflam m atory cells, blood products, calcium deposits (WHO Study Group, 
1958) as well as neovascularization (Barger and Beeuwkes, 1990) can also 
be p resen t in  various proportions and combinations as plaques grow and 
become m ore com plicated in  type. The contents of the  p laques are 
extremely variable and depend upon the age and the sta te  of activity of the 
lesions (Fig. 1.4).
In  add ition  to the  charac te ristic  modified sm ooth m uscle cells 
(Gown, T sukada and Ross. 1986), there  are  other cells in filtra ting  the 
lesions. Monocytes are one of the m ain infiltrating  cell types. These cells
8show norm al monocyte morphology when they m igrate into the  a rte ry  
wall and then  appear as classical m acrophages after activation, finally 
developing into lip id-laden "foam cells" a fte r phagocytosing lipids in 
atherom a (Schaffner, Taylor, Bartucci et al., 1980). Lymphocytes and 
p lasm a cells m ay also be d istribu ted  in  atherosclero tic  plaques and 
arteries (Nelson, 1941; Parum s, Dunn, Dixon et al., 1990; Emeson, Kwidd- 
Dawiec and Robertson, 1986).
Collagen is a m ajor com ponent of the  w alls of a rte rie s  and  is 
especially  p rom inen t in  a therom atous p laques. E la s tin  is an o th e r 
im portant component of the artery  wall, and lesser am ounts of e lastin  are 
found in fibrous plaques. A rtery walls also contain significant am ounts of 
the glycosam inoglycans, including hyaluronic acid, h eparan  su lphate , 
chondroitin -4-sulphate, derm atan  su lphate, and chondroitin-6-sulphate 
(Benditt and Gown, 1980). The relation between glycosaminoglycans and 
atherosclerosis has been investigated (Smith, 1974), bu t there is, as yet, no 
clear understand ing  of the role of these substances in  atherosclerosis. 
Many enzyme activities are depressed w ithin the atherom a. It is reported 
th a t the m ean activity levels per u n it weight of tissue of 25 enzymes in 
hum an atherosclerotic plaques is 88% of th a t of their counterparts in  the 
"normal" aorta  (Benditt and Gown, 1980).
The lip id  com ponen ts of th e  a th e ro sc le ro tic  le s io n s  a re  
p redom inantly  cholesterol and  its  esters. Some phospholipid and  a 
variable  am ount of triglyceride are  also contained in  atherosclero tic  
plaques. In  the sm all lesions, lipids occur m ostly in the cytoplasm  of 
macrophages bu t in  the large lesions lipids appear m ostly as free fat and 
visible cholesterol crystals (French, 1958).
The m edia, which norm ally consists of smooth muscle cell layers 
w ith some collagen and elastic tissue is often a ttenuated  in areas related
9to intim al plaques, or may be m issing altogether (Mitchell and Schwartz, 
1965). M icrocirculatory vessels and inflam m atory cell in filtra tions are 
often seen in advanced plaques penetrating  from the adventitia  through 
the media into the in tim a (Cliff, Heathcote, Moss et al., 1988).
The adventitia  is norm ally a layer of loose fibro-elastic connective 
tissue. In re la tion  to in tim al plaques, in flam m atory  cell in filtra tio n  
(Schwartz and M itchell, 1962) and increased netw orks of blood vessels 
(Barger, Beeuwkes, Lainey, e t al., 1984; M anion, 1963b; W intern itz, 
Thomas and LeCompte, 1938) have been observed in  the adventitia  and 
correlated w ith the severity of atherosclerotic plaques.
1.2.2 Main theories of pathogenesis
The pathogenesis of atherosclerosis has been an im portan t topic in 
the study of CHD for m any years. Probably because i t  still rem ains 
unsolved, m any theories have been advanced according to the resu lts of 
anim al and in  vitro experim ents and of histological exam inations of the 
actual lesions.
1.2.2.1 Lipid theory
The lipid theory, currently the most popular and influential theory of 
atherogenesis, assigns to lipids, in particu lar cholesterol, a key role in  the 
aetiology of coronary artery  disease. The theory originates from a famous 
experim ent by Anitschkow and Chalatow in 1913 (Schoefl, 1989), in which 
rabbits were fed cholesterol and developed lesions in the aorta  resem bling 
hum an atherosclerosis. M any epidemiological and pathological studies 
followed which confirmed the  accum ulation of lipids and cholesterol in 
h u m an  a th e ro sc le ro tic  lesions and  d em o n stra ted  th a t  CHD was 
associated w ith  the  level of serum  cholesterol (Kännel, C astelli, and 
Cordon, 1971). Blood lipids were considered to in sudate  into a rte ria l 
in tim a th rough  norm al or dam aged endothelium  (Adams, 1973) where
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th ey  deposit and  m ay stim u la te  fibrosis and  cellu la r p ro lifera tion  
(Fischer, Chen and W issler, 1974). How these lipids get localized in  the 
in tim a and w hat influences the in itiating  events still seem to be questions 
however.
Brown and Goldstein (1974) have made a m ajor contribution to th is 
theory. They discovered plasm a low density lipoprotein (LDL) receptors 
on the norm al skin fibroblast cell surfaces and dem onstrated the absence 
of th e se  rec ep to rs  on th e  cells from  p a tie n ts  w ith  fam ilia l 
hypercholesterolem ia (Goldstein, Brown, 1974; Brown, Faust, Goldstein,
1975) . Therefore they  suggested LDL-receptor deficiency m ay be the 
reason for high blood cholesterol and so contribute to atherogenesis.
Lipoproteins are  the m ajor vehicles for the tran spo rt of cholesterol, 
both free and esterified within the body, especially the low density protein 
which contains 50% of the plasm a cholesterol (Rosenfeld, 1989) and is 
tak en  up by a wide varie ty  of tissues. LDL has been dem onstrated in 
atherosclerotic lesions (Kao and W issler, 1965) and associated w ith CHD 
(Sm ith and Slater, 1970). In contrast, high density lipoprotein (HDL) has 
the  property  of tak ing  up free cholesterol from tissues (Stein and Stein,
1976) and plays a protective role in  CHD. HDL levels are negatively 
correlated w ith the development of atherosclerosis (Assmann and Funke, 
1990). A recen t hypothesis proposes th a t  c irculating  cholesterol is 
carried into a rteria l in tim a in LDL and back into the circulation in  HDL. 
The im balance between inflow and outflow of cholesterol is considered to 
be the reason for atherosclerotic plaque formation (Kovanen, 1990).
1.2.2.2. The response to injury theory
I t  h a s  been m entioned  above th a t  Virchow m ade sign ifican t 
contributions to the  response to in ju ry  theory. He first proposed th a t  
shear stress and the im pact of passing blood resu lt in  uptake of fluid by 
the in tim a, so a ltering  the ground subtance and preparing  the way for
degeneration . At the  sam e tim e, connective tissu e  pro lifera tion  is 
stim ula ted  in the in tim a. These changes resu lt in  in tim al thickening. 
W hen the  deeper layers of in tim a can no longer be reached by nu trien ts , 
they become necrotic, showing the features of inflam m ation (Long, 1967; 
Schoefl, 1989). This theory was rejected for m any years un til la te r  
extended by Duguid (1949), French (1966), M ustard  and Packham  (1975) 
and Ross (1976, 1986). Recently it  has been fu rther modified by Munro and 
C otran (1988). The basis of th is theory lies in  the  sim ilarity  betw een 
atherosclerosis and the response of arteries to experim ental injury.
The a rte ria l endothelium  is a single-layered sheet of cells forming 
the surface of the vessel lum en and acts as a b a rrie r to the passage of 
blood or of altered blood constituents into the underlying wall. It can be 
in ju re d  by a wide v a rie ty  of m echan ism  and  ag en ts , such  as 
hyperlipidem ia (Im ai, Lee, Pastori, e t al., 1966), hormone dysfunction, 
hom ocystinem ia (H arker, Ross, Slichter, et al., 1976), increased shear 
stress as in hypertension, balloon catheter and other m echanical in jury  
(Moore, 1973; F ishm an, Ryan and K arnovsky, 1975; B jorkerud and 
Bondjers, 1971), im m une in ju ry  (H ardin, Minick and M urphy, 1973), 
v iruses (Csonka, Bayer, Buki, et al., 1990), bacteria  and th e ir toxins 
(G errity, Richardson, Caplan, et al., 1976; Hueper, 1944). After injury, 
the perm eability  of endothelium  is increased and the blood components, 
including lipoproteins, are allowed to insudate into the underlying artery  
wall. In  addition, p latele ts m ay adhere to the  exposed subendothelial 
collagen (G rotendorst, Seppa, and K leinm an, 1981), aggregate (Weiss, 
1975), and  th en  release the  contents of th e ir  g ranu les (M ustard  and 
Packham , 1970) and growth factors (Hardin, Minick and M urphy, 1973). 
The infiltration  of these p latelet factors, together w ith monocyte-released 
grow th factors (H ardin, Minick and M urphy, 1973) and o ther p lasm a 
constituents, leads to focal proliferation of smooth-muscle cells (McGill,
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Geer, Holman, 1957; Fry, 1973; Schwartz, Somer and Gerrity, 1978). At 
the  sam e tim e, in ju red  endothelial cells also synthesize growth factors 
which stim ulate the proliferation of smooth muscle cells and secretion of 
connective tissue components (Dicorleto and Bowen-Pope, 1983). If  the 
in jury  is a single event, the  lesion m ay heal and regress (Cliff, 1963), 
leaving a slightly thickened in tim a, b u t if  the in jury  is repeated  or is 
chronic, the proliferation of smooth muscle cells and infiltration  of blood 
components, including lipoproteins, may continue. This could lead to the 
developm ent of a complicated lesion th a t could produce throm bosis and 
infarction.
A few questions arise  th a t  are re la ted  to th is theory. Reidy and 
Schwartz (1981) produced m inim al injury to the endothelium  with a th in  
nylon filam ent. A rap id  repopulation of the in jured  a rea  by endothelial 
cells followed, bu t was w ithout any accompanying proliferation of smooth 
m uscle cells. They suggested th a t  endothelial in ju ry  alone was not a 
sufficient factor to cause atherosclerosis. In addition, the response to 
in jury  theory considers th a t the norm al endothelium  is a b a rrie r to the 
passage of blood consituents into the  a rte ry  wall and even precludes 
penetra tion  of molecules as sm all as horseradish  peroxidase (Ross and 
Glomset, 1976). In fact, m any blood components have been observed in  the 
norm al in tim a or have been dem onstrated as being capable of crossing 
norm al endothelium , these include album in (Duncan and Buck, 1959), 
fibrinogen (Bell, Gallus and Schwartz, 1974) and even LDL which has 
been detected in the norm al in tim a of hum an aortas (Sm ith and Slater, 
1970) and dem onstrated to en ter the  in tim a across in tac t endothelium  
(Smith, 1990). Therefore, endothelial injury seems not to be a prerequisite 
for the  in itia tion  of atherosclerotic lesions. O ther m echanism  should 
therefore be sought.
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Inflam m ation theory
Inflam m ation was linked with atherosclerosis as early as 1740. In  a 
trea tise  on coronary a rte ry  harden ing , Crell (quoted by Long, 1967) 
suggested th a t the ossified m ateria l in the harden ing  coronary a rte ries 
was derived from "pus". More th an  a hundred  years la te r, Virchow 
proposed the "response to injury theory". At the same time, he speculated 
th a t the degenerative changes in  the  in tim a m ay cause necrosis in  the 
artery . F u rtherm ore , he clearly d istingu ished  certa in  in flam m atory  
features of atherom a and came to consider th a t atherom a was a chronic 
inflam m atory disease (Long, 1967; Schoefl, 1989). The evidence of an  
inflam m atory  basis of coronary atherosclerosis has been reported  by 
m any workers (Nelson, 1941; Saphir and Gore, 1950; Saphir, 1967) and the 
increased incidence of atherosclerosis in persons dying w ith infectious 
disease was com m ented upon (M anion, 1963b). Recently, Jo ris  and  
M ajno (1978) s tre sse d  the  s im ila ritie s  be tw een  the  p rocesses of 
atherosclerosis and inflam m ation and another study based on an autopsy 
series in the U nited S tates (Cliff, Heathcote, Moss et al.,1988) indicated 
th a t  the p aram eter which m ost closely correlated w ith fata l coronary 
a rte ry  s tenosis  w as the  p resence  in  th e  a r te ry  w all of chronic 
inflam m ation ra th e r  th an  of cholesterol.
There is now considerable evidence th a t  a therosclerosis exhibits 
m any hallm arks of an  inflam m atory process (Munro and Cotran, 1988). 
T hese inc lude  focal in c rease  in  en d o th e lia l p e rm eab ility , w ith  
subendothelial accum ulation of p lasm a proteins and monocytes. The 
developm ent of granulom atous vascu larized  foci w ith in  p laques and  
prom inent lymphocytic infiltration in the adventitia  are seen in advanced 
disease (Mitchell and Schwartz, 1965; Schwartz, Ghidoni, Kelley, et al., 
1985; Schwartz and Mitchell, 1962). M any inflam m atory components in  
atherosclerotic lesions have also been found by other workers (Nelson,
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1941; Saphir, 1967). I t  can be postu lated  th a t  atherosclerosis is an 
inflam m atory response of the vascular wall to injury (Ross, 1986).
The inflam m atory natu re  of atherosclerosis is supported by a fu rther 
piece of evidence, which is th a t the development of rabb it atherosclerosis 
can be inh ib ited  by anti-in flam m atory  and im m unosuppressive drugs 
(Bailey and  B u tle r, 1966). I t  is obvious th a t  in flam m ation  and  
atherosclerosis a re  associated . In flam m ation  m ay, however, be a 
secondary m anifestation.
V ascularization theory
V ascularization is a term  which refers to new vessel form ation in 
tissues. Coronary arte ries norm ally have no vessels in  th e ir in tim a or 
m edia. There are m icrovessels in  the  adven titia  called vasa  vasorum  
which are recognised as the nourishing vessels of the artery.
Intim al vascularization was first noticed by Rokitansky in  1856 and 
linked w ith atherosclerosis (Geiringer, 1951). This discovery has been 
confirmed by a large num ber of observations (Blum enthal and Alex, 1967; 
H igginbotham , H igginbotham  and  W illiam s, 1963; O sborn, 1963; 
Paterson, 1952) and was beautifully dem onstrated by the injection of india 
ink (W intem itz, Thomas, and LeCompte, 1938) or of silicone polymer with 
cinem atography (Barger, Beeuwkes, Lainey, et al., 1984) into the wall of 
cleared  coronary  a rte r ie s , w hich show ed rich  v ascu la r channels 
su rround ing  and p en e tra tin g  sclerotic lesions and  a ris ing  from  the 
adventitia.
W hat stim ulates in tim al neovascularization is not known, perhaps 
the activated macrophages in  the lesions (Polverini, Cotran, Gimbrone, et 
al., 1977), perhaps the the mitogenic and cytokinetic m ediators produced 
by lymphocytes (Cliff and Schoefl, 1983) or perhaps i t  is due to in tim al 
thickness exceeding the critical value for adequate nu trition  (Geiringer,
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1951). No m atte r w hat causes new vessels to s ta r t  growing, such thin- 
walled vessels have been dem onstra ted  to continue growing in to  the 
in tim a during the development of atherosclerosis (LeCompte, 1967). Such 
new vessels have been found to be fragile and easily damaged (Cliff, 1963; 
Schoefl, 1963). Therefore, these new vessels are considered to be leaking 
blood components into atherosclerotic lesions to contribute to the growing 
plaque (Groszek and Grundy 1980). Some of new vessels arising virtually  
directly from the a rte ry  lum en and exposed to high pressure fluctuations 
are prone to rup ture  (Paterson, 1952). Once these new vessels are broken, 
they bleed into the a rte ry  wall, resu lting  in in tim al heam orrhage. Such 
repeated  haem orrhages contribute to the  bulk  of the p laques which 
progressively occlude the  vascular lum en (W artm an, 1938). However, 
direct evidence of increased leakage from new vessels in  atherosclerotic 
lesions has not been obtained as yet. In tim al new vessels were found 
most frequently  originating from the adventitia  (Barger and Beeuwkes, 
1990) ra th e r than  directly from artery  lumen.
From  the discussion of the  above theories, i t  can be seen th a t  
in flam m atio n  and  n e o v ascu la riza tio n  m ay be im p o rta n t in  the  
pathogenesis or they m ay be secondary m anifestations of atherosclerosis, 
but they do not explain the initiation, or aetiology, of atherosclerosis. The 
response to injury theory proposes th a t endothelial damage plays the key 
role in  a therogenesis, b u t i t  cannot explain  the  presence of blood 
com ponents in  the  norm al a rte ry  wall. Recently, C liff and  Schoefl 
(Schoefl, 1989) proposed a new hypothesis which combines these three 
theories into one theory. They suggest th a t localised artery  wall damage 
in itia tes an  inflam m atory response the repa ir phase of which leads to 
neovascularization. The newly-formed vessels provide blood components, 
including lipoproteins, to the atherosclerotic lesions through leakage and 
haem orrhage, which enables the plaques to grow and develop. W hen the
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lesions are severe enough, fu rth er in su lts  to th is  spongy fibrovascular 
tissu e  m ay p rec ip ita te  life -th rea ten in g  events such as in trap laq u e  
haem orrhage, plaque ru p tu re  and vascular throm bosis (Osborn, 1963). 
T his theo ry  give a b e tte r  in te rp re ta tio n  to th e  p a thogenesis  of 
atherosclerosis, bu t it  needs more evidence to support it.
1.2.2.3 Monoclonal theory
The m onoclonal theory  is a rela tive ly  new theory  (B enditt and 
B enditt, 1973), which views the in tim al sm ooth m uscle cell m ass as a 
benign neoplastic-type cell line o rig inating  from a single cell. The 
evidence supporting th is theory involved a study of Glucose-6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (G-6-PD) isoenzyme profiles in  a series of atherosclerotic 
plaques. I t dem onstra ted  th a t 75% of more th an  one hundred  raised  
lesions were monotypic, whereas less th an  1% of fifteen hundred sam ples 
of norm al artery  contained cells th a t were monotypic (Benditt, 1977).
The in itia ting  factors for the proliferation of smooth muscle cells are 
being sought. Chemical m utagens/carcinogens, rad iation  (Hansen, 1990; 
W akabayashi, 1990) and viruses (Benditt, B arre tt and McDougall, 1983) 
have been suggested as in itiators of smooth muscle cell proliferation.
However, other opinions exist. Fialkow (1972) pointed out th a t  the 
observation of a single enzyme phenotype in  a lesion does not necessarily 
im ply a monoclonal origin. A single lesion could arise  from more th an  
one cell containing the same isoenzyme.
A nother theory sim ilar to the monoclonal hypothesis is ” the clonal- 
senescence hypothesis" (M artin and Sprague,1973). This postulates th a t 
the  stem  cells in  the  in tim a and the  m edia replicate to form smooth- 
m uscle cells w hich th en  secrete  " chalones " th a t  in h ib it fu r th e r  
replication of the stem  cells. This feedback control system  tends to fail 
w ith  age (M artin , O gburn and Sprague, 1975). W hen the  chalone
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concentration in the in tim a is reduced, the in tim al stem  cells increase 
and th is  leads to sm ooth-m uscle cell accum ulation  as the  s ta r t  of 
atherosclerotic plaques. This in teresting hypothesis is valuable because it 
focuses a tten tion  on the factors th a t affect the distribution and activity of 
regional stem-cell pools. But, it obviously cannot explain the fact th a t 
atherosclerosis is not only a disease of senility  and  th a t i t  occurs in 
arteries where the arteria l feedback control system should not have failed. 
I t would be useful to search  for o ther factors which influence the  
concentration of chalones in  the intim a.
1.2.2.4 Other theories
The thrombogenic theory originates from Rokitansky's encrustation 
theory, which has been described above in  the history of coronary disease. 
The m ain point of th is theory is th a t atherosclerosis is the resu lt of a 
deposition of endogenous blood components, particu larly  fibrin, on the 
surface of the endothelium . This theory was updated by Duguid (1946) 
and M itchell and Schw artz (1965) who concluded th a t  a therosclerotic 
lesions originated from throm bi which formed in itia lly  on the  lum inal 
surface and were la te r  g radually  organized and incorporated into the 
intim al layer of the arteria l wall.
The m echanical theory in  fact pinpoints the factors m ost likely to 
directly affect the endothelium , which include increased viscous shear 
and increased wall tension. Increased viscous shear is considered to 
dam age the  endothelia l cell layer, lead ing  to the  influx of p lasm a 
constituents to the in tim a which produce local thickening and set in tra in  
the atherosclerotic process (Adams, 1987; Texon, 1982). Increased wall 
ten s io n  is considered  to induce  in tim a l h y p e rc e llu la rity , local 
m ucopo lysaccharide  g round  su b s ta n c e  bu ild -u p  and  e v en tu a lly  
atherosclerosis (Glagov, Zarins, Giddens, et al., 1989). In a modification 
to the m echanical theory, Thoma (1883, quoted by Long, 1967) considered
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th a t the atherom atous plaque originated w ith damage to the m edia and 
was a compensatory intim al response to localized dilatation of the artery.
A large  num ber of experim en ts have show n the influence of 
m echanical factors on the  a rte ry  wall. However, th ere  is no rea l 
indication  th a t  m echanical factors are  e ith e r necessary  or sufficient 
causes of plaque development (Constantinides, 1976; Gresham, 1975).
To sum m arize the theories on the  pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, 
one can see how various concepts have become popular a t one tim e or 
ano ther and how various phenom ena have been in te rp re ted  and how 
m any unsolved questions have been left behind. Each theory focuses on a 
particu lar aspect, bu t they are not necessarily m utually  exclusive. In  fact, 
in some in teresting  ways, they are complementary. If the aetiology and 
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis are to be better understood, consideration 
of each theory and of the questions raised is necessary.
1.3. Atherosclerosis affecting particular arteries
Atherosclerotic lesions have im portant clinical effects a t th ree  m ain 
sites in  the body: the heart, the brain  and the lower limbs. Although any 
artery  m ay suffer atherosclerosis, the lesions are m ost easily detected in 
the aorta, coronary arteries, carotid arteries, cerebral a rte ries and the 
lower limb arteries.
1.3.1 Aorta, coronary arteries and AMI
The aorta  is the biggest a rte ry  in  the body and the most commonly 
affected by atherosclerotic lesions. Typically the disease affects the 
abdominal p a rt far more severely than  the thoracic (Hudson, 1965).
C oronary a rte r ie s  nourish  the  h e a r t d irectly . A therosclerotic 
plaques in  these  a rte rie s  often cause a rte ry  lum en narrow ing, which 
influences the  blood flow through the artery . W hen atherosclerosis is
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severe enough, the  plaques will block the  a rte ry  lum en, lead ing  to 
im paired blood supply to the heart.
Acute m yocardial infarction  (AMI) is one of the  m ost im p o rtan t 
forms of CHD. It is caused by necrosis of cardiac muscle as a resu lt of 
acute regional ischemia. Atherosclerotic thrombotic occlusion is thought 
to be one of the m ajor reasons for the regional ischem ia (Davies, Woolf 
and Robertson, 1976). B ut the trigger of occlusive throm bus form ation is 
not certain  and there  are a num ber of AMI cases found w ithout throm bi 
in  coronary arteries (Silver, Baroldi, and M ariani, 1980). Coronary artery  
spasm  (Oliva and Breckinridge, 1977), severe in tram u ra l haem orrhage 
(M aher, and Cuenoud, 1989) and plaque rup tu re  (Constantinides, 1990) 
are  considered to be involved in  the  pathogensis of AMI, b u t more 
investigations are needed and more exact m echanism s need to be sought.
1.3.2 Carotid, cerebral arteries and stroke
The carotid arteries are the m ajor suppliers of blood to the cerebral 
arteries. A therosclerosis in  these arte ries is closely re la ted  to cerebral 
ischem ia and infarction (Ogata, M asuda, Yutani, e t al., 1990).
C erebral a rte ries  are functionally end-arteries and any occlusion 
affecting them  will lead to central nervous system  infarction. Stroke is 
one of the im portant complications of cerebral vascular disease, caused by 
cerebral haem orrhage or infarction. C erebral in farction  is strongly  
associated with cerebral a rtery  atherosclerosis (W inter and Gyori, 1960).
C erebral atherosclerosis is more severe in  the  person w ith CHD 
(Solberg and McGarry, 1968) and shares risk  factors w ith  CHD b u t is 
more highly correlated w ith m ean blood pressure (Tanaka, 1990).
1.3.3 Limb arteries and in te rm itten t claudication
The lower limb a rte ries are affected by atherosclerosis m uch more 
th an  the upper limb arteries. In te rm itten t claudication is the typical
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clinical m anifesta tion  of lower limb a rte ria l disease. It is caused by 
atherosclerotic  occlusion in  the  limb a rte rie s  and is associated w ith 
increased incidence of coronary a rte ry  disease (McDonald, 1953). Like 
a therosclerosis elsew here, lower-lim b a rte ry  a therosclerosis is more 
severe in patien ts w ith diabetes, strongly affected by sex and is associated 
w ith high blood cholesterol. Moreover, since it often appears earlier th an  
other cardiovascular disease, some workers regard it as the first sign of 
generalized cardiovascular disease (Richards, 1957; Hudson, 1965).
1.4. Epidemiology of coronary artery disease and it’s risk factors
C oronary a rte ry  d isease is the  lead ing  cause of death  in  the 
developed nations. A lthough the m orta lity  ra te s  of CHD have been 
generally decreasing in developed countries (Havlik and Feinleib, 1979), it 
is increasing  in  developing countries (Chen, 1989). The differences 
between countries are strik ing  and not readily explicable. Environm ent, 
life style and dietary habits are perhaps the m ain reasons. All people can 
develop atherosclerosis (McGill, Arias-Stella, Carbonell, et al., 1968), the 
m ortality  increases w ith  age (H eathcote, 1989), i t  is h igher in  m ales 
(Glendy, Levine, and W hite, 1937) and may be influenced by hundreds of 
risk factors (Hopkins and Williams, 1981).
Since lipid and  cholesterol feeding have been shown to induce 
ex p e rim e n ta l a th e ro sc le ro s is , a v a s t  n u m b er of n a tio n a l and  
in te rn a tio n a l epidemiological studies on the origins of atherosclerosis 
have been carried out. Now, a t least 246 risk factors have been reported 
(Hopkins and W illiams, 1981). Among these factors, elevated serum  LDL 
cholesterol, cigarette  smoking and hypertension are recognised as the 
three strongest modifiable risk  factors (Pooling Project Research Group, 
1978). M any other factors, such as family history, genetic susceptibility 
(McGill and Mott, 1974), blood type (McGill, Arias-Stella, Carbonell, e t al.,
1968), occupation (Milvy, Forbes and Brown, 1977), personality  type 
(B elg ian-F rench  Pooling P roject, 1984) and  even coffee d rin k in g  
(Hennekens, Drolette, Jesse et al., 1976) have been found to influence the 
incidence of atherosclerosis. Some of these risk  factors are a lterab le, 
such as sm oking, some of them  are absolutely una lterab le , such as 
genetic susceptibility. In fact, coronary a rte ry  disease is now considered 
as being m ultifactorial in origin. M ultifactorial prevention has been 
attem pted to reduce CHD incidence (Komitzer, 1989; MRFIT,1982). Thus 
"risk factors" are used ju s t to describe the conditions associated w ith an  
increased incidence of coronary disease. It should be noted th a t some risk  
factors are in fact debatable as they lack sufficient evidence.
Cholesterol is the best known and best advertized risk  factor for CHD. 
It has been dem onstra ted  by m any epidemiological and experim ental 
studies as an  im portan t link in  the  atherogenic sequence and serum  
cholesterol e levation  corre la tes s ta tis tic a lly  w ith  the  likelihood of 
development of CHD (Paul, Lepper, Phelan, et al., 1963; Morris, Kagan, 
P a ttison  et al., 1966). D ietary  cholesterol and sa tu ra te d  fa t in tak e  
influence the serum  cholesterol concentration. After a large-scale study 
on the prevention of p rem ature (middle-aged) coronary h eart disease by 
dietary m eans, the American H eart Association strongly recommended a 
reduced fa t and cholesterol in take as a prevention for CHD (Am erican 
H eart Association, 1968). Now, diet and lifestyle of millions of people are 
being influenced by these research conclusions. However, the  study  of 
CHD in  hum an  beings relies heavily  upon epidemiological m ethods, 
which cannot estab lish  cause-and-effect re la tionsh ips and th e re  are  
m any serious inconsis tenc ies in  th e  assoc ia tion  betw een  se ru m  
cholesterol and the risk of developing CHD (Cliff and Schoefl, 1989).
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1.5 CHD in relation to other diseases
1.5.1 Diabetes Mellitus
Diabetes is a disease strongly associated with CHD. M ortality due to 
CHD has been dem onstra ted  as being m uch h igher in  pa tien ts  w ith 
diabetes th a n  in  controls (Garcia, M cN am ara, Gordon, e t al., 1974) 
especially in  middle-aged woman (Weaver, Bhatia, Boyle et al., 1970). In 
juven ile  d iabetics, the  coronary a rte r ie s  w ere found p rem a tu re ly  
narrow ed and extensively affected by atherosclerosis (Crall and Roberts, 
1978).
However, the contrary view exists, Hudson (1970) and Mitchell and 
Schwartz (1965) considered the association between diabetes m ellitus and 
enhanced atherosclerosis to be more illusory th an  actual.
1.5.2 Infectious disease
The relationship between infectious disease and atherosclerosis has 
been noted  for a long tim e. From  epidem iological investiga tions 
atherosclerosis was found to be increased in persons dying with infectious 
disease (Manion, 1963b) or had evidence of previous infectious disease 
(Doerr, 1978; Monckeberg, 1915, quoted by Schoefl, 1989).
Among the infectious diseases, respiratory  trac t infections appear to 
be most strongly linked with CHD (Doerr, 1978). A higher ratio of people 
with a history of pneum onia and pleurisy was found in  the CHD group 
th an  in  the  control group in  a population of young soldiers (Yater, 
Traum, Brown, et al., 1948).
The observed decline of ischemic heart disease has been suggested as 
being linked to the absence of a m ajor influenza epidemic in the U.S.A. 
(Stern, 1979) where parallel trends have been found betw een influenza- 
pneumonia deaths and CHD deaths (Cooper, Stamler, Dyer, et al., 1978).
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Bacterial, fungal, rickettsial and viral agents can affect blood vessel 
walls directly (Manion, 1963a). Some produce toxins th a t damage the 
lin ing  of the  a rte ries  (H ueper, 1944) leading to increased endothelial 
perm eability  (G errity, R ichardson, C aplan et al., 1976). Some agents 
affect the vessel wall directly (Manion, 1963a) to produce oedema of the 
intim a, swelling of the m edia and splitting of the elastic lam inae.
1.5.3 Cancer
Since the monoclonal theory was suggested (see above), the common 
characteristics and the relationship  betw een atherosclerosis and cancer 
have been given a tten tion . Animal experim ents have shown th a t some 
carcinogens such as polycyclic hydrocarbons act as in itia to rs  and/or 
accelerators in atherosclerotic plaque form ation (W akabayashi, 1990). In 
hum an beings, epidemiological studies have dem onstrated th a t  several 
factors such as tobacco and ionizing radition th a t are associated with an 
increased risk  of cancer are also associated w ith an increased risk  of 
atherosclerosis (Hansen, 1990).
However, se rum  cholesterol is negative ly  co rre la ted  w ith  the 
incidence of certa in  cancers, there  is an  especially strong  inverse 
relationship with colon cancer (Williams, Sorlie, Feinleib, et al., 1981). In 
hum an autopsy exam inations, cancer was found to be associated w ith 
less severe atherosclerosis (Juhl, 1955). But, contrary results exist, some 
investigators reported  th a t  there  was no re la tionsh ip  betw een cancer 
m ortality  and serum  cholesterol (Stam ler, Dyer, Paul, e t al., 1979) and 
th a t atherosclerosis severity was not associated w ith cancer (Restrepo, 
Montenegro and Solberg, 1968). The relationship between atherosclerosis 
and cancer is far from clear and needs more evidence and information.
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1.5.4 Alcoholism
Tobacco and alcohol are two social drugs very widely used. Smoking 
has been dem onstrated as one of the strongest risk factors for CHD (Paul, 
Lepper, Phelan, et al., 1963), bu t very few references are available on the 
influence of alcohol. Sackett, Gibson, Bross, e t al (1968) reported th a t  
alcohol consumption has no influence on the severity of atherosclerosis in 
th e  ao rta . Low, m oderate or heavy alcohol consum ption was no t a 
significant risk  factor for coronary artery  death  among the m en in a ru ra l 
F inn ish  population (Kivela, N issinen, P unsar et al., 1989). A different 
resu lt was obtained from a study in Japanese Americans dying in Hawaii 
which showed a negative correlation betw een alcohol consum ption and 
the  degree of atherosclerotic involvem ent of the ao rta  and coronaries 
(Rhoads, Blackwelder, Stem m erm ann, et al., 1978). In addition, coronary 
stenosis was found to be significantly decreased in  m oderate d rinkers 
(H anda, Sasaki, Saku et al., 1990). The opposite of smoking, alcohol is a 
fa c to r  w hich m ay p re v e n t co ronary  a r te r ie s  from  develop ing  
a therosclerosis.
1.6 Aims of the project
From  the foregoing discussion, i t  is ap p aren t th a t  each theory  
in te rp re ts  some phenom ena and th a t each theory raises some questions. 
The pathologic process, especially the in itia tion  of atherosclerosis is far 
from clear and needs more investigation.
Im m unohistochem ical techniques are  re la tive ly  new. They are  
m ore sensitive and specific th an  conventional histochem ical sta in ing . 
The p resen t work plans to apply imm unohistochem ical techniques in  the 
detection  and exam ination  of several an tigens th a t  a re  p a rticu la rly  
im portan t w ith rela tion  to various theories of atherogenesis in  hum an
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coronary arteries. I t aim s to find th e ir d istribution  pa tte rn s and the ir 
rela tionship  w ith the  in itia tion  and the developm ent of athersclerotic  
lesions, thereby finding out how they play roles in  the  pathogenesis of 
atherosclerosis.
In addition to the general purpose, every antigen also em phasizes a 
few special aspects. By comparing the distribution patterns of each of the 
an tigens i t  is hoped to find the  re la tionsh ip  betw een the  d ifferen t 
components in  hum an coronary arteries, and to draw  a more complete 
picture of the process of atherosclerosis.
In tim al th ickness is a good index of the  pathological changes 
occuring there in . A rteria l stenosis is a good index of the severity  of 
atherosclerosis. The p resen t study  is p lanned to correlate these  two 
indices w ith individual component distribution patterns, and aim s to find 
which components are first involved in  the in itia tion  of atherosclerotic 
lesions and  which an tigens are  co rrelated  w ith  increasing  a r te r ia l 
stenosis. F urther, it  will try  to answ er some questions related to various 
theories such as response to in ju ry  theory, vascu lariza tion  theory, 
thrombosis theory and so on.
In v es tig a tin g  the  n eo v ascu la riza tio n  and  p lasm a  com ponent 
distribution pa tterns in people who died of different types of disease and 
com paring th e ir  differences no doubt would help to u n d e rs tan d  the 
influence of these diseases upon coronary artery  disease.
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Fig. 1.1 X-ray of human coronary arteries filled with barium sulphate at 100 mm 
perfusion pressure, (man aged 20; suicide).
1. Left main coronary artery (LCA).
2. Left circumflex (LCX).
4. Left anterior descending branch (LAD).
7. Right coronary artery (RCA).

Fig. 1.2 D issected coronary a rte ries w ith notations of visual assessm ent 
and sam ples taken  for hum an  coronary studies. The arte ries 
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Fig. 1.3 Normal coronary artery (woman aged 61; death due to alcoholic cirrhosis). 
The lumen is filled with barium sulphate.
Mag: 2OX
Dark field and epi-illumination (photograph by Dr G I Schoefl).
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Fig. 1.4 Coronary artery  with large atherosclerotic plaque. The very stenosed lum en 
is filled w ith barium  su lphate , (m an aged 72; death  due to cerebral 
haem orrhage).
Mag: 2OX




2.1. Human coronary arteries procurement, fixation and embedding
H um an  coronary a rte rie s  were ob tained  from the  Patho logy  
D epartm ent of Royal C anberra Hospital and from Dr G. H iggins of the 
University of New South Wales. The coronary arteries were perfused a t 
100mm Hg pressure w ith normal saline followed by 10% neu tra l buffered 
form alin  (NBF) con ta in ing  a carbon suspension  w hich a ided  the  
subsequent dissection and finally with a m ixture of barium  sulphate and 
7% gelatin (1:1) to dem onstrate defects of the arteries in stereo X-rays (Fig 
1.1). The coronary arteries were clamped and allowed to fix by im m ersing 
the heart in  NBF for a t least 24 hours and were then  dissected free from 
the surface of the h e a rt and cleared by soaking in glycerine. They were 
then carefully exam ined under the dissecting microscope and blocks were 
taken from norm al and diseased areas by Drs. W.J. Cliff and G.I. Schoefl 
(Fig. 1.2). The im m unohistochem ical studies of coronary disease are a 
p a rt of the research  on hum an coronary a rte ry  disease conducted by 
Dr.Cliff and Dr.Schoefl. 69 cases were selected and divided into 6 groups 
in term s of the cause of death (COD). The case identification num ber, sex, 
age and COD of the cases examined is shown in Appendix. 1.
2.1.1. Ages and causes of death of subjects:
There are no sta tistical differences detectable betw een the average 
ages of the  acute m yocardial infarction (AMI), cardiovascular disease, 
infection and  cancer groups, b u t these  4 groups show sign ifican t 
differences from the alcoholism and suicide-accident groups (All p<0.05, 
S tuden t's  test). T here is also a sign ifican t age difference betw een 
alcoholism and suicide-accident groups (p<0.02, S tuden t's  test). The 
average ages and the ir ranges are shown in Tables. 2.1. and 2.2.
Table.2.1. COD and Age (years)
COD AMI
cardio­
vascular Infection Cancer Alcoholic
Suicide-
accident
n 11 14 16 10 5 12
Age (mean) 65.72 70.29 64.81 68.30 53.40 38.67
D eviation 13.18 13.23 18.53 14.21 5.59 16.38
M inim um 42 37 19 38 47 20
M axim um 80 84 89 82 61 62
Table. 2.2. t  test and p value of average age between COD
Group: Group ttest p value
AMI: versus Infection 0.149 n .s
Cardiovascular 0.859 n .s
Cancer 0.43 n .s
Alcoholism 2.6 <0.05
Suicide-accident 4.38 <0.001
Infection versus Cardiovascular 0.94 n .s
Cancer 0.541 n .s
Alcoholism 2.167 <0.05
Suicide-accident 3.95 <0.001
Cardiovascular versus Cancer 0.348 n .s
Alcoholism 3.900 <0.002
Suicide-accident 5.355 <0.001
Cancer versus Alcoholism 2.898 <0.02
Suicide-accident 4.54 <0.001
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 275 <0.02
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
2.1.2. Sex distribution of subjects
There are no statistically significant sex differences between COD 
groups. The sex and COD is shown in Table.2.3.
Table.2.3. Sex and cause of death
COD AMI
Cardio
vascu lar Infection Cancer Alcoholic
Suicide-
accident
n 11 14 16 10 5 12
Male 8 6 10 5 4 10
Fem ale 3 8 6 5 1 2
X2 = 6.374 n.s. (p>0.25)
2.2. Selection of coronary artery sections
299 hum an  coronary a rte ry  paraffin  em bedded blocks from 68 
p a tien ts  were selected in  two ways. One was by selecting random ly 
w ithou t knowledge of COD, sex, or age according to the  histological 
appearances. These a rte ry  blocks included norm als and different stages 
of coronary a rte ry  disease w ith  typical pathological changes such as 
fibrosis, inflam m atory cell in filtration , in tim al vascularization, plaque 
haem orrhage, lipid deposition etc. Three or four blocks were chosen from 
each such case. The o ther way was by tak ing  a block from the sam e 
region in  each of theses h eart, nam ely the  proxim al p a rt of the  left 
an te rio r descending coronary artery, since th is vessel is called the artery  
of sudden death  (Herrick, 1912). One block was taken  from each case. 
Serial sections were then  cut, 10 sections from each block. Therefore, 
from the set of 299 blocks, 2990 paraffin embedded sections were prepared 
for th e  investiga tion  of m icrocirculation  and d is trib u tio n  of blood 
components in  hum an coronary arteries and the sta tistical comparison of 
these distribution patterns.
An additional 44 hum an coronary a rte ry  blocks stored in  glycerol 
w ere selected from 21 of the  sam e se t of h e a rts  according to th e ir 
histological appearances. These a rte ry  blocks included norm als and 
different stages of coronary artery  disease. Serial cryostat sections were 
p rep a red  to com pare the  d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  of apolipoprotein  B, 
cholesterol crystals and some of the early tests for serum  albumin.
2.2.1. Frozen (Cryostat) sections:
A rtery  blocks which were in itia lly  stored in  100% glycerol were 
soaked in  graded glycerol solutions (90% -> 70% - >  50%) and brought to 
de-ionised  w ater. The a rte r ie s  w ith  calcification w ere ro u tin e ly  
decalcified with 10% ethylenediam inetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and washed
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w ith three 30 min changes of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and kept in 
PBS in the refrigerator overnight before cutting. The washed blocks were 
snap-frozen in  n-hexane (95%) a t -70°C, supported in  B right CRYO-M- 
BED Em bedding Compound (Bright Instrum ent Co Ltd, England), cut a t 
8 pm  section  th ic k n ess  by m icrotom e (B rig h t C ry o sta t, M odel 
OTF/AS/MR/V, B right In strum en t Co Ltd, England). The sections were 
m ounted on poly-L-lysine (Sigma Chemical Co, U.S.A) coated slides and 
stored a t -25°C until use.
2.2.2. Paraffin sections:
A fter com parison w ith  cryostat sections, paraffin  sections were 
seen to show more specific im m unoreactiv ity  and b e tte r  histological 
id en tifica tio n  for factor V III associated  an tig en  (factor V III.a .a ), 
album in, fibrinogen, C-reactive protein (CRP) and immunoglobulins. So 
paraffin  embedded sections were used in the investigation of all those 
an tigens.
The a rte ry  blocks were processed by the  conventional paraffin  
m ethod by the  histological service laboratory  and sections were cut a t 
4pm . The sections were picked up im m ediately from the w ater ba th , 
m ounted on poly-L-lysine coated slides, drained of excess w ater and a ir 
dried a t 60°C for 1 hour (Huang, M inassian and More, 1976).
2.3. Positive control tissue sections:
For estab lish ing  the  validity  of the im m unofluoresence m ethods, 
the following tissues were chosen as positive controls (Table.2.4).
Table. 2.4. Positive contro tissues
Tissue Source Control for
A ppendix D epartm ent of Pathology, 
W oden V alley  H osp ita l
IgG, IgA, IgM, CRP.
T o n s i l D epartm ent of Pathology, 
W oden V alley  H osp ita l
IgG, IgA, IgM.
Coronary A rteries H isto log ica lly  se lec ted  
dem onstration  section s
F a cto rV III .a .a .
F ib r in o g e n .
Apo-B.
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2.3.1. H um an vermiform appendix:
This tissue was a gift from Woden Valley H ospital, Canberra. It 
had been fixed in  10% form alin for 5days when it arrived. The specimen 
was tran sfe rred  to PBS, w ashed th ree  tim es for 30 m inutes each w ith 
agitation, and then  kept in  PBS a t 4°C overnight. Frozen sections and 
paraffin  sections were p repared  by the  sam e m ethods used for the 
coronary a rte ry  sections. These sections were used as positive controls in 
the exam ination of immunoglobulins (Figs. 2.1-2.3).
2.3.2. H um an tonsil sections:
Form alin  fixed, paraffin  em bedded hum an  tonsil sections were 
given by the Pathology D epartm ent of Wooden Walley Hospital. They were 
also used as positive controls for immunoglobulins.
2.3.3. Positive coronary artery  sections:
Some coronary a rte ry  sections w ith  severe neovascu lariza tion  
proved by haem atoxylin and eosin staining were used as positive controls 
for factor VIII associated antigen (Figs.2.4 & 2.5) and sections w ith severe 
haem orrhage proved by trichrom e sta in ing  w ith modified Verhoeff-van 
Gieson technique as the positive controls for fibrinogen (Figs. 2.6 & 2.7). 
Lipid containing coronary frozen sections, proved by Sudan black B 
staining, were used as positive controls for apolipoprotein-B (Figs. 2.8 & 
2.9). Album in and C-reactive protein (CRP) specific im m unoreactivity  
were dem onstrated by absorbtion of the  antibodies w ith corresponding 
antigens (see the following section).
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2.4. Antibodies
2.4.1. Rabbit polyclonal anti-hum an antibodies
R abbit polyclonal an ti-hum an  antibodies were used as the  first 
antibodies in  the indirect imm unofluorescence methods. Their sources 
and dilutions used in  this study are shown in Table 2.5.
Table.2.5. Antibodies sources and dilutions
Rabbit anti-H um an Source Dilution
Factor VIII associated  an tigen  
(von W illebrand  factor) D ak op atts, D enm ark 1:20
F ib r in o g en N ordic, N eth er la n d s 1:20
A lb u m in N ordic, N eth er la n d s 1:400
IgG N ordic, N eth er la n d s 1:100
IgA N ordic, N e th er la n d s 1:100
IgM N ordic, N eth er la n d s 1:100
C -R eactive P rotein  (CRP) D ak op atts, D enm ark 1:200
Apolipoprotein-B (Apo B) B ehring, W est G erm any 1:100
The specificity of all antibodies was proved by absorbtion of the 
antibody w ith  the  corresponding pure  antigen. A ntigen pro tein  was 
added to the corresponding antibody working solution, shaken gently to 
ensure th a t antibody mixed completely with antigen and then incubated a t 
4°C for 24 hours. During incubation, the m ixture was shaken a few more 
times. After such absorbtion, antibodies showed no im m unoreactivity on 
h um an  coronary a rte r ie s  (F ig .2.10) The pu re  an tig en s w ere all 
purchased  from Sigm a Chem ical Co, U.S.A. th e ir  file num bers and 
batch num bers are shown in Table.2.6.
Table.2.6. The pure antigens
Pure
a n tig e n
F ib r in o ­
g e n
CRP A lb u m in IgG IgA IgM Apo-B
Code No 97F-9481 79F-0226 127F-9307 78F-8905 69F-3922 79F-4810 20H-9499
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2.4.2. The second antibody. FITC conjugated
The second an tibody  used  was sheep a n ti-ra b b it polyclonal 
an tise rum  conjugated w ith fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Silenus, 
Australia). I t was diluted 1:100 w ith PBS before use.
2.4.3. Normal rabbit serum
R abbit norm al serum  (D ak o p a tts , D enm ark) was used as the 
negative control in the indirect immunofluorescence m ethod a t the same 
dilution as th a t of the tested antibodies.
2.4.4. Normal sheep serum
Sheep norm al serum  was used as the  blocking serum  to prevent 
non-specific binding of the secondary antibody. The serum  was separated 
by centrifugation from the blood of norm al sheep which were m aintained 
a t the  John  C urtin  School of M edical R esearch, A ustra lian  N ational 
University.
2.5. Chemical agents used
2.5.1. Poly-L-lysine coated slides: glass slides were dipped in 0.01% Poly L- 
lysine (Sigma Ltd, USA) solution and dried a t room tem perature.
2.5.2. 0.1% Trypsin solution: 0.1% Trypin (Sigma Ltd, USA) in Tris buffer 
adjusted to pH 7.8. On warm ing the solution to 37°C, the pH was checked 
again .
2.6. Immunohistochemical techniques
The techniques were based on the  m ethods given in  the  book 
"Im m unocytochem istry" by Polak and  Noorden, (1983) and  on the  
m ethods used in  re levan t papers (Reynolds and  Vance, 1987; H uang, 
M inassian and More, 1976; Hoff, Lie, T itus, e t al., 1975). The basic
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m ethod was modified for each component exam ined, in  p a rticu la r the 
period of trypsin  p retreatm en t, the antibody dilutions and the incubation 
tim es were adjusted to give optimal results for each component.
2.6.1. D em onstration of antigens in frozen sections
2.6.1.1. P lasm a album in detection in coronary arteries
Frozen sections were a ir dried a t room tem peratu re  for 30m inutes 
and rinsed in  PBS pH 7.2 for 5 m inutes to elute the m ounting medium. 
The sections were then  digested w ith 0.1% trypsin  in  Tris buffer (pH 7.8) 
a t 37° C for 1 hour. After completion of the digestion, they were thoroughly 
w ashed w ith  d istilled  w a ter and  th en  PBS. In order to decrease 
background staining, the PBS used for washing contained 0.5% Tween 20 
(TPBS) and for the sam e reason all subsequent steps used TPBS. 10% 
Normal sheep serum  in TPBS was applied to sections for 20 m inutes a t 
room tem peratu re  to block nonspecific sta in ing  and was draw n off w ith 
absorbent tissue. After th is trea tm en t, the sections were incubated in  a 
m oist cham ber for 30 m inutes a t room tem pertu re  w ith rabb it a n ti­
hum an album in antibody (Nordic) 1:400 in TPBS or with sim ilarly diluted 
norm al rabb it serum  as a control. Sections were then  rinsed three tim es, 
5 m inutes each in  TPBS and reacted w ith fluorescein-conjugated sheep 
an ti-rabb it an tiserum  for 30 m inutes, also in  a m oist cham ber a t room 
tem perature. Finally, the sections were rinsed three tim es with TPBS and 
m ounted in  a m ixture of PBS and glycerol (1:9) a t pH 8.6 under glass 
coverslips. In  general the  sections were exam ined im m ediately  and 
when th is could not be done, they were stored briefly in light-proof packets 
a t 4°C until used.
2.6.1.2. Detection of apolipoprotein-B in frozen section
Frozen sections were a ir dried a t room tem pera tu re  for 20 min, 
washed w ith  w ater 2 rinses of 5 m in each, then  rinsed in 2 changes of
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TPBS for 5 m in each. Rabbit anti-hum an apolipoprotein-B antibody (Table 
2.5) or norm al rabb it serum  was added to the sections in  the  sam e 
m anner as used for album in (above). Following 3 w ashes of 5 m in each 
w ith PBS (not TPBS, since it  reduces apo B specific fluorescence intensity), 
th e  sections were s ta in e d  w ith  the  fluorescein-conjugated  second 
antibody, washed and m ounted as described above.
2.6.2, Dem onstration of antigens in  paraffin embedded sections
2.6.2.1. Detection of factor VIII.a.a and fibrinogen
P ara ffin  em bedded sections were deparaffin ized  th rough  two 
changes of xylol for 5 m in each and rehyd ra ted  th rough  decreasing 
graded concentrations of ethanol (90%-70%-50%), finally being brought to 
w ater. After thoroughly w ashing w ith w ater, the sections were covered 
w ith 0.1% Trypsin(Sigma Co Ltd, U.S.A) solution in Tris buffer (pH 7.8) 
for 2 hours a t 37°C in a humidified chamber. D uring the digestion period, 
slides were tilted  every h a lf hour to even the solution on the sections and 
m ore trypsin  solution added, if  necessary. W hen th is digestion was 
completed, the sections were rinsed 3 tim es w ith distilled w ater and then  
im m ersed in two changes of PBS for 5 m in each. The final wash was with 
TPBS to reduce the nonspecific background staining. 10% norm al sheep 
se rum  w as th en  applied  to the  sections for 20 m inu tes a t room 
tem p era tu re  to block the nonspecific binding sites and then  the  serum  
was draw n off w ith absorbent tissue. The sections were incubated w ith 
e ith e r rab b it an ti-hum an  vonW illebrand factor (factor VIII associated 
antigen), or rabb it an ti-hum an fibrinogen antibodies. Adjacent sections, 
to serve as controls, were incubated  w ith norm al rabb it serum  for 30 
m inutes a t room tem pera tu re  in  the hum idified cham ber. After th ree  
w ashes w ith TPBS of 5 m in each, the sections were reacted w ith FITC- 
conjugated sheep an ti-rabbit an tiserum  for 30 m in a t room tem peratu re
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in the hum id chamber. Following three 5 m in washes, the sections were 
m ounted and stored, as described previously for anti-album in staining.
2.6.2.2. Detection of IgG, IgA and IgM
The process for detection of hum an im m unoglobulins in  coronary 
a rte ry  sections was sim ila r to th a t  for the  detection of factor V III 
associated antigen and fibrinogen, bu t w ithout the need for blocking w ith 
norm al sheep serum , because these antibodies produced no detectable 
nonspecific staining. For the  tissues obtained from Sydney, the trypsin  
digestion period was extended to 3 hours due to the ir stronger form alin 
fixation.
2.6.2.3. Detection of CRP
The sections were deparaffinized as described previously. After the 
final w ater wash, they were placed in  a Coplin ja r  th a t contained 10% 
EDTA pH7.0 a t room tem perature for 1 hour to remove the calcium from 
the sections. EDTA was washed out w ith 2 changes of distilled w ater and 
the sections were then  im m ersed in  2 changes of PBS solution for 5 
m inutes each. E ither rabb it anti-hum an CRP antibody or norm al rabb it 
serum  as control was applied to the sections for 30 min. Sections were 
then  washed in 3 changes of PBS, 5 m in each. Following sta in ing  w ith 
FITC-conjugated sheep an ti-rabb it an tiserum , the sections were again  
washed 3 tim es and m ounted in  glycerin m ixture and stored as described 
previously.
2.6.3. Histochemical stain ing  methods
2.6.3.1. P re trea tm en t of sections before staining
1. Paraffin  sections: Dewax in  xylol, hydrate  through graded alcohols to
w ater.
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2. Frozen sections: Air dried for 30 m inutes a t room tem perature, washed 
w ith w ater for 1-2 m inutes to remove the m ounting m edium  around 
sections.
3. Antibody-reacted sections: Im mersed in w ater until the coverslips were 
floated off, then  rinsed in w ater to wash out the m ounting glycerol on 
sections.
2.6.3.2. Haem atoxylin and Eosin Staining (Gill, Frost and Miller, 1974):
1. P re treated  sections stained in  aqueous haem atoxylin for 3 m inutes.
2. W ashed well in running tap  water.
3. Differentiate in Scott's tap  w ater substitute for 1 m inute.
4. Rinsed well in running tap  w ater again.
5. S tain in 1% aqueous eosin for 2 minutes.
6. D ehydrate through alcohols, clear in xylol, m ount in Histoclad.
2.6.3.3. Modified V erhoeffs E lastic and  M asson's Trichrom e (Farm er,
1984; O'Connor and Valle, 1982) and modified by Ms W endy Hughes, in
Histology Service, J.C.S.M.R, A ustralia National University):
1. Place p re trea ted  sections in  Bouin's solution for 1 hour a t 56°C or 
overnight a t room tem p. W ash well in running  tap  w ater to remove 
picric acid.
2. S tain  in  W eigert's iron haem atoxylin for 10 m ins and th en  w ash in 
running  tap  w ater 3 mins. Check nuclear stain ing  microscopically.
3. Stain in  modified Verhoeffs stain  (as above Farm er, 1984) for 15 mins.
4. W ash in  distilled water.
5. Place in  fresh 5% sodium  th iosu lpha te  for 3 m ins, th en  w ash in  
running tap  w ater 3-5 mins.
6. S tain  w ith Biebrich scarlet-acid fuchsin (O'Connor and Valle, 1982) for 
10 mins. Rinse in  distilled water.
7. Place in  equal p a rts  of fresh  5% phosphom olybdic acid and 5% 
phosphotungstic acid for 15 mins.
8. S tain w ith aniline blue for 3 mins.
9. Dip slides several tim es in  fresh 1% acetic acid.
10. Dehydrate, clear and mount.
2.6.3.4. Von Kossa's Staining for Calcium (Drury and W allington, 1980):
1. Place in 1.5% aqueous silver n itra te  in the dark for 10-20 mins.
2. W ash well in a t least 10 changes of distilled water.
3. Reduce in  freshly prepared 0.5% hydroquinone for 5 mins.
4. Rinse in distilled water.
5. T reat w ith 2.5% sodium thiosulphate for 5 mins.
6. W ash well in tap  water.
7. C ounterstain  1-2 m ins in van Gieson's stain.
8. Differentiate in 95% alcohol.
9. Clear and mount.
2.6.3.5. Sudan Black B staining (Luna, 1968):
1. Absolute propylene glycol for 10 mins.
2. Sudan Black B overnight.
3. Differentiate in 85% prop, glycol for 3 mins. Agitate several times.
4. Rinse in  distilled water.
5. C ounterstain  in  nuclear fast red 5 mins.
6. Rinse well in distilled water.
7. Mount w ith Kaiser's glycerin jelly.
2.7. Microscope and computer imaging systems:
2.7.1.MRC-500 Confocal Image System (BIO-RAD Microscience Division) 
This is a recently  developed high resolution optical microscopic 
technique utilizing a laser light source w ith high speed scanning system
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in  conjunction w ith  an  im age g en era tin g  com puter system . The 
principles and advantages of th is system  are as follows.
(1) . One compound lens functions as both condenser and objective, it 
obviates the  need for exact m atching and co-orientation of two lenses. 
Illum ination and detection are confined to a single point in the specimen. 
At any tim e only the point being viewed is illum inated, so out of focus or 
adjacent struc tu res receive little  or no illum ination and therefore appear 
black. This is very  im p o rtan t in  the  exam ination  of fluorescen t 
specim ens. In  conventional epifluorescence microscopy, out of focus 
interference often gives rise to background haze and flare when viewing 
in ta c t  s tru c tu re s . In te n s ity  m easu rem en ts  w ill include  signa l 
contributions from regions outside the plane of focus, m aking it difficult to 
estim ate the true  signal em anating from the region of in terest. Confocal 
im aging alm ost com pletely e lim inates out-of-focus in terference  from 
epifluorescent im ages, so giving a very specific, more complete im age 
w ith a black background.
(2) . U sing la se r lig h t source. A lase r beam  is an  in tensely  b righ t 
illum ination source. It provides more th an  adequate light for im aging 
w ith high speed sequential scanning of all points in  the field of view to 
give a complete image.
(3) . Com puter attachm ent. The computer stores fram es to assem ble and 
enhance the  scanned images and has m any image processing program s 
th a t can be applied to data  and imaging treatm ent.
In th is study, An argon ion laser operating a t 488nm w avelength 
was used as the scanning excitation source. Adjusted pixel in tensity  to 80- 
90 with standard  fluorescein beads before every series of observations. The 
fluorescence signal was detected by a photom ultiplier and assem bled into 
a picture by m eans of a fram e buffer, for the th in n er p a rt of the  a rte ry  
wall the image assem bled into one fram e buffer, bu t for the wider p a rt it
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was divided into 3 or more fram es scanned separately  and then  connected 
on the  screen. 20 fram es were averaged for each im age to reduce the 
random  noise. The experim ental image m atched by exactly the same field 
in  the corresponding control section were recorded onto floppy disk.
2.7.2. Im age 1/AT com puter system  (U niversal Im aging Corporation, 
U.S.A) was used to sub tract control images from experim ental images for 
ge tting  the absolute specific sta in ing  image. In tensity  scan line or area 
in te n s ity  h istog ram  m easu rem en t was applied  in  the  q u an tita tiv e  
analysis.
2.7.3. Axiophot photomicroscope (ZEISS, W est Germ any) was used to 
photom icrograph  some selected specific im m unofluorescence-stained  
im ages using  Kodak Ektachrom e P800/1600 professional film as the 
recording film.
2.7.4. Polarized ligh t m icroscope. A Leitz Biomed microscope using 
crossed polarized fillters was used to examine the cholesterol crystals in 
frozen sections.
2.8. The m easurem ent of intim a thickness and lum en size
One section from each block of a rte ry  was m easured by MD plot 
com puter system  by Dr W .J. C liff using  the  m ethod developed in  
conjunction w ith Drs G.I. Schoefl and M.W. Sim pson-M organ together 
w ith Professor C.R. Heathcote (Dept of Statistics) in the faculty of statistics 
of ANU for the following areas:
W hole cro ss  se c tio n  area: square of the m easured perim eter of whole 
a rte ry  section divided by constant 4k .
M edia area: scanned and calculated by computer.
In tim a area: scanned and calculated by computer.
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A rtery  lu m en  area: whole cross section area  - (m edia area  + in tim al 
area).
T ransfer date from da ta  base to M acintosh com puter and calculate 
the in tim a to wall area relative ratio (I/W) and lum en size (L/A).
I/W : Intim a area / wall (media + intim a) area. It reflects the relative 
thickness of in tim a and the size of plaques.
L/A: Lum en area/whole cross section area. It reflects the relative lum en
size.
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Fig.2.1 Human appendix tissue fixed in NBF and embedded in paraffin shows a
large number of IgG positive cells in the tissue.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human IgG. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
Fig.2.2 Adjacent section to Fig.2.1 shows IgA positive cells in the tissue.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human IgA. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig.2.3 Adjacent section to Fig.2.2 shows few IgM positive cells in the tissue.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human IgM. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
Fig.2.4 Human coronary artery stained by Haematoxylin-eosin, shows small
vessels in the intim a (arrow).
Mag: 40 X
Fig.2.5 A nearby section to Fig.2.4 stained for factor VIII associated antigen shows
many more microvessels in the intim a th an  the H&E staining. The 
endothelium of the artery wall (sharp curve a t top of figure) and the vasa 
vasorum in the adventitia (bottom of the figure) also show strong factor 
VIII.a.a. immunoreactivity. (man aged 82, death due to cancer of colon).
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human factor VIII.a.a. 2nd antibody: Sheep
anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig.2.6 Human coronary artery stained by Masson-trichrome with mural thrombus
(T) on the surface of atherosclerotic plaque. Note: fine granules in lumen 
are perfused barium  sulphate, (man aged 51, death due to AMI).
Mag: 10 X.
Fig.2.7 A nearby section to Fig.2.6 shows fibrinogen im munoreactivity on the
surface of plaque where m ural thrombus was dem onstrated by Masson- 
trichrome staining. The composite photo is from 16 fram es scanned by 
confocal microscope and connected by computer image system.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human fibrinogen 2nd antibody: Sheep a n ti­
rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar= l mm.
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Fig.2.8 Human coronary artery section stained by Sudan black B demonstrates lipid
(L) in the plaque, (man aged 72, death due to cerebral haemorrhage, ISHD). 
Mag: 40 X.
Fig.2.9 Adjacent section to Fig.2.8 shows apo B immunoreactivity in the area
corresponding to Sudan black B staining. Lumen is at the bottom right.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human apo B 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig .2.10 The sam e field in 3 serial sections of hum an coronary artery . The section 
on the  top left in cu b a ted  w ith  CRP 1st an tibody  show s s tro n g  
im m unoreactivity around lipid core. The section on the top righ t incubated 
w ith CRP antigen-absorbed antibody shows negative reactiv ity  sim ilar to 
th a t of normal rabbit serum  control a t bottom left. (Woman aged 79, death 
due to cancer and pneumonia).
2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=250 pm.
CHAPTER 3
ALBUMIN DISTRIBUTION IN HUMAN CORONARY ARTERIES
3.1. Introduction
Albumin is a sm all m olecular weight protein th a t constitutes a large 
p a rt of the  norm al p lasm a proteins. I t has been used as a tracer for 
p lasm a in  various investigations (W illiams, Collins, T anniere, et ah, 
1990; Duncan, Cornfield and Buck, 1962; Scott and H urley, 1970). The 
presence of album in in walls of hum an  ao rta  or coronary a rte ries  has 
been dem onstrated by extraction (Hollander, Colombo, K irkpatrick, et al., 
1979) and histological observations (W atts, 1961). B ut w hether changes in 
album in d istribu tion  are  re la ted  to the in itia tion  and  developm ent of 
atherosclerosis is not known. In addition, its  insudation  from the artery  
lum en and from the vasa vasorom  in  the adventitia  and to w hat extent it 
leaks from the intim al microvessels has not been given attention.
The p resen t work aim s to answ er the  above questions through the 
investigation of album in d istribu tion  patterns, the rela tionsh ip  of these 
patterns to the intim al thickness and relative lum en narrow ing as well as 
to the s ta tu s  and p a tte rn  of m ural neovascularization. The la s t of these 
questions will be addresed in  p a rt in  chapter 7 and th is chapter will focus 
more on the other two questions. At the same time, album in distribution 
p a tte rn s  in  coronary a rte r ie s  from  the  d ifferent COD groups will be 
analysed.
3.2. Materials and Methods:
Plasm a album in w as the  firs t blood component exam ined in  th is 
study. 49 cryostat sections were first examined a t the begining of albumin 
detection. Later, paraffin  em bedded sections were found to show more 
specific im m unofluorescence, b e tte r  m orphological im ages and easier
re s ta in in g  by h istochem ical techn iques. A ltogether 299 p ara ffin  
embedded sections from the groups of serial sections were examined. The 
artery  sources and preparation of both cryostat and paraffin sections have 
been described in  chapter 2. The indirect immunofluorescence technique 
was applied to the detection of albumin. The preparations were observed 
by confocal microscopy and analysed and recorded by com puter image 
trea tm en t system  as described in chapter 2.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Albumin general distribution patterns
In norm al arteries, specifc album in imm unofluorescence was found 
in all layers of the  a rte ry  wall, nam ely in tim a, m edia and adven titia  
(Fig.3.1). W hen the in tim a became thickened, album in deficient zones or 
areas developed in  the  middle of the in tim al coat. These zones were 
surrounded by album in-fluorescence th a t was b righ ter th an  the  general 
level of the in tim al labelling (Fig.3.2).
In a rte ries w ith  atherosclerotic in tim al lesions, in  addition to the 
a lb u m in  in s u d a tin g  from  th e  lu m en , d iffuse  a lb u m in -sp ec ific  
im m unofluorescence w as alw ays found su rro u n d in g  new  vesse ls 
invading the a rte ry  wall and the in tensity  of the fluorescence was strongly 
associated w ith the severity of neovascularization (Fig.3.3). In fibrinogen 
reacting areas and w ithin the lipid cores of plaques, the corresponding 
albumin-specific-fluorescence was even stronger (Fig.3.4).
The m edia  norm ally  showed uniform  d is tr ib u tio n  of a lbum in  
imm unofluorescence. However, in those regions where the m edia was 
destroyed or w here new vessels were penetra ting , increased levels of 
album in-specific fluorescence could be found. The level of album in 
detected in  the  adven titia  depended on the  num ber of vasa  vasorum  
present.
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Almost no artery  is free of album in in its wall. The levels of album in 
immunofluorescence were scored in 4 groups.
Grade 0: Diffuse album in immunofluorescence is p resen t throughout the 
in tim a and media (Fig.3.1).
Grade 1: Albumin deficient zone or area  is in  the middle of the in tim al 
coat, w ith surrounding albumin-fluorescence brigh ter th an  the 
general level of intim al labelling (Fig.3.2).
Grade 2: In addition to the grade 1 insudation of albumin, bright areas of 
d iffuse a lb u m in  im m unoflorescence a re  p re se n t w ith in  
plaques. (Fig.3.3).
Grade 3: The m ajor p a rts  of large atherosclerotic plaques show strong 
diffuse album in-specific imm unofluorescence. (Fig.3.4).
3.3.2. Albumin distribution and in tim al thickness (I/W)
The album in im m unoreactivity grade of each arte ry  site is plotted 
against th e ir corresponding I/W ratio  in  Text Fig 3.1. The correlation 
betw een album in grade and in tim al area  ratio  was positive and strong 
(r=0.824). An in teresting  finding was th a t I/W of 0.4 was an  im portan t 
factor determ in ing  w hether album in was d istribu ted  e ith e r diffusely 
th rough  the whole in tim a  or leaving a negative band or a rea  in  the  
intim a. There were 43 sections in which I/W ratios were less th an  0.4 in 
this study, 40 of them  (93.0%) showed diffuse album in reactions through 
the whole intim a, while only 4 of 256 (1.56 %) sections in which I/W ratios 
were grea ter th an  0.4 showed th is d istribution pattern . The average I/W 
increases significantly (Table.3.1) from grade 0 to 1, from 1 to 2 and from 2 
to 3 (all p<0.001).
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Text Fig.3.1. Albumin im m unoreactivity grade versus intim al area  ratio  (I/W).










0 44 0.304 0.067
1 89 0.604 0.115 0 and 1 18.950 <0.001
2 116 0.752 0.088 1 and 2 10.085 <0.001
3 50 0.818 0.075 2 and 3 4.930 <0.001
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3.3.3. Album in distribution and relative lum en size
Albumin-specific immunofluorescence grades of all coronary a rte ry  
sites are  plotted against the ir relative lum en size ratio  (L/A) in Text Fig 
3.2. Album in im m unoreactivity grades are strongly correlated to arteria l 
stenosis (r=0.773). The average L/A decrease significantly as the album in 
reactivity grade increase (Table.3.2, all pcO.OOl).








Text Fig.3.2. Albumin immunoreactivity grade versus relative lumen size (L/A)










0 44 0.713 0.074
1 89 0.552 0.093 0 and 1 10.815 <0.001
2 116 0.404 0.115 1 and 2 10.184 <0.001
3 50 0.301 0.131 2 and 3 4.817 <0.001
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3.3.4. Albumin distribution and cause of death (COD)
All the  arteries exam ined in th is study were album in positive. The 
im m unoreactivity  d istribu tion  p a tte rn  grading is different betw een the 
groups th a t died of different diseases (Table 3.2 & 3.3) and the relationship 
betw een these  groups was basically sim ilar to th a t  of Factor V III-a.a 
im m unoreactivity d istribution patterns as described in chapter 7.
Table.3.3. Percentages of albumin grades of sections 
from people with different cause of death
A lbum in AMI Infection Cardio Cancer Alcoholic Suicide-
grade % % vascular % % % accident %
(n=42 ) (n=67) (n=60) (n=54) (n=21) (n=55)
0 0.00 8.96 8.33 12.96 23.81 38.18
1 4.76 4.48 38.33 40.74 61.90 47.27
2 47.62 61.19 43.33 33.33 14.29 14.55
3 47.62 25.37 10.00 12.96 0.00 0.00
X2 = 134.6 p<0.005
Table.3.3. Chi-square and p value of albumin reactivity grades between COD groups
Group: Groun Chi-scruare d value









Cardiovascular versus Cancer 1.58 n .s
Alcoholism 10.73 p<0.025
Suicide-accident 25.39 p<0.005
Cancer versus Alcoholism 7.24 n .s
Suicide-accident 18.17 p<0.005
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 1552 n.s
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
However, the sections from people who died of AMI showed more 
pronounced album in im m unoreactivity th an  did the sections from people 
who died of infectious disease (p<0.05), while the factor VIII.a.a. reacting 
in tim al m icrovessels showed no s ta tis tica l difference betw een these  2
groups.
Most of the sections in  the AMI group were highly neovascularized, 
and diffuse album in produced strong specific fluorescence in  the regions 
of plaques w here new vessels were p resen t as well as in  fibrinogen 
positive areas and in  the lipid cores of plaques. From the level of albumin- 
specific fluorescence present, it  could be seen th a t there was considerable 
plasm a protein accum ulation occuring in  these regions.
The coronary sections from the infectious disease group showed less 
album in-specific im m unofluorescence th an  those of the AMI group, but 
compared to the groups of cardiovascular disease, cancer, alcoholism or 
suicide and accident, they showed stronger sta in ing  and larger areas of 
specific fluorescence.
Albumin-specific im m unoreactiv ity  in  coronary sections from the 
cardiovascular disease group in general showed w eaker stain ing th an  the 
AMI and infectious disease groups, bu t was sim ilar to th a t of the cancer 
group.
A lthough new vessel leakage in  the  cardiovascular disease group 
was less th an  in the AMI group, album in insudation from the lum en was 
stronger. The endothelium  covering some plaques appeared broken, w ith 
increased album in insudation  from the lum en into the deeper layers of 
the  plaques. Even in  these instances, g radients of specific-fluorescence 
could be observed descending into the intim a.
In  some early  p laques in  the  a p p aren t absence of new vessels, 
album in-specific im m unofluorescent a reas could be found w ith in  the  
loose fibrous structure of the plaques.
The card iovascu lar d isease group can be divided in to  several 
subgroups (Appendix. 1). T here  w ere no d ifferences in  a lbum in
d is tr ib u tio n  be tw een  th e  subgroups of chronic ISH D , ce reb ra l 
haem orrhage, rup tu red  aortic aneurysm  or pulm onary embolism.
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The album in d istribu tion  p a tte rn  in  the coronary a rte rie s  of the 
cancer group was sim ilar to th a t of the cardiovascular disease group, bu t 
since there  were more encrusted  throm bi on the  coronary walls of the 
cancer group, stronger album in fluorescence showed in the throm bi and 
also the coronary in tim a was insudated  by album in more strongly in  this 
group.
The coronary a rte ry  sections from  the  sub jects who died of 
alcoholism showed lower album in im m unoreactivity grades th an  those of 
all o ther COD groups, bu t no significant difference was found w ith the 
coronary sections from subjects who died of suicide or accidents.
W ith regard  to the  control group, these were the  sections from the 
subjects who died of suicide or accident. Most of these sections showed the 
coronary diffuse in tim al insudation  d istribution pattern . It was for th is 
reason th a t th is was considered to be the physiological state  and is scored 
as grade 'O'. There were a few sections th a t  showed sm all a reas of 
a lbum in  specfic s ta in in g  in  th e  fac to r V III-a .a  positive  regions 
corresponding to areas of neovascularization of the intim a.
3.4. Discussion
The present work confirmed the resu lts obtained from the extraction 
of hum an aortic in tim as (Hollander, Colombo, K irkpatrick, e t al., 1979). 
Albumin was p resen t in both norm al and atherosclerotic in tim a, bu t the 
album in concentration in atherosclerotic plaques was much h igher th an  
in norm al intim a. Endothelial perm eability increase m ight be one of the 
reasons for th is  (H ollander, Paddock, and  Colombo, 1977). In tim al 
microvessel leakage is dem onstrated here in  as being ano ther source of 
album in. The p resen t work provides strong evidence to support the 
hypo thesis th a t  m icrovessels p lay  ro les in  th e  com plications of
atherosclerosis by leak ing  blood com ponents in to  p laques and into 
diseased in tim a (LeCompte, 1967; Groszek and G rundy, 1980). O ther 
plasm a constitutions are very likely getting into the plaques in  the same 
way as does album in and so m ay be involved in atherogenesis.
In  addition to the  im p o rtan t dem onstra tion  of album in  leakage 
occuring from in tim al m icrovessels, the p resen t work also found th a t 
album in d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  were very strongly associated w ith  the 
in tim al thickness. Albumin grade 0 arteries d istributed in  a sm all range 
of I/W and there is a jum p of I/W ratio from grade 0 to grade 1. I/W 0.4 is 
the critical ratio. W hen the in tim a to wall ratio  is less th an  th a t, the 
in tim a is full of albumin-specific fluorescence. W hen the ratio exceeded 
0.4, an  in tim al album in deficient zone appeared. In  general, the blood- 
derived  com ponen ts in  th e  in tim a  a re  considered  to p erfu se  
physiologically from the artery  lum en (W atts, 1961) and to in filtrate  from 
the vasa vasorum  of the adventitia (Adams, 1973). The album in deficiency 
in  the in tim a in  such instance may be because the blood-derived m aterials 
cannot reach the deeper layer of the in tim a (Geiringer, 1951) or may be 
due to local increase of tissue  polysaccharide in  the  in tim al ground 
substance (G resham , Howard and King, 1962) which exclude album in 
(Greenway and Stark, 1971). A lternatively it  may be due to changed tissue 
in  the in tim a being unable to hold the albumin. W hatever the case, th is 
focal album in deficiency is in te rp re ted  as a sign of abnorm al in tim al 
changes. Com parison w ith the neovascularization critical ratio  of 0.54 
found in chapter 7 m akes i t  obvious th a t album in d istribution  changes 
from grade 0 to grade 1 before in tim al neovascularization develops. This 
re su lt ind icates th a t  zonal album in  deficiency m ight be one of the  
in itia ting  events in  atherogenesis and m ight be a stim ulator of in tim al 
neovascularization.
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It has been reported th a t fluoresceinated anti-album in antibodies did 
not show any sta in ing  in  e ither the diseased areas or norm al areas of 
hum an  ao rtas (Kao and W issler 1965). This is probably due to the  
technique of using unfixed tissue and a long tim e (30 min) w ashing in  
running  buffered saline solution after fluorescein-antibody reaction.
An in te re s tin g  find ing  in  the  p resen t s tudy  is th a t  a lbum in  
im m unoreactivity  in  the  AMI group is stronger th a n  th a t of infectious 
disease group (p<0.05), while the ir in tim al neovascularization showed no 
sta tistical difference (as described in  chapter 7). It is very likely th a t the 
microvessels in the atherosclerotic plaques from patien ts w ith AMI have 
h igher perm eability th an  those in the pa tien ts w ith  infection and other 
d iseases. A rtery  w all oedem a is lis ted  as th e  in itia l change of 
arteriosclerosis which has distinct successive epochs and is considered to 
be closely related to the thickening of the innner coat of the vessel (Bredt, 
1969). Fifty percent of the stenoses in  the coronary arteries found in young 
Am erican soldiers killed in  action in  Korea (Enos, Holmes and Beyer, 
1953) was in terpreted  by Selye (1958) as a consequence of fat-free oedema. 
Some unknow n factors acting on the rich in tim al microvessels to cause 
severe a lbum in  leakage in to  a therosc le ro tic  p laques will certa in ly  
contribute to the wall oedema of coronary arteries which together w ith the 
presence of a lready  severe a rte ry  lum en narrow ing, as described in  
chapter 7, may very likely be the trigger of AMI onset.
The cardiovascular disease and cancer groups showed less album in 
leakage  from  in tim a l m icrovessels, b u t show ed s tro n g e r a lbum in  
insudation. I t is obvious, the atherosclerotic pathological process in the 
a rte ries from people w ith cardiovascular disease and cancer is different 




1. A lbum in in  hum an  coronary a rte ry  w alls can come from th ree  
sources: insudation  from the a rte ry  lum en, from the vasa vasorom  
and leakage from new vessels invading the diseased a rte ria l walls.
2. Albumin insudation  from the a rte ry  lum en depends on the in tim al 
thickness. W ith I/W ratio  less th an  0.4, album in diffused through 
the  whole in tim a; w ith  I/W ratio  g rea te r th a n  0.4, an  a lbum in 
negative zone or area appeared in the mid layer of the intim a.
3. Album in leakage into the  diseased in tim a was correlated w ith the 
am ount of factor V III-a.a reacting microvessels present therein.
4. A lbum in-specific  im m unofluo rescence  g rad es  w ere s tro n g ly  
positively correlated w ith in tim a to wall area  ratio  and negatively 
correlated w ith the relative lum en size and showed the strongest 
correlations of all the antigens tested.
5. In general, the differences in album in distribution pa ttern s between 
the subjects who died of different diseases reflected the differences in 
factor VIII-a.a im m unoreactivity pa tterns in the same subjects.
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Fig .3.1 Six serial coronary artery sections incubated separately with antibodies to 
the following (from left to righ t and top to bottom): fibrinogen, factor 
VIII.a.a, CRP, albumin, IgG and rabbit normal serum as negative control. 
(Woman, aged 54, death due to cerebral haem orrhage). Each section 
composite of 4 frames.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human. 2nd antibody: Sheep an ti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar= l mm.
F ig .3.2 Coronary artery showing albumin-specific im munoreactivity of grade 1.
The thickened intima has an albumin deficient area in the intima. Lumen 
at top of figure. (Woman aged 79, death due to cancer and pneumonia).
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human albumin 2nd antibody: Sheep a n ti­
rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Composite figure from 2 frames.
Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig.3.3 Coronary artery  with a group of microvessels present in plaque shoulder
region. These vessels have strong albumin-specific immunofluorescence 
su rround ing  th e ir  walls. Diffuse album in can be seen in the
neovascularized area. Lumen at top right corner of figure, (man aged 72, 
death due to cerebral haemorrhage, ISHD).
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human albumin. 2nd antibody: Sheep a n ti­
rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
Fig.3.4 Coronary atherosclero tic  plaque showing strong album in specific
immunofluorescence. The pattern is similar to tha t of fibrinogen shown in 
Fig.5.4. Lumen a t top of figure. (Woman aged 60, death due to hepatic 
cancer and alcoholism).
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human albumin 2nd antibody: Sheep a n ti­




IN HUMAN CORONARY ARTERIES
4.1. Introduction
Since the  co rre la tio n  betw een  lym phocytic in f iltra tio n  in  the  
adven titia  of arteries and the severity of atherosclerosis was identified by 
Schw artz and M itchell (1962), the involvem ent of im m unoreactions in 
atherogenesis has been exam ined and has been suggested as a  cause of 
atherosclerosis (Hollander, Colombo, Kramsch, et al., 1974). However, th is 
theory  has not received a lo t of support in  the  past, especially since 
immunological research in  the clinical field of atherosclerosis has yielded 
scanty  and som etim es discordant resu lts (Gray, Hill, and Mitchell, 1978; 
Romano, Sotolongo-Pons, Camejo, e t al., 1984). Serum  immunoglobulins 
have been m easured in  pa tien ts w ith coronary disease. The results have 
been inconsistent (Gray, Hill, and Mitchell, 1978). Davies and Clark (1968) 
found h igh  levels of IgG in  p a tie n ts  w ith  coronary d isease while 
Björkholm, De Faire  and Göran (1980) reported decreased IgG levels in 
pa tien ts  w ith  m yocardial infarction or severe angina pectoris. D ifferent 
classes of im m unoglobulins have been dem onstrated to be linked or not 
linked w ith the degree of atherosclerosis (Muscari, Bandini, Fiorentini, et 
al., 1987).
Soluble imm unoglobulin IgG, IgA and IgM have been extracted both 
from apparen tly  norm al in tim a and atherosclerotic plaques (Hollander, 
Colombo, K irkpatrick, et al., 1979). However, histological exam inations do 
not alw ays find im m unoglobulin or im m unoglobulin containing cells in 
these tissues. Parum s and M itchinson (1981) dem onstrated th a t IgG and 
IgM positive  cells w ere p re s e n t in  th e  a d v e n tit ia  of advanced  
atherosclerotic plaques and also w ithin the atherom atous m aterials. The
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am ount of im m unoglobulins in  the  in tim a was rela ted  to the am ount of 
a therom atous debris p resen t (F itzm aurice and  Ratliff, 1990). Some 
workers, however, reported the absence of B cells in atherom atous arteries 
(Parum s, D unn, Dixon, e t al., 1990) and the  sm all num bers of B cells 
found in  th e  a d v en titia  were not re la ted  to a therosclero tic  disease 
(Keohane, Adams and Poston, 1988).
From  the foregoing, i t  is clear th a t the  hypothesis th a t  an im m une 
response causes atherosclerosis lacks su b s tan tia l support and  needs 
fu rther exam inations. The p resen t work aim s to investigate the pa tterns 
of im m unoglobulin  d is trib u tio n  in  hum an  coronary a rte r ie s  and  to 
estab lish  th e ir  rela tionsh ip  w ith  in tim al th ickening  and a rte ry  lum en 
narrow ing. Through comparison w ith the deposition of other components 
in relation to these two indices of atherosclerotic involvement it is hoped to 
find a t w hat stage local and hum oral im m une responses may be involved 
in  the  pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. F u rtherm ore , by finding the 
immnoglobulin d istribution  p a tte rn s  in subjects w ith  different causes of 
death the clinical im portance of antibody-m ediated reactions in  coronary 
arteries can be assessed.
4.2. Materials and Methods:
Three ad jacen t paraffin  embedded sections from each set of serial 
sections were tak ing  for exam ination of im m unoglobulin IgG, IgA and 
IgM separa te ly . The a rte ry  source, a rte ry  block selection and  serial 
sec tion  c u tt in g  have  been  re p o rte d  in  c h a p te r  2. In d ire c t 
im m unofluorescence techn iques w ere applied. IgG, IgA and  IgM 
distribution p a tte rn s in  hum an coronary arteries were observed under the 
confocal m icroscope. The re su lts  were recorded and com pared by 
computer image trea tm en t system  as described in  chapter 2.
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4.3. Results:
4.3.1. IgG. IgA and IgM general distribution pa tterns
In  the  norm al coronary a rte ries, there  were no im m unoglobulins 
iden tified  in  e ith e r the  in tim a or the  m edia. A few im m unoglobulin 
positive cells were sometimes observed in  the adventitia.
In  the  abnorm al coronary arteries, th ree  different im m unoglobulin 
d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  could be identified: 1. Immunoglobulin-specifically 
sta ined  fluorescent short lines or tiny  circles often showed in fibroelastic 
or f ib ro m u sc u la r  th ic k en e d  in tim a s  or in  th e  fib rous caps of 
a th e ro sc le ro tic  p laques (F ig .4.1); 2. Im m unoglobulin-positive cells
p resen t in  atherosclerotic plaques, the related  a ttenua ted  m edia and the 
a d v e n titia  w ere often closely associated  w ith  invad ing  new vessels 
(Figs.4.2 & 4.3); 3. Diffuse immunoglobulin infiltrates which were m ainly 
w ith in  the lipid cores of atherosclerotic plaques and sometimes as bands 
in  the  in tim al subendothelial regions.
The m ajor im m unoglubulin  identified w ith in  the walls of hum an 
coronary a rte rie s  was IgG. In the few a rte ries  which showed positive 
reactions w ith  IgA antibody, the  positive cell num bers were about ten  
tim es less th a n  those reacting  for IgG (Fig.4.3). Very few IgM-positive 
cells were ever found in the a rte ry  walls, b u t IgM-specific m inute spots 
were often observed w ithin early  plaques (Fig.4.4) and weak diffuse IgM 
reactions were often found in the lipid cores of plaques.
The im m unoglobulin reactiv ity  in  the coronary arteries was scored 
in  4 categories according to the ir distribution patterns w ithin the intim a.
Grade 0: No specific imm unofluorescence.
G rade 1: Im m unoglobulin-specific sh o rt lines, tin y  circles or diffuse 
imm unoglobulin p resen t in the intim a.
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Grade 2: M oderate num ber of im m unoglobulin positive cells (up to 10 
cells per X20 objective field) either separately  or in small groups 
distributed in the intim a.
Grade 3: M any im m unoglobulin  cells (more th a n  10 cells per X20 
objective field) present w ithin plaques.
4.3.2. IgG. IgA and IgM distribution and in tim al thickness (I/W)
Im m unoglobulin  IgG, IgA a n d  IgM im m unofluorescence grades of 
each of the  a rte ry  sites are plotted against in tim al a rea  ra tios in Text 
Figs.4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The average I/W ratio for each grade and statistical 
differences between grades are listed in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
IgG : I/W










Text Fig.4.1. IgG immunoreactivity grade versus intimal area ratio (I/W).
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0 125 0.574 0.205
1 84 0.638 0.167 0 and 1 2.476 <0.02
2 60 0.755 0.098 1 and 2 5.274 <0.001
3 30 0.818 0.090 2 and 3 3.038 <0.005
The correlation between IgG im m unoreactivity grade and the in tim al 
area ratio was positive (r=0.455). There was a large range in the degree of 
in tim a area  ratio  of arteries w ith either no IgG-specific reaction (grade 0) 
or else showing only specific short lines, circles or diffuse IgG infiltration  
(grade 1) in  the  intim a. Mild IgG positive cellular infiltration  (grade 2) 
occured in a rte rie s  w ith th icker in tim a, while the strongest IgG-positive 
cell in filtration  (grade 3) was found in the arteries m ost severely affected 
by atherosclerotic narrow ing (Text F ig .4.1). The increases of average 










O  l/W average
IgA grade
IgA immunoreactivity grade versus intimal area ratio (I/W)








0 246 0.628 0.193
1 22 0.730 0.114 0 and 1 3.744 <0.001
2 25 0.778 0.095 1 and 2 1.556 n .s
3 6 0.868 0.072 2 and 3 2.57 <0.05
T here was a large num ber of a r te r ie s  show ing IgA negative  
reactivity  and these arteries were d istribu ted  in a wide range of intim al 
thicknesses. The appearance of in filtra ted  IgA in the in tim a (grade 1) 
was a t a la te r  stage of in tim al thickening (Text Fig.4.2) th an  th a t  for IgG 
(Text Fig.4.1). The average I/W increase from grade 0 to grade 1 was 
significant. B ut on progressing from IgA insudation (grade 1) to the mild 












Text Fig.4.3. IgM immunoreactivity grade versus intimal area ratio (I/W).









0 190 0.608 0.193
1 91 0.723 0.161 0 and 1 5.244 <0.001
2 16 0.767 0.081 1 and 2 1.669 n. s
3 2 0.825 0.010 2 and 3 2.704 n .s
The diffuse IgM distribution p a tte rn  (grade 1) was sim ilar to th a t of 
IgG and was p resen t in arteries w ith a large range of I/W. The average 
I/W increased significantly from the a rteries showing negative reactiv ity  
to the arteries th a t showed IgM insudative distribution pa ttern  (Table 4.3. 
pcO.001). V ery few IgM-specific positive cells were found in  hum an  
coronary a rte ries. W hen they  were present, they were usually  in  large 
atherosclerotic plaques.
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4.3.3. IgG. IgA and IgM distribution and artery  relative lum en size (L/A)
Im m unoglobulin  IgG, IgA or IgM -specific im m unofluorescence 
grades of all coronary a rte ry  sites are plotted against th e ir L/A ratio  in 
Text Fig.4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. The average L/A for each grade and sta tistical 
differences between grades are listed in Tables 4.4; 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. 
The im m unoreactivity grades of these imm unoglobulins were correlated 
against the degree of stenosis.
I g G : L /A
y = 0.55359 - 7.8850e-2x r = 0.473
□ L/A




Text Fig.4.4. IgG immunoreactivity grade versus the relative lumen size (L/A)










0 125 0.542 0.153
1 84 0.504 0.143 0 and 1 1.831 n. s
2 60 0.388 0.150 1 and 2 4.665 <0.001
3 30 0.301 0.137 2 and 3 2.750 <0.01
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In contrast to I/W, the arteries showing grade 1 insudation IgG had 
no significant decrease in  th e ir  re la tive  lum en size com pared to the 
negative arteries (Table 4.4). But as with IAV, from insudative distribution 
to IgG positive cells grades, the lum en size decreased significantly (Table 
4.4. p<0.001, p<0.01).
IgA : L/A







Text Fig.4.5. IgA immunoreactivity grade versus relative lumen size (L/A)









0 246 0.496 0.169
1 22 0.432 0.126 0 and 1 2.211 <0.05
2 25 0.370 0.121 1 and 2 1.715 n .s
3 6 0.253 0.091 2 and 3 2.639 <0.05
Insudative IgA (Grade 1) d istribu ted  in the arte ries w ith a sm all 
range of relative lum en size and the  average of L/A was significantly 
different from th a t  of IgA-negative a rte ries. There was no significant
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difference of relative lum en size betw een insudative  IgA (grade 1) and 
mild positive cells d istribution p a tte rn  (grade 2), bu t the arteries showed 
strong IgA positive cell in filtration  (grade 3) w ith very narrow ed lum en 
(Table 4.5).
IgM : L /A
y = 0.50348- 6.5383e-2x r = 0.243
□ L/A




Text Fig.4.6 IgM immunoreactivity grade versus relative lumen size (L/A)









0 190 0.508 0.168
1 91 0.420 0.160 0 and 1 4.244 <0.001
2 16 0.412 0.131 1 and 2 0.217 n. s
3 2 0.373 0.010 2 and 3 1.164 n. s
The arte ries th a t showed insudated  IgM had narrow er lum ens th an  
those of IgM -negative arteries (Table 4.6, p<0.001). But, there  were no 
sign ifican t d ifference betw een IgM in su d a tio n  (grade 1) and  IgM 
containing cells d istribution pa tterns (grade 2 & grade 3) in th e ir relative 
lum en size.
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4.3.4. IgG. IgA and IgM distribution and cause of death  (COD)
The coronary arte ries were classified into 6 groups in term s of the 
cause of death . T heir case num ber, COD, sex and age is shown in 
Appendix. 1. The percentage of positive sections for each grade in  the COD 
groups are shown in  Tables 4.7; 4.9 and 4.11. The s ta tis tica l grading 
differences between COD groups are shown in Tables 4.8; 4.10 and 4.12.
IgG : COD
Table. 4.7 Percentages of IgG grades of sections from people with different cause of death
IgG AMI Infection Cardio- Cancer Alcoholic Suicide-
Grade % % vascular % % % accident %
(n=42 ) (n=67) (n=60) (n=54) (n=21) (n=55)
0 23.8 40.30 55.00 27.78 57.14 50.90
1 4.76 26.87 23.33 48.15 9.52 40.00
2 35.71 25.37 11.67 16.67 33.33 9.09
3 35.71 7.46 10.00 7.40 0.00 0.00
X2 = 45.97 p< 0.005
Table.4.8 Chi-square and p value of IgG immunoreactivity grades between COD groups
Group: Group Chi-square p value





Infection versus Cardiovascular 4.99 n .s
Cancer 6.13 n .s
Alcoholism 5.08 n .s
Suicide-accident 10.89 <0.025
Cardiovascular versus Cancer 10.71 <0.025
Alcoholism 7.84 <0.05
Suicide-accident 8.32 <0.05
Cancer versus Alcoholism 13.19 <0.005
Suicide-accident 9.40 <0.025
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 1024 <0.025
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
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IgA : COD
Table. 4.9 Percentages of IgA grades of sections from people with different cause of death
IgA AMI Infection Cardio Cancer Alcoholic Suicide-
Grade % % vascular % % % accident %
(n=42 ) (n=67) (n=60) (n=54) (n=21) (n=55)
0 78.57 79.1 78.33 83.33 90.48 89.09
1 0.00 10.45 3.33 9.26 9.52 10.91
2 14.29 8.96 15.00 7.41 0.00 0.00
3 7.14 1.49 3.33 0.00 0.00 0.00
X2 = 18.74 n.s
Table.4.10 Chi-square and p value of IgA immunoreactivity grades between COD groups
Group: Group Chi-sauare d value
AMI: versus Infection 7.30 n .s




Infection versus C ardiovascular 3.70 n .s
Cancer 1.00 n .s
Alcoholism 2.46 n .s
Suicide-accident 6.11 n .s
Cardiovascular versus Cancer 4.95 n .s
Alcoholism 5.40 n .s
Suicide-accident 12.85 <0.005
Cancer versus Alcoholism 1.65 n .s
Suicide-accident 4.25 n .s
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 0.08 n.s
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
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IgM : COD
Table.4.11 Percentages of IgM grades of sections from people with different cause of death
IgM AMI Infection Cardio Cancer Alcoholic Suicide-
Grade % % vascular % % % accident %
(n=42 ) (n=67) (n=60) (n=54) (n=21) (n=55)
0 54.76 58.21 60.00 61.11 71.43 80.00
1 28.57 32.84 38.33 33.33 28.57 18.18
2 11.90 8.96 1.67 5.56 0.00 1.82
3 4.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
X2 = 16.75 n.s
Table.4.12 Chi-square and p value of IgM immun ore activity grades between groups
Groun: Group Chi-souare d value
AMI: versus Infection 3.62 n .s
C ardiovascular 8.06 <0.05
Cancer 4.05 n .s
Alcoholism 4.15 n .s
Suicide-accident 9.87 <0.025
Infection versus Cardiovascular 3.34 n .s
Cancer 0.51 n .s
Alcoholism 2.43 n .s
Suicide-accident 7.26 n .s
Cardiovascular versus Cancer 1.43 n .s
Alcoholism 1.09 n .s
Suicide-accident 5.72 n .s
Cancer versus Alcoholism 1.53 n .s
Suicide-accident 4.85 n .s
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 131 n.s
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
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The IgG d istribution  p a tte rn  in the coronary arteries was different 
for the various COD groups (X2=45.97 p<0.005). IgA and IgM distribution 
pa tterns were not significantly different between the COD groups overall, 
however, there  were some special features in  some of the groups.
Acute M yocardial infarction
The a rte r ie s  in th is  group showed the  strongest imm unoglobulin- 
specific reactions. Not only was the positive artery  percentage the highest, 
bu t also the  m ajority of the arteries showed either m oderate (grade 2) or 
strong (grade 3) IgG, IgA or IgM positive cells in the intim a. In the other 
groups, although some of them  showed high positive percentages, diffuse 
infiltration  by imm unoglobulin (grade 1) was often the major d istribution 
pa ttern .
The d istribu tion  of immunoglobulin-specific cells in  the  a rte ry  wall 
was associated w ith the  presence of atherosclerotic plaques. In  early 
plaques, a few of IgG-positive cells were localized in the shoulder regions. 
Then, with the  growth of the plaques, positive cells also appeared in  their 
centres. Before the  appearance of lipid-rich cores, the IgG-positive cells 
were d is trib u ted  th roughou t the  plaques, especially in a reas showing 
dam age. W ith  lip id  core form ation , IgG -positive cells w ere found 
surrounding the  cores and the  cores them self showed weak diffuse IgG- 
specific fluorescence. IgG-positive cells were always associated w ith the 
presence of new vessels invading  the in tim a. T here were not m any 
imm unoglobulin positive cells in  the plaques w ith severe calcification.
IgA-positive cells were p resen t in  the sam e areas as the IgG positive 
cells, bu t the  num ber of IgA cells was about ten  tim es less th an  the  IgG 
cells.
Very few IgM -positive cells were p resen t in  the  in tim a, b u t the  
diffuse IgM distribution  pa ttern  was often observed in  the cholesterol-rich
core areas.
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The adventitia  showed large num bers of IgG positive cells associated 
w ith the underlying in tim al plaques. Their num bers increased w ith the 
size of the  p laques and  th ey  showed very strong  p reference for 
perivascular distribution related  to the vasa vasorum.
Cancer group
The coronary arteries from the people who died of cancer showed the 
second h ighest percen tage of sections positive for im m unoglobulin  
reactions. Compared to those sections from the AMI group, the cancer 
group had  more diffuse im m unoglobulin in sudation  and less positive 
cells. Almost all of the th ickened fibro-m uscular in tim as in  th is group 
showed IgG-specific tiny circles in the intim a.
Infectious Disease
The arte ries from the infectious disease group showed the  th ird  
highest percentage of IgG positive sections. Compared to the AMI group, 
there were more arteries in th is group showing the insudative distribution 
p a tte rn  (grade 1) and the mild immunoglobulin-positive cellular infiltrate  
p a tte rn  (grade 2). A higher ratio  (>1/10) of IgA-positive cells was found in 
the sam e areas th a t  IgG-positive cells were p resen t compared to the 
situation  in all o ther COD's, som etim es even showing higher num bers of 
IgA positive cells th a n  IgG-positive cells (Fig.4.5). Some IgG and IgA­
positive cells were found on the  a rte r ia l endothelial cells overlying 
atherosclerotic plaques (Figs.4.6-4.7). N um erous IgM-specific sharp ly  
defined spots were found in the fibrom uscular in tim a and sm all groups of 
these spots (Fig.4.4) or small a reas of diffusely infiltrated  IgM were often 
found in  the shoulders of early plaques.
The adven titia  showed large num bers of im m unoglobulin-positive 
cells (IgG, IgA and IgM) associated w ith the presence of in tim al plaques. 
When the intim a showed the sam e level of plaque development, there were
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more immunoglobulin positive cells in  the adventitia  of arteries from the 
infectious disease group th an  th a t from other groups.
C ardiovascular Disease
The a rte rie s  in  the  cardiovascular disease group showed a lower 
IgG-positive percentage of sections th an  the AMI and cancer groups, bu t 
no statistically  significant difference w ith the infection group.
Alcoholism
In the a rte ries from the people who died of alcoholism, there  were 
some IgG-positive cells in the intim a, but no IgA or IgM positive cells.
Diffuse IgG and IgA im m unoreactivity  was closely associated w ith 
the presence of im m unoreactivity to fibrinogen.
Suicide-accident
The arteries from subjects who died of suicide or accident showed the 
lowest percentage of sections with imm unoglobulin reactivity. The m ain 
distribution p a tte rn  of th is group was immunoglobulin insudation.
Very few immunoglobulin positive cells were identified in  th is group. 
A lthough several a rte rie s  had  large  p laques, th e re  were none th a t  
appeared  to be active atherosclerotic plaques. All fibrinogen-specific 
positive a reas showed corresponding IgG-specific reactions. They were 
localized to p a rts  of the subendothelial regions, diffusely around new 
vessels and in tiny spots in  the sam e regions as fibrinogen deposition. In 
one section in  th is  group, th e re  w ere some collections of yellow 
autofluorescent lipids a t the  plaque bases close to the in te rn a l elastic 
m em brane w ith m any IgG cells present.
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4.4. Discussion
T hree im m unoglobulin d is tribu tion  p a tte rn s  in  hum an  coronary 
arteries were serendipitously found to be coincident w ith three hypotheses 
of immunological pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.
The first d istribution  p a tte rn  of immunoglobulin-specific fluorescent 
short lines or tiny circles in fibroelastic or fibrom uscular thickened intim a 
or in  the fibrous cap of atherosclerotic plaques was in  agreem ent with 
H ollander and co-workers' resu lts  (Hollander, Colombo, K irkpatrick , et 
a l., 1979). They ex trac ted  im m unoglobulins from  h u m an  aortic  
atherosclerotic in tim as and dem onstrated th a t sm all am ounts of antibody 
was closely associated  w ith  the  collagenous tissu e  of the  p laques. 
T herefo re , th ey  suggested  th a t  th e  an tibod ies con ta ined  in  th e  
a therosclero tic  p laque m ay rep re sen t an tibodies which are  d irected  
against the fibrous proteins of the arteries. Collagen is one of the antigens 
th a t reacted with antibodies (Michaeli, M artin, Benjam ini, e t al., 1969). 
In the present observations, this kind of antibody localization was not only 
observed in the fibrous cap of atherosclerotic plaques, bu t was also found 
in  the fibroelastic thickened intim a. This indicates th a t antibody reactions 
m ay s ta r t  a t the  early  stages of atherogenesis. O ther connective tissue 
proteins have also been dem onstrated as having antigenic properties and 
are capable of inducing specific antibodies (O'Dell, 1968). The antibodies 
observed m ay be binding to some a rte ria l component closely associated 
w ith  collagen such  as lip o p ro te in s  or acid m ucopo lysaccharides 
(Hollander, 1976, Hollander, Paddock and Colombo, 1977). An alternative 
explanation is th a t they are deposits of antibody-antigen complexes, since 
im m une complexes have been found in  a rte rie s  w ith  in flam m atory  
reactions produced by foreign proteins (Dixon, Vazquez, Weigle, et al., 
1958; W ard and Cochrane, 1964).
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In  the p resen t study, in tim al thickness was found to be increased 
significantly  in  the  a rte rie s  th a t  showed insudative  im m unoglobulins 
compared to those of imm unoglobulin-negative arteries. Therefore, some 
form of antibody reaction is possibly playing a role in  the in itia tion  of 
atherosclerosis.
Im m unoglobulin-containing cells were found only in  the adventitia  
and in  atherosclerotic plaques. This confirms other workers' observations 
th a t  IgG containing cells are p resen t in the  adventitia  of atherom atous 
a rte ry  (Parum s, D unn, Dixon, e t al., 1990) and w ith in  a therom atous 
m ateria l (Parum s and M itchinson, 1981). The imm unoglobulin positive 
cells in  the p resen t study were located in  areas of in flam m atory  cell 
in filtra tion . The density  of IgG-positive cells was found to be closely 
correlated  w ith  the  increase of in tim al th ickness and the  decrease of 
lum en size, which suggests th a t a local im m une reaction is involved in 
the developm ent of atherosclerosis. Moreover, im m unoglobulin positive 
cells were often found surrounding m icrovessels in  the  a rte ry  wall and 
th e  n um ber of positive cells w as co rre la ted  w ith  the  sev erity  of 
vascularization. It would appear th a t the microvessels in  the a rte ry  wall 
provide the antibody producing cells in plaques.
An un ex p ec ted  fin d in g  in  th is  p a r t  of th e  w ork is th a t  
im m unoglobulin type IgA was found in  hum an  coronary a rte ry  walls 
w ith quite large num bers of IgA cells being found in  some cases in the 
adven titia  and w ith in  atherom atous plaques. IgA is recognised as the 
form  of im m unoglobulin  th a t  plays a key role in  m ucosal defence. 
However, IgA is one of the soluble proteins th a t has been extracted from 
hum an  atherosclerotic plaques (Hollander, Colombo, K irkpatrick, et al., 
1979) and  serum  levels of IgA have been found to be m uch h igher in 
atherosclerotic subjects th an  in controls (M uscari, Bozzoli, G erratana , et
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al., 1988). W hether IgA im m unoglobulin and IgA containing cells could 
be found in  hum an  coronary a rte ries therefore seem ed an in te res tin g  
topic. C arefu l exam ination  w ith  the  in d irec t im m unofluorescence 
techn ique dem onstra ted  IgA to be d is trib u ted  in  abnorm al coronary 
a rte rie s  in  the  sam e p a tte rn  of IgG. In  m ost cases IgA positive cells 
appeared in  much sm aller num bers th an  IgG positive cells, but, in  a few 
cases, there  were equal or g rea te r num bers of IgA com pared to IgG 
positive cells.
I t  is  d ifficu lt to u n d e rs ta n d  th is  in v o lv em en t of IgA in  
atherosclerosis. But, since it is an  antibody, it  is likely th a t its synthesis is 
s tim u la ted  by some an tigenic m ateria l, such as v iruses (Fabrican t, 
F ab rican t, L itren ta , e t al., 1978) in  order to n eu tra lize  these  active 
an tigens a t th e ir  site of production, to partic ipa te  in  the form ation of 
circulating immunoglobulins (Beaumont and Vi vier, 1990) and to enhance 
phagocytosis by m ononuclear m acrophages th rough  IgA receptors on 
th e ir  cell m em branes (Hill and Porter, 1974). As m entioned, hum an 
m onocytes have a recep tor for secretory  im m unoglobulin  A on cell 
m em brane (Padeh, Jaffe  and Passw ell, 1991). The IgA positive cells 
observed in  the  p resen t work have the possibility of being IgA coated 
monocytes.
In  a few cases, IgG and  IgA cells w ere found only in  the  
subendothelial regions overlying atherosclerotic plaques. W hether they 
were produced following the event of endothelial damage and increased 
endothelial perm eability  is not known. But, it  is very likely th a t some 
antigens are p resen t in endothelial cells which can a ttrac t and stim ulate  
antibody producing cells (Klurfeld, Weber, Levine, et al., 1985).
The th ird  d istribu tion  p a tte rn  found in  th is  study is the diffuse 
deposition of immunoglobulins. Most of these were IgG or IgM, and were 
located  in  th e  lip id -rich  cores w hich a p p a re n tly  accu m u la ted  a
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considerable quantity  of antigens. Ceroid is one of the antigens th a t reacts 
w ith  IgG-specific an tibodies in  these  a reas (Parum s, Chadw ick and 
M itchinson, 1986). CRP may be another one (Libretti, Goldin and Kaplan, 
1957). The residual antibodies bound or deposited before the lipid cores 
w ere form ed should  be considered  as a n o th e r possible source of 
im m unoglobulins in  the lipid cores. Also, the physical conditions th a t  
lead to the pooling of lipid and debris w ithin the a rteria l intim a, m ay also 
operate in  cases of o ther large molecules such as im m unoglobulin in  a 
purely passive way. Finally, oxidized LDL is perhaps the most antigenic 
m a te ria l in  the  lip id  core which would th en  be able to reac t w ith 
antibodies. As regards the diffusely d istributed  im m unoglobulins in the 
subendothelial region, it is possible these are insudated  from the lum en or 
th a t some diffuse antigens may be reacting with the antibody.
The p resen t in v es tig a tio n  also exam ined the  im m unoglobulin  
d is trib u tio n  p a tte rn s  in  hum an  coronary a rte r ie s  from people w ith  
different causes of death. The results showed th a t there were statistically  
significant differences in  the  positive percentages and the d istribu tion  
p a tte rn s  of IgG betw een the  COD groups, while there  were no sim ilar 
sta tistically  consistent differences for IgA or IgM between the groups.
IgG is one of the blood components tested  in th is study which showed 
reactiv ity  grades in  the AMI group th a t were significantly stronger th an  
in  any of the o ther COD groups. The resu lt found in  AMI coronary 
arteries herein  is consistent w ith the finding th a t serum  IgG is increased 
in  pa tien ts  w ith myocardial infarction (Ebringer, Rosenbaum, Pincus, et 
al., 1971). IgG im m unoreaction  is m ore like ly  th a n  some o ther 
components to be involved in the onset of AMI. The sections from AMI 
coronary a rte ries  showed m any im m unoglobulin containing cells w ithin 
the plaques. Hollander, Colombo, K irkpatrick, et al (1979) speculated th a t 
the  h ig h er concentra tion  of IgG in  a therosclero tic  in tim a  m igh t be
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synthesized by the artery . Herein, the speculation has been proved th a t 
these cells are producing antibody locally to contribute to the complication 
of atherosclerotic plaques.
The a rte rie s  from  the  infectious disease group showed w eaker 
im m unoglobulin reactiv ity  th an  those of the  AMI group. I t has been 
d em o n s tra ted  th a t  fac to r V III.a .a . reac tin g  m icrovessels have no 
significant difference betw een these two groups (chapter 7), a lthough in  
general, there  is a trend  for immunoglobulins to increase w ith the degree 
of neovascularization. Together w ith the evidence th a t album in reactivity 
of the infections group was weaker th an  th a t of the AMI group (chapter 3), 
i t  suggested th a t the in tim al microvessels in  the infectious disease group 
play less of a function th an  in the AMI group. But, it  is established th a t 
infection prom otes the  developm ent of atherosclerosis as discussed in 
chapter 7. Compared to the all the other groups, there was a higher ratio 
of IgA or IgM positive cells in  the  infectious group and more of these 
classes of positive cells in the adventitia. In  some cases, there were even 
some positive cells found in coronary endothelial regions which suggested 
th a t infectious diseases influence the a rte ry  wall through some factors or 
antigens th a t damage the endothelium  of the artery  (Csonka, Bayer, Buki, 
et al., 1990; Gerrity, Richardson, Caplan, et al., 1976).
The increased incidence of the insudation distribution pa tterns in the 
arteries of the cadiovascular disease and cancer groups reflected the  high 
perm eability  of presum ably dam aged endothelium . The imm unoglobulin 
in  the in tim a in th is instance was largely derived from the plasma.
All im m unoglobulins showed correlation w ith I/W and L/A. The 
correlation th a t should be singled out is IgM reactivity whose change from 
grade 0 to grade 1 is highly significant (pcO.OOl) w ith both I/W and L/A. 
Therefore, the insudation of IgM in  the artery  wall m ight be an early event
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of atherosclerotic lesions w ith some infectious factor such as a virus being 
the initiator.
4.5. Summary
1. Im m unoglobu lin  in su d a tio n  f irs t  ap p ea re d  in  in tim a s  w ith  
fibroelastic or fibrom uscular thickening. The a rte ries showing th is 
p a tte rn  differed from im m unoglobulin-negative a rte rie s  in both 
relative in tim al thickness and relative lum en size.
2. IgG im m unoglobulin positive cells correlated w ith relative in tim al 
thickness and negatively w ith relative lum en size.
3. Few IgA or IgM positive cells were observed in  plaques and th e ir 
presence was not correlated with I/W or L/A.
4. Im m u n o g lo b u lin  positive  cells w ere loca lized  a ro u n d  th e  
microvessels in  atherosclerotic artery  walls.
5. IgG was the only o ther component tested  in  addition to album in 
which showed significant differences in  im m unoreactiv ity  grades 
between the AMI and all other COD groups. IgG may be involved in 
triggering the onset of AMI.
6. IgM insudation  into the  a rte ry  wall m ay be an  in itia ting  event in 
atherogenesis, possibly related  to the presence of an infectious factor.
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Fig.4.1 IgG-specific fluorescence present as short lines and tiny circles in a
thickened coronary intima. The artery lumen is on the left, (man aged 72, 
death due to cerebral haemorrhage, ISHD).
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human IgG. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=50 pm.
Fig.4.2 IgG positive cells suround m icrovessels (arrow) in the base of an
atherosclerotic plaque and related media (m) in a coronary artery. At the top 
left of the figure are autofluorescent lipids with cholesterol crystal spaces. 
Adventitia is a t bottom right, (same subject of Fig.4.1).
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human IgG. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig.4.3 The same coronary artery field in 4 serial sections. The sections (from left to 
right and top to bottom) IgG, IgA, IgM antibody and normal rabbit serum 
respectively. It shows tha t IgG positive cells are the main immunoglobulin 
cells in hum an coronary artery atherosclerotic plaques. The dark space 
visible in IgG incubated section is an intim al microvessel. Some IgG 
positive cells surround this vessel and more cells are distributed in the 
adventitia underneath, (man aged 72, death due to cerebral haemorrhage, 
ISHD.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human lg G, Ig A or lg M. 2nd antibody: Sheep 
anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
F ig .4.4 IgM positive spots within the intima of coronary artery of a man aged 66, 
death due to pneumonia.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human IgM. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig.4.5 IgA positive cells within an atherosclerotic plaque of a coronary artery from
a man aged 72, death due to cerebral haemorrhage, ISHD.
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human IgA. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=50 pm.
Fig.4.6 IgG positive cells on the endothelium of an atherosclerotic plaque. Coronary
lumen a t bottom of figure, (man aged 66, death due to pneumonia). 1st 
antibody: rabbit anti-hum an IgG. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar= 100 pm.
Fig.4.7 IgA positive cells on the endothelium of an atherosclerotic plaque. Coronary 
lumen a t bottom of figure, (man aged 66, death due to pneumonia). 1st 
antibody: rabbit anti-human IgA. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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CHAPTER 5
FIBRINOGEN DISTRIBUTION IN HUMAN CORONARY ARTERIES 
5.1. Introduction
Thrombosis is considered to be one of the im portant causes of clinical 
coronary h e a r t d isease (Tim m is, G angadharan , H auser, e t al., 1982; 
Davies and Thomas, 1984). Both histological and experim ental studies 
have dem onstra ted  th a t  throm bosis is alw ays re la ted  to pre-existing 
atherosclerotic lesions (C handler and Pope, 1975; Woolf and  C arsta irs , 
1967). However, the m echanism  through which these two processes are 
related rem ains uncertain . There are three m ain theories th a t a ttem pt to 
explain  th is  re la tion : The en cru sta tio n  theory , the  lum en-derived  
capillary haem orrhage theory and the collagen-cap Assuring theory. The 
firs t two theories have been m entioned in  the  general in troduction  
(chapter 1). The m ain idea in the  encrustation theory is th a t fibrin, with 
o ther blood com ponents, deposits on the  a rte ry  surface, as throm bus 
which th en  becomes incorporated  into the  in tim a and contribu tes to 
atherogenesis. The lum en-derived capillary haem orrhage theory is based 
on the  concept th a t  in tim a l cap illa ries ru p tu re  and cause in tim al 
haem o rrh ag es. The re p e a te d  h aem o rrh ag es  ev en tu a lly  lead  to 
atherosclerotic narrow ing and coronary a rte ry  thrombosis. Collagen-cap 
Assuring theory is a recently  proposed theory which speculates th a t  the 
fragile advanced atherosclerotic plaque may be easily fissured by various 
factors (Constantinides, 1980; C onstantinides, 1990; C onstantinides and 
Wiggers, 1974; Zim m erm ann and McGeachie, 1987). Once the plaque cap 
is broken, blood en ters from the  a rte ry  lum en into the plaque where it 
becomes exposed to powerful thrombogenic factors (Kirk, 1961; Donner, 
1962) to form  th ro m b u s on th e  collagen cap to seal the  crack
(Constantinides, 1990). The throm bus so in itiated  may grow to occlude the 
narrow  lum en.
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Each of the th ree  theories are incompatible to some degree w ith the 
known facts. The encrusta tion  theory does not explain the  frequent 
a sso c ia tio n  of in tr a m u ra l  h em orrhage  w ith  lu m in a l th rom bosis 
(Osborn,1963) the fissuring theory cannot be reconciled with the fact th a t 
in tra m u ra l  th rom b i are  often  found u n d e r in ta c t  collagen caps 
(Paterson, 1963) and the haem orrhage theory is not compatible w ith the 
very low frequency of lum en-derived capillaries found in atherosclerotic 
plaques associated w ith throm bi (C onstantinides, 1966; F riedm an and 
Bovenkam p, 1966). Therefore, the  re la tion  betw een throm bosis and 
atherosclerosis still needs investigation.
Fibrinogen is the  u ltim ate  focus of the cascade of the coagulation 
factors. The fibrin so formed constitutes 60% of the total protein of thrombi 
(Bini, Fenoglio, Sobel et al., 1987). Fibrinogen and fibrin deposition in 
atherosclerotic lesions m ay reflect the presence e ither of throm bus or of 
fibrinous exudate due to inflam m ation in  the  a rte ry  wall. The present 
work is designed to exam ine fibrinogen d istribution  p a tte rn s in  hum an 
coronary arteries. Through the analysis of the distribution pa tterns with 
th e ir association w ith in tim al thickness ratio  (I/W) and relative a rte ry  
lum en size (L/A) i t  is hoped to find the significant correlation betw een 
throm bosis and atherosclerosis.
N eovascularization has been considered to play a role in throm bus 
form ation (Paterson, 1963). This study will evaluate th is postu late  by 
com paring factor V III.a .a . d is trib u tio n  and  fibrinogen d is trib u tio n  
patterns. Fibrinogen distribution pa ttern s in  the coronary arteries from 
people w ith different causes of death  will also be investigated to find the 
role of throm bosis in  the causes of death. Finally, fibrinogen deposition
re la ted  to inflam m atory  changes occuring in  hum an coronary a rte ries 
will be investigated.
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5.2. Materials and methods
299 paraffin  em bedded coronary a rte ry  sections were tak e n  for 
exam ination  of fibrinogen im m unoreactiv ity  from  the se t of se ria l 
sections. The source of arteries and the p reparation  of coronary artery  
sections have been described in  chapter 2. All the cases examined in this 
investigation are listed  in  Appendix 1, including the  age, sex and the 
COD. Indirect immunofluorescence technique was used in  the detection 
of fibrinogen and fibrin. Confocal microscope and a ttached  com puter 
system were used to analysis fibrinogen distribution and to record results 
(see chapter 2).
5.3 Results
Anti-fibrinogen im m unoreactivity in th is study reflected the presence 
of both fibrinogen and fibrin, since i t  is im possible on imm unologic 
grounds to distinguish between the two forms.
Fibrinogen or fibrin was not detected in  the walls of norm al arteries. 
Its earliest appearance was as a band beneath  the endothelium  w ithin an 
already th ickened flbrom uscular in tim a  (Fig.5.1). W hen new vessels 
were present in the intim a, a few immunofluorescence-specific spots were 
seen inside them. As the new vessels increased in num ber in the in tim a 
and in  early plaques, fibrinogen-specific fluorescent spots surrounded the 
sparsely d istribu ted  in tim al new vessels. Localized, specifically-stained 
areas were only found in  sites e ither w here groups of new vessel were 
present in the in tim a or in  association w ith cellular infiltrates, usually in 
plaque shoulder regions (Figs.5.2a & b). The largest fibrinogen deposits 
were always w ithin advanced atherosclerotic plaques and were associated 
w ith large num bers of invading  new vessels as well as w ith  severe
inflam m atory cell infiltration. W hen the plaques were full of cholesterol 
crystal and/or lipid-rich gruel, new vessels had  in  p a rt d isappeared  so 
th a t tiny new vessels could only be found a t the top of the lipid gruel and in 
the rela ted  fibrous cap. In such instance, fibrinogen was not associated 
w ith  neovascularization . In  such sites the  green  fibrinogen-specific 
im m unofluorescence w as m ixed w ith  the  yellow autofluorescence of 
oxidized lipid. I t should be sta ted  herein, th a t fibrinogen was not only 
associated w ith in tim al microvessels. A dherent fibrin throm bi were a t 
tim es observed on the  surfaces of plaques (Figs. 2.7 & 5.3), and  a t times 
completely occluding the very narrow  rem aining lumen.
5.3.1. Fibrinogen distribution P atterns
Grade 0: Negative
The sections th a t  showed no fibrinogen im m unoreactiv ity  were 
classified as grade 0. These included a wide range of coronary arteries 
from norm al to advanced atherom atous arteries.
84 sections showing fibrinogen-specific im m unofluoresence were 
classified into the following 3 basic distribution patterns.
Grade 1: Insudative distribution
The sections identified showing th is d istribution p a tte rn  were either 
from a rte rie s  w ith  fibrom uscular in tim al th ickening  or from a rte rie s  
w ith  very  ea rly  a th e ro sc le ro tic  p laques. In  the  a r te r ie s  w ith  
fibrom uscular in tim al thickening, a diffuse fibrinogen positive band was 
found in  the region under the endothelium  (Fig.5.1). No ingrow th of new 
vessels w as id en tified  in  such regions. In  a r te r ie s  w ith  early  
atherosclerotic plaques, fibrinogen was p resen t under the  endothelial 
covering of the plaque. Occasionally a few new vessels were p resent in the 
in tim a and weakly positive fibrinogen areas were a t tim es seen w ithin or 
surrounding these new vessels.
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Grade 2: Plaque vessel-associated p a ttem  (Figs.5.2a & b)
W hen fibrinogen w as associated  w ith  in tim a l m icrovessels in  
atherosclerotic plaques it  was related both to the num ber and the position 
of new vessels p resen t, and also to the ir involvem ent in  inflam m ation. 
However, there were well vascularized areas, in which no fibrinogen was 
detected.
Grade 3: Exudative-thrombotic pa ttern
Exudative fibrinogen distribution
Diffuse fibrinogen-specific reactivity occured throught the m ajor p a rt 
of the plaque (Fig. 5.4). Generally the in tensity  of specific fluorescence fell 
from very bright levels a t the  plaque shoulders down to the  m uch less 
bright levels of the basal lipid gruel regions. Several small new vessels 
were generally p resen t in the th in  fibrous cap and were more num erous 
in the  plaque shoulder regions where the strongest fibrinogen-specific 
fluorescence was detected . A lbum in, IgG and  C -reactive p ro te in  
immunofluorescence in  these cases showed the sam e distribution p a tte rn  
as fibrinogen.
H&E re s ta in in g  of the  sections used  for im m unofluorescence 
identified these regions as advanced calcified plaques with heavy cellular 
in filtra tio n  and  necrosis. Localized haem orrhages were frequen tly  
associated w ith the new vessels w ithin the plaques.
A nother d istinct p a tte rn  of d istribu tion  was seen quite frequently  
w ith  extensive fibrin/fibrinogen deposits w ith in  the substance of the 
plaques, related to the microvessels therein  (Fig.5.5a & b). These deposits 
were associated w ith  cell in filtra tes  and some haem orrhage and  are 
therefo re  in te rp re te d  as being basica lly  in flam m ato ry -exudative  in 
charac te r.
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M ural throm bus
S trongly  fib rinogen-specific  im m unofluo rescen t th rom bi were 
sometimes present on the surfaces of atherosclerotic plaques. They were 
either packed firm ly down onto the in tim a, or else incorporated deeper 
into plaques by a process of fibrous organization (Fig.2.7).
Factor VIII-associated antigen immunofluorescence showed th a t the 
underlying a rte ria l endothelium  was partly  absen t in  such regions, bu t 
the  endo thelium  a t  the  p laque shou lders in  some in stan ces was 
p ro lifera ting  w ith  new vessels growing thence in to  the  fibrous cap 
overlying the plaque. Additional new vessels were also found a t the bases 
of the plaques and in  the related media and adventitia.
A fter H&E re s ta in in g  of the  im m unoreacted  sections, calcified 
m asses were found in  the deeper layers of some plaques and frequently 
fresh haem orrhages were p resen t w ithin plaque shoulders close to the 
throm bi.
Occluding throm bus
Fibrinogen-specific im m unofluorescence was d istribu ted  over the  
whole of the a rte ry  lum en and also more diffusely in the rela ted  in tim al 
plaques where i t  was mixed w ith the yellow autofluorescence of oxidized 
lip ids p lus, a t  tim es, cho lestero l c ry s ta ls  and  calcified deposits 
(K itte lberger, D avis, S tehbens, 1989). O ther im m unofluorescence 
reactions perform ed on adjacent sections showed th a t  album in, CRP and 
IgM were d istributed in the same p a tte rn  as fibrinogen both in  the lum en 
and the arteria l wall.
H&E res ta in in g  of the  im m unoreacted  sections identified  these  
regions as having very narrow  throm botically occluded lum en and severe 
haem orrhages w ithin the plaques.
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5.3.2. Fibrinogen distribution and intim al th ickness:
All the a rte ria l sites exam ined in  th is study are p lotted by the ir 
fibrinogen grades versus the ir I/W ratio in Text Fig.5.1. In tim a thickness 
in general increases w ith fibrinogen grades. However, on comparing the 
average I/W between fibrinogen grades (Table 5.1), there  are no statistical 
differences betw een grade 0 (negative) and grade 1 (insudation) and no 
difference between grade 2 (plaque vessel-associated pattern) and grade 3 
(exudative-throm botic pa ttern ), bu t there  is a significant increase from 
grade 1 (insudative) to grade 2 (plaque vessel-associated  p a tte rn s) 
(pcO.OOl).








Text Fig..5.1. Fibrinogen reactivity grade versus intimal area ratio (I/W).









t test p value
0 215 0.619 0.195
1 29 0.652 0.150 0 and 1 1.069 n .s .
2 32 0.777 0.088 1 and 2 3.918 <0.001
3 23 0.801 0.114 2 and 3 0.845 n .s
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5.3.3.Fibrinogen distribution and artery  relative lum en size:
Each arterial site is plotted versus the L/A in Text Fig.5.2. The artery 
lum en size decreases w ith the increase of fibrinogen im m unoreactivity 
grades. As w ith I/W, the arteries showing the insudative p a tte rn  (grade 
1) have little  change in their lum en size and are not significantly different 
from the fibrinogen-negative group (grade 0). There is no significant 
difference betw een grade 2 and 3, bu t there  is a significant difference 
betw een insudative d istribu tion  (grade 1) and plaque vessel-associated 
patterns (grade 2) (pcO.OOl).






Text Fig.5.2. Fibrinogen reactivity grade versus artery relative lumen size (L/A)









t test p value
0 215 0.502 0.162
1 29 0.542 0.132 0 and 1 1.488 n .s .
2 32 0.353 0.128 1 and 2 5.666 <0.001
3 23 0.319 0.152 2 and 3 0.873 n .s
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In fibrinogen im m unoreactiv ity  grade 3, in  fact there  were th ree  
types of fibrinogen d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  showing the  sam e degree of 
im m unofluorescence. These are the exudative, m ural and occluding 
throm bus groups. Occluding throm bus occurred only in  a rte ries  w ith 
very stenosed lum en and the L/A is significantly different from all other 
groups (p<0.005).
The m ural throm botic and exudative d istribution  p a tte rn s have no 
significant difference in  th e ir  lum en size. As w ith  the plaque vessel- 
associated distribution pa ttern , they were p resen t in  arteries which were 
m oderately stenosed and a t the same stage of atherosclerosis.
5.3.4. Fibrinogen im m unoreactivity and cause of death
Fibrinogen im m unoreactivity was found in  some coronary arteries 
from every COD group. The percentages of sections w ith various grades 
in each COD group and the differences between COD groups is shown in 
Tables 5.3. and 5.4.
Table.5.3. Percentages of fibrinogen grades of sections 
from people with different cause of death
Pattern AMI Infection Cardio Cancer Suicide Alcoholic
% % vascular% % accident% %
(n=42) (n=67) (n=60) (n=54) (n=55) (n=21)
Negative 54.8 70.2 81.7 57.4 83.6 90.5
Insudative 4.8 11.9 6.7 16.7 9.1 4.8
plaque
vessels
14.3 14.9 8.3 13.0 7.3 0.0
Exudative-
thrombotic
26.2 3.0 3.3 12.9 0.0 4.7
X2= 44.96 p<0.005.
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Table.5.4 Chi-square and p value of fibrinogen reactivity grades between COD groups
Group: Group Chi-sauare n value
AMI: versus Infection 14.07 <0.005
Cardiovascular 13.63 <0.005
Cancer 5.19 n .s
Alcoholism 9.05 <0.05
Suicide-accident 18.95 <0.005
Infection versus Cardiovascular 2.66 n .s
Cancer 5.31 n .s
Alcoholism 4.97 n .s
Suicide-accident 4.13 n .s
Cardiovascular versus Cancer 8.79 <0.05
Alcoholism 2.07 n . s
Suicide-accident 2.10 n .s
Cancer versus Alcoholism 7.76 n .s
Suicide-accident 11.87 <0.01
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 459 n.s
n.s (p>0.05).
The sections from the  AMI and the  cancer groups showed the 
highest proportion of fibrinogen positive sections and higher fibrinogen 
grades th an  all o ther COD groups. A lthough a reasonable num ber of 
sections in  the AMI group showed occluding throm bus, m ural throm bus 
or exudative d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  and sections from the cancer group 
showed more of the insudative distribution patterns. However, there was 
no statistically  significant difference between the two groups.
The sections from  in fec tious d isease  group show ed s im ila r 
percentage of plaque-vessel associated fibrinogen distribution  to those of 
AMI group, but more insudation p a tte rn  and less thrombosis.
Few er fib rin /fib rinogen  positive sections w ere p re sen t in  the  
coronary arte ries of people who died of cardiovascular disease and the 
sm aller percentage of positive sections indicates less involvement in  each 
case. M ost of the  sections showed w eak diffuse fibrinogen reactions
around in tim al new vessels or else the insudative distribution  pattern . 
The coronary sections from the two people who died of m assive cerebral 
haem orrhage are exceptions, in th a t they showed the exudative pa ttern  of 
fibrin distribution.
Very little  fibrinogen im m unoreactivity was found in the suicide and 
accident group. Most of the positive sections showed the insudative and 
plaque vessels associated distribution patterns.
The sections from the alcoholic group were even less affected th an  
those from subjects who died of suicide, w ith only 2 positive sections from 
21 showing weak fibrinogen distributions.
5. 4. Discussion
From the stage of fibrinogen first appearing in the arteria l in tim a to 
th a t  of completely occluding the lumen, th ree  m echanism s were involved 
in  fibrinogen deposition.
1. Endothelial insudation: The fibrinogen detected under regions of in tact 
endothelium  in the present study is considered to have insudated from the 
a rte ry  lumen. Although it is claimed th a t fibrinogen can enter the intim a 
via norm al endothelium  of hum an (Smith, 1990) and porcine aortas (Bell, 
Gallus and Schwartz, 1974), no fibrinogen was found in intim as of norm al 
h u m an  coronary a rte r ie s  in  th is  study . The e a rlie s t fibrinogen 
im m unofluorescence detected  here in  was w ith in  a lready  th ickened  
fib rom uscu lar in tim a . An in te re s tin g  finding  is th a t  th e  factor 
influencing perm eability of arteria l endothelium  also appears to influence 
new m icrocirculatory vessel endothelium , b u t the reverse does not hold. 
The evidence for this, in the present work, is th a t when fibrinogen bands 
were found beneath  regions of a rte ria l endothelium  and sm all vessels 
were present in the intim a, then  fibrinogen-specific spots or sm all diffuse
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areas were often found surrounding them . So, the factors which cause 
a rte ria l endothelial in jury  m ight also cause in tim al microvessel leakage 
or rup tu re . In contrast, a large num ber of sections showed fibrinogen 
around new vessels, bu t had no associated subendothelial insudation. It 
is therefore possible th a t  a rte ry  endothelial in filtra tion  has a different 
m echanism  of leakage from th a t of new vessels in the intim a.
Fibrinogen insudative infiltration in th is study confirmed the pattern  
previously  detected  in  hum an  ao rta s  (Woolf and  C a rs ta irs , 1967). 
However, the  insudated  fibrinogen in  th is study showed specific green 
im m unofluo rescence  r a th e r  th a n  th e  less  specific yellow -green  
fluorescence observed in  Woolf and C arsta irs 's  study (1967) and in the 
present study, insudation was confined to the region im m ediately beneath 
the endothelium  ra th e r  th an  being spread throughout the intim a. The 
more specific and c learer im m unofluorescent im ages obtained in  th is 
study are due to the advantages of applying highly specific commercial 
antibodies (described in  chapter 2) and of using high resolution confocal 
microscopy to reduce out-of-focus blur (Shotton, 1989) and thus being able 
to d is tin g u ish  th e  specific g reen  fluorescence from  th e  yellow 
autofluorescence and so resolve the th in  positive band from the rest of the 
in tim a.
2. New vessel leakage: F ibrinogen leakage from new vessels in
a thero sc le ro tic  in tim a  w as assoc ia ted  w ith  in flam m ation . W hen 
inflam m atory cellu lar in filtra tes or im m unoglobulins were not a t high 
lev e ls  in  th e  p la q u e s , th e n  only a few fib rin o g en -sp ec ific  
im m unofluorescent spots could be seen w ith in  or surrounding the new 
vessels. W hen in flam m atory  cellu lar in filtra te s  or im m unoglobulins 
were a t high levels, then  b rillian t fibrinogen-specific fluorescence was 
d istributed widely in  relation to the groups of new vessels present w ithin 
areas of neovascularization. Cellular infiltration  and the presence of new
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vessels were closely associated w ith each other. W hen cellular infiltration 
w as m ild, new vesse ls w ere d is tr ib u te d  sp arse ly , w hen cellu la r 
infiltration was heavy the new vessels were often present in groups with a 
high density distribution w ithin plaques.
It should be em phasized th a t  in tim al new vessels appear to play a 
very im portan t role in  the form ation of throm bus (Barger, Beeuwkes, 
Lainey et al., 1984; Osborn, 1963; Paterson, 1938). They can leak fibrinogen 
in to  th e  a r te r ia l  p laque and  w hen the  collagen cap of advanced 
atherosclerotic plaques is fissured fibrinogen will be activated and set 
throm bogenesis tra in . In addition, fibrin  m ay disorganize the  a rte ria l 
endothelium  (K adish, 1979), re su ltin g  in  increased  in filtra tio n  and 
accumulation of blood components inside plaques. Should the new vessels 
in plaques be broken, in tram ural haem orrhage and throm bosis can occur 
(Paterson , 1963). Finally , new vessels m ay invade ju s t  benea th  the 
a r te r ia l  endo thelium  m aking i t  liab le  to ru p tu re  and  expose the  
underlying collagenous m ateria l to the blood thus leading to throm bus 
form ation (W artman, 1938).
3. Throm bus form ation: Fibrinogen specific throm bus was only observed 
in atherosclerotic and never in  norm al hum an  coronary arteries. The 
resu lts obtained herein  confirm the close association between thrombosis 
and advanced atherosclerosis obtained in other investigations (Chandler 
and Pope, 1975; Baroldi, Falzi and M ariani, 1979). W hether thrombosis 
causes to tal occlusion of the artery  lum en depends on the severity of pre­
existing stenosis (Davies and Thomas, 1984; Roberts and Jones, 1979). It 
seems there  is a definite gap betw een throm bus form ation and occlusion. 
The average L/A of the arteries w ith  m ural throm bus was m uch larger 
than  th a t of the arteries with occluding throm bi (p<0.005). It is consistent 
with Constantinides (1990)'s observation th a t most thrombi develop in only 
slightly  or m oderately  stenosed coronary a rte rie s . B ut p re-existing
lum inal narrow ing is a p rerequisite  for occlusive throm bus form ation 
(Falk, 1983).
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In  co n trast to a lbum in (chapter 3), fibrinogen im m unoreactiv ity  
grades have no strong correlation w ith e ither I/W or L/A. The average 
I/W and L/A of grade 1 showed no significant difference from grade 0. But 
plaque vessel-associated fibrinogen d istribu tion  p a tte rn  (grade 2) was 
p resen t in  a rte rie s  w ith  significantly  th icker in tim a  and narrow er 
lum ens th an  those of arteries w ith grade 1 fibrinogen insudation p a tte rn  
(p<0.001). This resu lt supports Schwartz and colleagues's evaluation of 
the significance of throm bosis in the development of atherosclerosis, in 
which they concluded th a t thrombosis played a m ajor role in  the growth 
and progression of atherosclerotic lesions ra th e r th an  in plaque in itiation 
(Schwartz, Valente, Kelley, et al., 1988).
Intim al Assuring is the current prevailing theory of thrombogenesis, 
which postulates th a t throm bosis is triggered by microscopic cracks th a t 
develop in  avascu lar in tim al a reas in  the  collagen cap of advanced 
plaques (Constantinides, 1990). Contrary to th is hypothesis, the present 
study  of coronary throm bosis found no cracks in  the  collagen caps. 
How ever, new vessels and  in flam m ato ry  ce llu la r in f il tra te s  were 
routinely observed in the collagenous caps where the  shoulder regions of 
plaques join the  re s t of the a rte ry  wall, these being the m ost frequent 
fissure sites identified by Constantinides (1990).
Rich vascularity  of atherosclerotic plaques has been recognized for 
m any years (W internitz, Thom as and LeCompte, 1938; Nelson, 1941; 
Osborn, 1963) and has been confirmed in the present studies. It is almost 
impossible therefore for the m ajority of throm bi to develop "in avascular 
plaque segm ents" (C onstantinides, 1990). The new vessels m ight have 
disappeared by being rup tu red  or compressed by the blood which poured 
into the  in tim al crack or a lte rna tive ly  have been buried w ith in  the
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throm bus. The factor V III-associated  im m unoreaction  used  in  the  
present study is considerably more sensitive in detecting the endothelium  
of new vessels th an  the conventional H&E sta in ing  and in  addition, the 
high resolu tion  confocal microscope can reveal fluorescent capillaries 
which could no t have been positively identified  w ith  a conventional 
fluorescence microscope.
The a rgum en t a g a in st the  A ssuring theory  seem s to support 
another cu rren t theory th a t the trigger for throm bosis is the rup tu re  of 
capillaries w ithin  atherosclerotic plaques (Barger, Beeuwkes, Lainey et 
al., 1984). These capillaries are adventitia-derived ra th e r th an  the lumen- 
derived capillaries im plicated in  the older plaque-haem orrhage theory 
(Paterson, 1938; W artm an, 1938).
The coronary arteries from the people who died of AMI showed the 
highest proportion of fibrinogen positive sections and im m unoreactivity 
grades for all groups other th an  the cancer group. The resu lt from the 
cancer group is su rp rising . T heir positive section percen tage and 
fibrinogen grades had  no significant differences w ith those of the AMI 
group and even had  v irtually  identical incidences of m ural throm bosis. 
This is hard  to reconcile w ith reports of lower incidence of atherosclerosis 
in cancer patien ts (Juhl, 1955). Also the cancer group showed fibrinogen 
deeply in sudated  in  the in tim a which is consistent w ith the  album in 
distribution p a tte rn  in  th is group (Chapter.3). Some of the cancer cases 
were associated w ith  old m yocardial infarction or chronic ISHD as the 
second cause of d ea th  and th is  m ay be an  im portan t reason for the  
sim ilarity  to the AMI group. However, a direct influence of cancer still 
should be considered. It has been established th a t the AMI group shows 
no significant difference for factor V III.a.a. reacting microvessels to the 
infectious disease group (chapter 7), bu t stronger album in (chapter 3) and 
stronger fibrinogen (this chapter) reactivity grades th an  infectious disease
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group (p<0.05). These resu lts suggest some factors m ight increase the 
perm eability of in tim al microvessels in  the coronary arteries of the people 
w ith AML The coronary arteries in  AMI group were the only ones with 
occluding throm bi and th is type of thrombosis was closely associated with 
lum en size. It again  dem onstra ted  th a t  lum en narrow ing plays an 
im portant role in the onset of AMI and th a t the atherosclerotic narrow ing 
is param ount in  determ ining the development of occlusive thrombi.
The sections in  the  in fec tious d isease  group show ed h igher 
percentages for insudation  of fibrinogen (grade 1) th an  the AMI group. 
This m ay be due to some infectious factors dam aging the in tim a (Saphir, 
1967). B ut the sections from cancer group and suicide-accident group 
showed no significant difference from infectious group. Therefore, th is 
kind of fibrinogen deposit in  the  in tim a  m ight sim ply be caused by 
physical binding or pooling ra th e r th an  related  to infectious disease.
M oderate alcohol consum ption has been suggested as protecting 
against severe coronary atherosclerosis (Handa, Sasaki, Saku et al., 1990). 
The resu lt obtained herein  seems to support th is hypothesis. Very few 
sections from  people who died of alcoholism  show ed fib rinogen  
imm unoreactivity. Their chances of developing thrombosis were even less 
than  those of the people who died of suicide or accident.
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5.5. Summary
1. The earliest appearance of fibrinogen-specific imm unofluorescence 
occured in  an already thickened fibrom uscular intim a.
2. Fibrinogen in  atherosclerotic plaques was closely related to the new 
vessels present, and to their involvement in inflammation.
3. The arteries from the AMI and cancer groups were very sim ilar and 
showed stronger fibrinogen grades th an  all other COD groups.
4. Occluding throm bus occurred only in arteries th a t had very stenosed 
lum ens w ith L/A ratios significantly different from those for all the 
other distribution patterns.
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Fig.5.1 shows insudated fibrinogen in the coronary intima. Artery lumen at right of
figure. (Woman aged 37, death due to pulmonary embolism. 1st antibody: 
rabbit anti-human fibrinogen. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated 
with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig.5.2 a The first of 2 serial sections of hum an coronary artery incubated with factor 
VIII.a.a antibody show intimal microvessels in the plaque. The yellow spots 
are autofluorescent red blood cells. The green lines a t the top right are 
autofluorescent fibrils of the internal elastic membrane, (man aged 76, death 
due to bronchopneumonia). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-human factor VIII.a.a. 
2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC.
ObjX 20; Occ X10. Ploem illumination for fluorescence.
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Fig.5.2 b The second section incubated with fibrinogen antibody shows strong 
fibrinogen-specfic immunofluorescence in the microvessel area. 1st 
antibody: rabbit anti-human fibrinogen. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Other details as for Fig.5.2a.
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Fig .5.3 shows fibrinogen-specific immunofluorescent thrombus on the surface of 
coronary atherosclerotic plaque. Composite image from 16 frames, (man 
aged 51, death due to AMI). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-human fibrinogen. 2nd 
antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar= l mm.
F ig .5.4 Atherosclerotic plaque in a coronary artery showing strong fibrinogen
specific immunofluorescence. The pattern  is sim ilar to the pa tte rn  of 
albumin shown in Fig.3.4. Lumen a t top of figure. (Woman aged 60, death 
due to hepatic cancer and alcoholism). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-hum an
fibrinogen. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale 
bar=100 pm.
I l l
F ig .5.5a shows coronary artery  with fibrinogen im m unofluorescence in the 
subendothelial region and extending to the lipid core of an atherosclerotic 
plaque, (man aged 51, death due to AMI). Composite image from 9 frames. 
1st antibody: rabbit anti-human fibrinogen. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar= l mm.
Fig.5.5b Negative control for the section in Fig.5.5a. The bright spots in the plaque are 
autofluorescent lipids. 1st incubation with rabbit normal serum. 2nd 
antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar= l mm.
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CHAPTER 6
C-REACTIVE PROTEIN DISTRIBUTION IN 
HUMAN CORONARY ARTERIES
6.1. Introduction
C-reactive protein (CRP) is an abnorm al protein in plasm a. It was 
discovered in the sera of patien ts w ith pneumonia in 1930 and was nam ed 
because of its  precip itating  characteristics w ith the  C-polysaccharide of 
pneumococcus (Tillett and Francis, 1930).
CRP is synthesized and secreted by hepatocytes w ithin hours of an 
acute injury or the onset of inflam m ation (K ushner and Feldm ann, 1978). 
The concentration of serum  CRP rises sharp ly  in  p a tien ts  w ith  m ost 
form s of infectious d iseases, non-infective in flam m ato ry  processes, 
cellu lar and/or tissue necrosis as well as m alignan t neoplasia (Pepys, 
1981). I t has been recognised as an  acute-phase reactan t and is currently  
widely used as a sensitive index of inflam m ation and tissue injury.
The functions of CRP are not fully understood. However, it  has been 
found to bind  to a wide range  of substances, such as m icrobial 
po lysaccharides (V olanakis and  K aplan, 1971), phosphatidy lcholine  
(Tsujimoto, Inoue and Nojima, 1980) and polycations including histones, 
leukocyte cationic protein, myelin basic protein  and protam ine (Siegel, 
O sm and, W ilson, e t al., 1975). More im portan tly , in  re la tin g  i t  to 
a th e ro sc le ro s is , CRP h as d e m o n s tra te d  in vitro b ind ing  to and 
aggregation of low-density lipoproteins (LDL) (De Beer, Soutar, Baltz, et 
al., 1982), which is a possible factor in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.
CRP is also involved in  a num ber of im m unoreactions. These 
include b inding  to T-lym phocytes and m odification of some of th e ir  
functions (M ortensen, O sm and, Gewürz, 1975), enhancem ent of the  
activity and motility of phagocytic cells (Pepys, 1981) and activation of the
classical complement pathw ay sta rting  w ith C lq (Claus, Siegel, Petras, et 
ah, 1977).
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All of these properties suggest th a t  CRP m ight be involved in the 
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis and ultim ately, the m ortality  of coronary 
a rte ry  disease. However, not m any reports on th is topic are available. 
Although serum  CRP has been reported to be increased in patien ts w ith 
AMI (Maeda, Abe, Seishim a, et al., 1989) and in patien ts w ith unstable 
ang ina  (Berk, W ein traub  and  A lexander, 1990) and  CRP has been 
ex tracted  from atherosclero tic  lesions (Vlaicu, Rus, N iculescu, e t al., 
1985), imm unohistochem ical investigations are  quite few and the results 
are not consistent (Reynolds and Vance, 1987; Rowe, 1985).
This study was designed to determ ine the  CRP im m unoreactivity in 
hum an  coronary a rte rie s  and its  correlation w ith the  developm ent of 
atherosclerosis as well as w ith the cause of death.
6.2. Materials and Methods:
299 hum an coronary a rte ry  paraffin embedded sections were taken  
from  th e  se t  of se r ia l sec tions for th e  e x am in a tio n  of CRP 
im m unoreactivity  in  the  a rte ry  walls. The a rte ry  sources and section 
preparation  have been described in  chapter 2. The subjects from which 
these arteries came from have been listed in Appendix 1 which includes 
the identifying case num ber, age, sex and the cause of death. Indirect 
imm unofluorescence was applied in  the detection of CRP. The resu lts 
were exam ined by confocal microscopy and recorded by com puter image 
trea tm en t system  as described in chapter 2.
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6.3. Results
6.3.1. CRP general distribution patterns
There w as no CRP-specific im m unofluorescence in norm al hum an 
coronary arteries.
CRP immunofluorescence first appeared in  the thickened in tim a or 
early  p laques, which showed a band of insudation  in  the  endothelial 
regions and could also show tiny spots or sm all circles a t the  bases of the 
plaques (Fig.6.1). CRP specific immunofluorescence then  increased w ith 
the growth of atherosclerotic plaques. It was associated w ith the presence 
of foam cells, ceroid (a m ixture of insoluble lipids and protein) (Figs.6.2a & 
6.2b), and of cholesterol crystals (Fig.2.10). The fluorescence in tensity  
appeared to be correlated with the am ounts of such lipid depositions. The 
strongest im m unoreactivity was always observed in  lipid cores of plaques 
(Fig.6.3). The areas w ith cellu lar in filtration , especially the  edges of 
necrotic plaque cores also showed strong CRP im m unoreactivity.
CRP im m unoreactivity was scored in 4 groups in  term s of the size of 
th e  a r e a s  w h ich  show ed  im m u n o flu o re sc e n c e  a n d  th e i r  
im m unofluorescence in tensity .
Grade 0: No CRP-specific fluorescence in the intim a.
Grade 1: CRP-specific fluorescence showing as a band in  sub endothelial
regions or distributed w ithin a small area of the intim a.
Grade 2: CRP-specific fluorescence distribution in more th an  one area of
the  in tim a and deposited sparsely.




6.3.2. CRP distribution and intim al thickness (I/W)
CRP immunofluorescence grade of each arte ry  site is plotted against 
its  in tim a area  ratio  (I/W) in  Text Fig.6.1. The correlation betw een CRP 
grade and I/W is positive (r=0.662) and the  increases of the  average 
in tim al area ratio between grades are statistically  significant (Table 6.1).





Text Fig.6.1. CRP immunoreactivity grade versus intimal area ratio (I/W).








0 104 0.481 0.174
1 82 0.691 0.140 0 and 1 9.12 <0.001
2 78 0.769 0.078 1 and 2 4.38 <0.001
3 35 0.814 0.086 2 and 3 2.65 <0.01
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6.3.3. CRP distribution and relative lum en size
CRP-specific im m unofluorescence grades of all a rte ry  sites are  
p lotted versus th e ir L/A ratio  in  Text Fig.6.2. CRP im m unoreactivity  
grades in  the in tim a  are negative correlated w ith  the rela tive  a rte ry  
lum en size (r=0.670). The decreases of the average lum en size between 
each of the grades of CRP im m unoreactivity are significant (Table 6.2).







Text Fig.6.2. CRP immunoreactivity grades versus relative lumen size (L/A)








0 104 0.613 0.130
1 82 0.471 0.118 0 and 1 7.79 <0.001
2 78 0.384 0.120 1 and 2 4.62 <0.001
3 35 0.285 0.128 2 and 3 3.87 <0.001
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6.3.4. CRP in coronary in tim a and cause of death  (COD)
The subjects exam ined in  th is study were classified into 6 groups in 
term s of causes of death. The case number, COD, sex and ages are shown 
in Appendix. 1. The CRP im m unoreactivity d istribution grades w ith COD 
and the relations betw een the various groups are shown in Table.6.3 and
6.4.
Table. 6.3. Percentages of CRP grades of sections 





















0 7.14 16.42 36.67 31.48 47.62 74.55
1 23.81 34.33 35.00 24.07 38.10 10.91
2 38.10 28.36 20.00 40.74 14.29 12.73
3 30.95 20.90 8.33 3.70 0.00 1.82
X2 = 63.69 p<0.005
Table.6.4. Chi-square and p value of CRP reactivity grades between COD groups
Groun: Group Chi-sauare p value









Cardiovascular versus Cancer 6.45 n .s
Alcoholism 2.54 n .s
Suicide-accident 17.86 p<0.005
Cancer versus Alcoholism 6.11 n . s
Suicide-accident 20.59 p<0.005
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 8.15 p<0.05
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
The arte ries from people who died of AMI showed stronger CRP 
im m unoreactiv ity  th a n  did the  a rte rie s  from all o ther COD groups 
(p<0.005), except for the group who died of infectious disease. However, 
compared to the infectious group, the atherosclerotic plaques in  the  AMI
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group showed s tronger CRP im m unofluorescence, especially  a t the  
plaque bases, where close to the in ternal elastic m em brane, the strongest 
stain ing of all was seen. CRP im m unoreactivity was associated with the 
presence of foam cells, fat spaces and cellular infiltration in the intim a.
CRP im m unoreactiv ity  in  the  card iovascu lar d isease group, in 
general, showed more of the  w eaker p a tte rn s  th a n  did the  AMI and 
infectious disease groups, bu t were sim ilar to those of the cancer and the 
alcoholism groups.
In  addition to the specific fluorescence in  the  lip id  cores, CRP 
im m unoreactiv ity  was often found b en ea th  the  endothelium  as an 
infiltrated  band and also diffusely a t the bottom of plaques. Sometimes it 
was observed in  areas th a t were correspondingly IgM-positive (Chapter 4).
The CRP-positive percentage of the cancer group was sim ilar to th a t 
of the cadiovascular disease group overall, b u t showed more grade 2 
pa ttern s. CRP was d istribu ted  in areas of lipid deposition or of tissue 
destruction, especially a t the edges of atherosclerotic plaques where very 
strong im m unofluorescence in ten sity  showed. In addition more CRP 
positive stained cells, which m ight in  fact be leukocytes covered by serum  
CRP, were found in th is group.
The a rte rie s  from the people who died of alcoholism  th a t  were 
positive showed only weak CRP im m unoreactivity. I t was often located 
under the endothelium  as an infiltrated  band.
Suicides and  accidents yield the  control group. A few positive 
a rte ries showed only weak CRP imm unofluorescence which was located 
as an in filtrated  band under the endothelium  or diffusely in  sm all areas 
associated w ith foam cells, lipids or cellular infiltration.
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6.4. Discussion
CRP has been dem onstra ted  for the first tim e in hum an coronary 
arteries in the p resen t series of experim ents and these results agree with 
the resu lts obtained from hum an aortas by Reynolds and Vance (1987). 
CRP im m unoreactivity in  coronary arteries has been dem onstrated to be 
strongly positively correlated w ith the increase of in tim al thickness ratio 
(I/W) and negatively correlated w ith the decrease of relative lum en size 
(L/A) in the present work and it is considered th a t th is substance may play 
a significant role in  the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.
Biochemical experim ents in vitro have indicated th a t CRP does not 
react w ith the in tact m em branes of norm al healthy cells and only binds to 
modified cell m em branes (K ushner and K aplan, 1961; N arka tes and 
Volanakis, 1982; Volanakis and W irtz, 1979). The CRP im m unoreactivity 
investigation  herein  showed absen t im m unofluorescence in the norm al 
coronary a rte ries
, which im plied th a t the  in itia l in tim al th ickening has
a n  ae tio log ica l b a s is  in  in fla m m a to ry /n ec ro tic  changes. CRP
the th icknend in tim a and
im m unoreactivity s ta rted  to appear iryyearly atherosclerotic plaques where 
i t  was diffusely re la ted /localized  to the  endothelia l regions. I t is 
apparently  the endothelial cells th a t  have changed, or a t least the ir cell 
m em branes have been modified a t this stage.
CRP b ind ing  to in ju red  endo the lia l cells m igh t fac ilita te  the  
movem ent of LDL into the  a rte ry  wall. In fact, CRP does not play roles 
only a t the  early  plaque stage and is not lim ited to working on the  
endothelium . CRP binding plays a role a t every stage of atherosclerosis. 
In th is work CRP was found closely related  w ith a variety  of lipids. The 
location of CRP im m unoreactivity was related  to the location of foam cells, 
cholesterol deposits and lipid cores of plaques. P a rt of the localization
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p a tte m  was found to be rem arkably  sim ilar to the ceroid d istribu tion  
p a tte rn s  in  hum an  ao rtae  and  coronaries repo rted  by M itchinson, 
Hothersall, Brooks and others (1985). When the lipids are being carried by 
lipoproteins, CRP shows diffuse immunofluorescence. W hen the lipid is 
unloaded from its carrier, CRP im m unoreactivity shows the typical ring 
shape of ceriod. T hus the  changing p a tte rn  of d is tribu tion  of CRP 
reflected the changing of lipids from soluble to insoluble forms. The 
results of the present study confirmed the resu lts of in vitro experim ents 
(De Beer, Soutar, Baltz, et al., 1982) and those from the exam ination of 
hum an aortas (Reynolds and Vance, 1987). I t indicated th a t CRP binding 
in vivo of apolipoprotein B may play a role in  the accumulation of lipids in 
atherosclerosis.
CRP im m unoreactiv ity  was also found in  areas of inflam m ation, 
necrosis and debris accumulation. It m ight have been synthesized locally 
by inflam m atory cells undergoing necrosis (Kushner, R akita and Kaplan, 
1963; N arkates and Volanakis, 1982) or have been synthesized in the liver 
(K ushner and Feldm ann, 1978) and carried by the blood to deposit on the 
m em branes of necrotic or dam aged cells (K ushner and K aplan, 1961). 
The CRP accum ulation  in  th e  in flam ed a reas  plays roles in  the  
com plications of atherosclero tic  plaques. F irs t of all, CRP itse lf  is 
an tigen ic  (L ib re tti, Goldin and  K aplan , 1957) and m igh t induce 
im m unoreaction  in  the  lesion. I t  is also capable of m odifying T 
lymphocytes functions (M ortensen, Osmand, Gewürz, 1975), of enhancing 
the activity and m otility of phagocytic cells (Pepys, 1981), of activating the 
classical complement pathw ay sta rting  w ith C lq  (Claus, Siegel, Petras, et 
al., 1977) and of destroying leukocytes (Wood, 1951). In addition to the 
above reactions contributing to the  growth of atherom atous plaques, CRP 
may also contribute to the accum ulation of lipids in  the plaques through 
binding directly w ith lipoproteins (Rowe, Soutar, Trayner, et al., 1984a).
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The relationships of CRP activity and of factor V III.a.a activity was 
sim ilar between the different COD groups (chapter 7). This would seem to 
ind icate  th a t  necrosis related-C R P is less likely to be a factor th a n  
inflam m ation/infection rela ted  CRP where new vessel form ation would be 
a dom inant feature.
The AMI and infectious diseases groups showed the  h ighest CRP 
positive  p e rcen tag es  and  th e  s tro n g e s t d is tr ib u tio n  p a tte rn s  of 
im m u n o re a c tiv ity . T h ese  r e s u l ts  r a is e  th e  p o s s ib i l i ty  of 
infection/inflam m ation and re la ted  tissue  in ju ry  being involved in  the 
causation of AMI (K ushner, Broder and Karp, 1978). This is consistent 
w ith  the m easurem ent of elevated serum  CRP in  p a tien ts  w ith  AMI 
(Maeda, Abe, Seishima, et al., 1989).
There is certainly evidence among people w ith acute infections of a 
higher m ortality from coronary artery  disease (Manion, 1963b). Increased 
CRP deposition and its subsequent effect on the coronary walls m ight well 
play a role. F u rther, the CRP reactivity  relationship  betw een these two 
groups is iden tical w ith  the  re la tionsh ip  of factor V III.a .a. reac ting  
microvessel grade d istribution betw een these two groups. This suggests 
th a t  infectious disease m ay cause acute in flam m ation  or/and tissue  
in ju ry  in  c o ro n a ry  a r te r y  w a lls  w h ich  s t im u la te  in t im a l  
neovascularization. The evidence, herein, supports the hypothesis th a t 
ac tiva ted  in flam m ato ry  cells and  th e  m itogenenic and  cytokinetic  
m ediators produced by them  are  perhaps the stim u la to rs of in tim al 
neovascularization (Polverini, Cotran, Gimbrone, e t al., 1977; Cliff and 
Schoefl, 1983).
The cardiovascular and cancer groups had lower levels of CRP th an  
the  AMI and infectious disease groups b u t h igher th an  the  alcoholism
group and once again reflected inflammation present in the artery walls 
with the damaged wall synthesizing CRP locally.
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The alcohol group showed a higher percentage CRP positive and 
more severe patterns of deposition than normals (suicide/accident group), 
and this might reflect alcohol damage to cells leading to CRP deposition, 
but no strong evidence exists to interpret this phenomenon.
This chapter presents the first description of CRP 
immunohistochemical localization in human coronary arteries and 
provides direct evidence of CRP binding to lipids, especially ceroid and 
compares the CRP immunoreactivity patterns between subjects with 
different COD.
6.5. Summary
1. CRP immunoreactivity in coronary arteries is correlated with 
increase of intimal thickness and decrease of relative lumen size.
2. CRP reactiv ity  is absen t in norm al hum an  coronary a rte ries. The 
ea rlie s t CRP reactiv ity  occured in  the  th ickened in tim a  or early 
atherosclerotic plaques.
3. CRP has been demonstrated to be associated histologically with lipids 
in human coronary arteries.
4. CRP immunoreactivity grades in the AMI group showed no 
statistically significant difference with that of the infectious group.
5. It is considered that these results support the role of inflammation 
and possibly infection in the process of coronary atherogenesis.
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Fig.6.1 CRP specific fluorescence spots show at the base of early coronary plaque 
(arrow). The coronary artery lumen is on the right. (Woman aged 79, death 
due to cancer, pneumonia). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-hum an CRP. 2nd
antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 mm.
Fig.6.2a CRP immunofluorescence at the base of coronary plaque where foam cells 
and ceroid are also present. (Woman aged 54, death due to cerebral 
haemorrhage). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-human CRP. 2nd antibody: Sheep 
anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 mm.
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Fig.6.2b Negative control to Fig.6.2a shows autofluorescent ceroid a t the base of
coronary plaque. (Woman aged 54, death due to cerebral haemorrhage). 1st 
incubation with rabbit normal serum. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 mm.
Fig.6.3 CRP immunofluorescence is very strong within coronary atherom atous
plaque. (Woman aged 79, death due to cancer, pneumonia. 1st antibody: 
rabbit anti-hum an CRP. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with 
FITC. Scale bar=100 mm.
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CHAPTER 7
FACTOR VIII ASSOCIATED ANTIGEN REACTING MICROVESSELS: 
THEIR DISTRIBUTION AND FUNCTION IN HUMAN CORONARIES
7.1. Introduction
In tim a l v a scu la riz a tio n  in  a th e ro sc le ro tic  p laques h as been  
dem onstrated and confirmed by m any investigators, as described in  the 
general introduction (chapter 1). The abnorm al invading sm all vessels in  
the  plaques have been em phasized as p laying a crucial role in  the  
pathological process of atherosclerosis (Cliff and Schoefl, 1983; LeCompte, 
1967; Paterson, 1938). Osborn (1963), after the analysis of over 1000 hearts, 
even concluded th a t nobody who had developed abnorm al vascularization 
of the coronary artery  wall was free from the risk of death from coronary 
a rte ry  disease. However, the opposite opinion also exists and  some 
workers consider th a t the vessels invading the coronary in tim a are of no 
real significance (Leary, 1938; Schomagel, 1956) or are ju s t a function of 
intim al thickness and not of atherosclerosis (Geiringer, 1951).
The people who emphasize the role of in tim al vascularization propose 
th a t these invading sm all vessels may play a role in two ways : one is by 
leaking blood components to "nourish" the  growing plaques (LeCompte, 
1967; Groszek and Grundy, 1980). The other is by rupturing  w ith resu ltan t 
in tim al haem orrhage. Repeated haem orrhages m ay eventually  cause 
coronary artery  thrombosis (Paterson, 1938). The first hypothesis is based 
on histological evidence of these sm all vessels being fragile (Cliff, 1963; 
Schoefl, 1963) and being deficient in  supporting connective tissue  and 
basem ent m em brane (Groszek and Grundy, 1980). There is no d irect 
evidence of p lasm a com ponents leaking  from in tim al m icrovessels in 
atherosclerotic plaques yet obtained. The second hypothesis postu lates 
th a t the ru p tu red  capillaries are generally vessels arising  directly from
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the artery  lum en (Paterson, 1952). This is not in  agreem ent with Barger's 
observations th a t in tim al capillaries originated more frequently from the 
adventitia  th an  the lum en (Barger and Beeuwkes, 1990). Therefore, the 
origin of intim al capillaries and the role of the ir rup tu re  is still uncertain.
Endothelial cells are the  m ain component of these thin-w alled small 
vessels and  con ta in  F ac to r V III.a .a . (Hoyer, Santos, Hoyer, 1973). 
Applying an ti-fac to r V III.a .a . an tibody to coronary a rte r ie s  should 
therefore reveal all the sm all vessels in  th e ir walls. The p resen t work 
p lans to examine the in tram u ra l m icrovascular d istribution  p a tte rn s by 
the sensitive indirect imm unofluorescence technique in conjunction w ith 
high resolution confocal microscopy. Through analysis of these pa ttern s 
it is hoped to find the origin of in tim al microvessels and the relation of 
in tim a l n eo v ascu lariza tio n  to th e  developm ent of a therosc le rosis . 
Com paring the microvessel d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  w ith those of various 
plasm a components such as fibrinogen, album in, im m unoglobulin IgG, 
IgA or IgM and C-reactive protein in serial sections, will establish if blood 
com ponents leak  from in tim al m icrovessels in to  the  a therosclero tic  
in tim a.
Furtherm ore, the significance of in tim al neovascularization in the 
in itiation, development and the la te  complications of atherosclerosis will 
be analysed through its relation to intim al thickness, a rteria l stenosis and 
the actual cause of death (COD).
7.2. Material and methods:
299 hum an coronary artery  sections were taken from the sets of serial 
sections for the exam ination  of factor V III.a .a  reacting  m icrovessel 
distribution. The source of a rte ries have been described in chapter 2.1. 
The age, sex and COD of the subjects where these arteries come from have 
been listed  in  Appendix. 1. Indirect immunofluorescence technique was
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applied for the detection of factor VIILa.a reacting microvessels. 
Confocal microscopy and computer system were used for the examination, 
analysis and recording of results, as described in chapter 2.
7.3. Results
Specific factor VIII-a.a. antibody reacted with all endothelial cells in 
human coronary arteries. In addition to the endothelium of the artery 
lumen and of the vasa vasorum in the adventitia being specifically 
stained, thin-walled capillaries in the intima and the related media also 
showed strong immunofluorescence. Compared with H&E staining, the 
indirect immunofluorescence method used in this study combined with 
high resolution confocal fluorescence microscope showed more tiny small 
vessels in human coronary arteries (Figs. 2.4 & 2.5).
7.3.1. Factor VIII.a.a. reacting microvessels: general distribution 
patterns
There were no factor VIILa.a. reacting microvessels in the intima or 
media of normal coronary arteries. Just a few vasa vasorum fluoresced in 
the adventitia.
Intimal microvessels first started to appear in thickened intima 
without any sign of plaque development. The microvessels in these 
instances were always very small and were distributed sparsely (Fig.7.1). 
Very distinct small vessels were observed with a high degree of 
consistency in arteries with early plaques, usually located in the shoulder 
regions where the transition from plaque to related normal intima occurs 
(Fig.7.2).
With increasing plaque size, the small vessels extended from the 
plaque shoulders toward the plaque centres. As more yellow 
autofluorescent lipid appeared in the lesions, more new vessels were 
observed (Fig.7.3). When lipid-filled cores formed within plaques, the new
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vessels d isappeared from the  plaque centres b u t increased num bers of 
new vessels were observed in  the areas above the lipid gruel and in the 
bases of the plaques. The bases of plaques in general were the most richly 
vascularized areas of all. Often vasa vasorum  were seen to extend from 
the adventitia through the m edia into the plaques (Fig.7.4).
Some 'onion sk in ’ en d o th e lia l m u ltilay ed  new vessels w ere 
occasionally seen in lesions (Figs.7.5a & 7.5b).
Although some new vessels were p resent very close to the a rteria l 
endothelium , no new vessels were actually  identified  growing directly 
from the a rte ry  lumen.
The degree of neovascularization in  the  m edia and adven titia  was 
strongly associated w ith the degree of severity of atherosclerotic lesions in 
the intim a.
To help assess the  role of in tim a l neovascu lariza tion  in  the  
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, in tim al neovascularization was classified 
into four grades in  term s of the  num ber of factor VIII.a.a. reacting small 
vessels in  the  en tire  in tim a  w ith in  each histological section of the 
coronary arteries.
Grade 0: No Factor VIII-a.a. reacting sm all vessels.
Grade 1: Factor VIII-a.a. reacting small vessels < 5.
Grade 2: Factor VIII-a.a. reacting sm all vessels > 5, but < 10.
Grade 3: Factor VIII-a.a. reacting small vessels > 10.
7.3.2. The relation  betw een in tim al m icrovessels and d is tribu tion  of 
p lasm a components.
7.3.2.1. Albumin
A lbum in d istribu tion  w as very closely associated w ith  in tim al 
microvessel d istribu tion  and was the best m arker among the  antigens 
tested  in  th is  study of p lasm a leakage. F irstly , the new vessel walls
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th em se lv e s  show ed s tro n g  a lb u m in -im m u n o re a c tiv ity  (F ig .3.3). 
Extending from the new vessel walls there  was a decreasing in tensity  of 
album in im m unofluorescence. In  a reas of neovascularization, diffuse 
album in-specific im m unofluorescence w as alw ays found around  the  
sm all vessels and the level of fluorescence in tensity  was associated with 
the num ber of new vessels present. Rank correlation analysis between 
album in and factor V III.a.a d istribution  p a tte rn s w ithin the in tim a and 
plaques dem onstrated  a coefficient of r=0.99 (p<0.001) which is a very 
strong positive correlation.
7.3.2.2. Fibrinogen
Fibrinogen distribution patterns were partially  related  to the patterns 
of neovascularization. In some neovascularized areas, th ere  was no 
fibrinogen im m unoreactiv ity  found, while in  o ther a reas th a t  were 
neovascularized fibrinogen im m unoreactivity was found to be correlated 
w ith the num ber of in tim al microvessels present. Unlike album in, which 
was alw ays p resen t diffusely around  new vessels, fibrinogen-specific 
im m unofluorescent m ateria l was p resen t in  two forms, e ither as sm all 
spots or else spread  diffusely over areas. The sm all spots were often 
p resen t w ithin individual in tim al microvessels. The sm all diffuse areas 
were localized to regions in which groups of new vessels were p resen t 
(Fig.5.2b). In these instances, there was always associated inflam m atory 
cell in filtration . The strongest fibrinogen diffuse sta in ing  was found in 
th e  necro tic  lip id  g ruel (F ig .5.4) w here, in  ad d itio n  to severe  
n e o v asc u la riza tio n , th e re  w as alw ays asso c ia ted  heavy  ce llu la r  
infiltration . So, when fibrinogen im m unoreactivity  was correlated w ith 




No IgG, IgA or IgM was observed leaking directly from new vessels. 
IgG, IgA and IgM containing cells were, however, found around the new 
vessels and the num ber of immunoglobulin containing cells was related to 
the severity of neovascularization.
Although diffuse im m unoglobulin stain ing  regions were p resent in 
advanced p laques w hich were richly  vascu larized , these  antibodies 
appeared to be produced by local immunoglobulin containing cells or to be 
associated w ith haem orrhage from broken sm all vessels, ra th e r  th an  to 
have leaked through the walls of the vessels.
7.3.2.4. C-reactive protein
No CRP was observed leak ing  from in tim al new vessels. CRP 
distribution in hum an coronary artery  was closely related  to the presence 
of foam cells, ceroid pigm ent and lipid deposits.
7.3.2.5. Apolipoprotein B and cholesterol crystals
E arly  apo B deposition in  hum an  coronary a rte r ie s  was not 
associated w ith neovascularization, since it  in filtra ted  from the a rte ry  
lum en before new vessels had appeared in the  intim a. After the in tim a 
became vascularized , apo B-specific im m unofluorescence in ten sity  in 
some sections was associated w ith the richness of new vessels, bu t in 
some sections where new vessels were present, no apo B deposits were 
found. Cholesterol crystals were associated w ith strong apo B reactivity 
and showed the same relationship with neovascularization as apo B.
7.3.3. Factor VIII.a.a. reacting microvessels and intim al thickness
All the  a rte ry  sites exam ined in  th is study are plotted by in tim al 
factor V III.a .a  im m unoreactivity  grade versus th e ir IAV (Text F ig.7.1). 
The negative arteries showed a wider range of intim al thickness, but most
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of the positive ones had I/W over 0.54. Among 163 positive sections only 2 
had I/W less th an  0.5 (Text Fig.7.1). As Factor VIII-a.a im m unoreactivity 
grading increased, there  was an increase in  in tim al thickness (I/W). The 
correlation is positive and strong, r=0.663. The average I/W of each grade 
is shown in table.7.1. The increase of I/W ratios, new vessel from grade 0 
to 1, from 1 to 2, and from 2 to 3 are all significant (Table.7.1).








Text Fig.7.1 Factor VIII-a a. reactivity grade versus intimal area ratio (I/W).











0 136 0.511 0.178
1 76 0.735 0.087 0 and 1 12.283 p<0.001
2 59 0.788 0.076 1 and 2 3.771 p<0.001
3 28 0.838 0.057 2 and 3 3.418 pcO.001
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7.3.4. Factor V III.a.a. reacting in tim al microvessels and relative lum en 
size
All the a rte ria l sites exam ined in  th is  study are plotted by th e ir 
Factor V III-a.a im m unoreactivity grades versus the ir relative lum en size 
(L/A) in  Text F ig .7.2. I t  obvious th a t  as F acto r V III-a .a. grad ing
increased  there  was a definite decrease in  rela tive  lum en area. The 
correlation coefficient is 0.721. The average L/A ratio  of each grade is 
shown in Table.7.2.
y = 0.58763- 0.11999x r = 0.721
□ L/A





Text Fig.7.2 Factor VIII-a. a. reactivity grade versus relative lumen size (L/A).











0 136 0.601 0.119
1 76 0.433 0.111 0 and 1 10.296 pcO.001
2 59 0.343 0.113 1 and 2 4.626 p<0.001
3 28 0.266 0.108 2 and 3 3.060 p<0.005
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7.3.5. Factor V III.a.a. reacting in tim al microvessels and cause of death 
(COD)
The coronary a rte ries exam ined in th is study were classified into 6 
groups in  term s of the  causes of death  (COD) of the subjects. The case 
num ber, COD, sex and age of each subject are listed  in Appendix. 1. The 
detailed description of the age and sex differences are shown in chapter 2.
The percen tages of sections w ith various factor V IILa.a-specific 
m icrovessel grades is d ifferent for each COD group (Table 7.3). The 
s ta tis tica l significance of differences betw een groups is shown in  Table 
7.4.
Table. 7.3. Percentages of factor VIII-a.a. grades of sections 
from people with different cause of death
Factor AMI Infection Cardio Cancer Alcoholic Suicide-
VIII-a.a % % vascular % % % accident %
grade (n=42) (n=67) (n=60) (n=54) (n=21) (n=55)
0 4.76 22.39 40.00 50.00 90.48 92.73
1 23.81 25.37 40.00 31.48 9.05 7.27
2 50.08 35.82 16.67 7.40 0.00 0.00
3 21.43 16.42 3.33 11.11 0.00 0.00
Total
Positive 95.24 77.61 60.00 50.00 9.05 7.27
X2 = 87.23 P<0.005
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Table.7.4 Chi-square and p value of factor VIII-a.a reactivity grades between COD groups
Group: Group Chi-sauare p value









Cardiovascular versus Cancer 5.64 n .s
Alcoholism 16.17 p<0.005
Suicide-accident 35.86 p<0.005
Cancer versus Alcoholism 10.81 p<0.025
Suicide-accident 25.43 p<0.005
Alcoholism versus Suicide-accident 0.106 n.s
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
From the above tables, it can be seen th a t the coronary arteries from 
people who died of AMI showed the highest positive percentage of factor 
V III.a.a. s ta in ing  and presen ted  more severe im m unoreactiv ity  grades 
th a n  those from all the  o ther groups w hich include card iovascu lar 
disease, cancer, alcoholism or suicide and accident (p<0.005), except for 
the  infectious d isease group w ith  w hich th e re  w as no sign ifican t 
difference.
Most sections in  the AMI group consistently showed high incidences 
of new vessels w ithin the plaque centres or a t the bases of the plaques. In 
a few sections, the new vessels extended through alm ost the whole plaque 
(Fig.7.6). From  the positive percentages of new vessels, the ir location and 
th e ir consistent presence, i t  appeared th a t the atherosclerotic lesions in 
the AMI group were in a very active stage of neovascular development.
Although the in tim al vascularization grades in the AMI group were 
sim ilar to those of the infection group, the  average relative lum en size
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(L/A) of positive coronary a rte ry  sections in  the AMI group (0.309+0.132, 
n=40) were sm aller th an  those of the infectious group (0.37Ü0.129, n=52), 
Student t  test p<0.05.
Therefore, compared to the  sections from the AMI group, the same 
degree of in tim al m icrovessel invasion occurred a t an  earlie r stage of 
atherosclerotic plaque development in the infectious disease group. Some 
sections even w ith o u t p a rtic u la rly  th ick  in tim a s  w ere severe ly  
neovascularized. Furtherm ore, the arteries in the cardiovascular disease 
group, for example from the subjects who died of chronic ischemic h ea rt 
d isease  (ISH D ), in  g e n e ra l show ed very  w eak  fac to r V III-a .a  
im m unoreactivity, but when pneum onia was the second COD, the arteries 
showed very strong neovascularization in the intim a.
It is in te res tin g  th a t  the  in tim al vascu lariza tion  grades in  the  
cardiovascular disease group were significantly w eaker th an  those of the 
AMI group and of the  infectious disease group. Only 60% of sections 
showed factor V III.a .a  im m unoreactiv ity  and m ost of these  positive 
sections showed only weak im m unoreactivity of grade 1 (table.7.3). The 
cardiovascular disease group p a tte rn  was not sta tistically  different from 
the cancer group (Table.7.4).
The cardiovascular disease group contains several subgroups, b u t 
th e re  were no factor V III-a .a  d is trib u tio n  differences betw een the  
subgroups of chronic ISHD, cerebral haem orrhage, ru p tu re d  aortic  
aneurysm  or pulm onary embolism.
The a r te r ie s  from  th e  people who died of alcoholism  and  
suicide/accident showed the  low est percentage incidences and low est 
factor V III.a.a. im m unoreactivity gradings of all the groups.
Suicide-accident is basically a control group. Only a very few sections 
(4/55) showed very weak immunoflorecence grade 1 in the intim a.
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7.4. Discussion
There can be no doubt, th a t  the cu rren t work has unequivocally 
confirmed the existence of new vessels in atherosclerotic plaques (Barger, 
Beeuwkes, Lainey, et al., 1984; Osborn, 1963; W internitz, Thomas and 
LeCom pte, 1938). How ever, tak in g  ad v an tag e  of h igh ly  specific 
im m unofluorescence techniques and high resolution confocal microscopy 
exam ination, the current investigation has found th a t the presence of new 
vessels was not lim ited to atherosclerotic lesions. The earliest appearance 
of new vessels was in  the  th ickened  in tim a  w ithout atherosclero tic  
fea tu res. This re su lt agreed w ith  G eiringer's (1951) conclusion th a t  
'in tim al vascu larization  is a function of in tim al th ickness ... ". The 
earliest stage of in tim al neovascularization was closely re la ted  to the 
in tim al thickness. Almost all of the sections (73/75) w ith I/W ratios less 
th an  0.54 showed negative factor V III.a.a im m unoreactivity and alm ost 
all of the  positive sections (134/136) had  I/W ratios g rea ter th an  0.54. 
In tim al vascularization m ay be a response to the  inadequate  supply of 
nu trition  to the thickened in tim a (Geiringer, 1951). The critical in tim a 
thickness for in tim a vascularization is different from Geiringer's absolute 
0.35mm. This is due to the different methods th a t have been applied in  the 
m easurem ent. Effectively, th is  study has found th a t when the in tim a 
accounts for 50% or more of the wall thickness it  will be vascularized.
In con trast to G eiringer's (1951) fu rth er conclusion th a t  "intim al 
v a scu la r iz a tio n  w as no t a function  of a th e ro sc le ro sis" , in tim a l 
n eo v ascu lariza tio n  w as d em o n s tra ted  h e re in  to be a function  of 
atherosclerosis. After in tim al sm all vessels appeared in the  in tim a, the 
microvessel d istribution p a tte rn  was associated w ith sim ilar d istribution 
p a tte rn s  of p lasm a com ponents, such as album in and im m unoglobulin 
contain ing  cells. The severity  of neovascu lariza tion  increased  w ith
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increasing  plaque size (Text F ig .7.1; T able.7.1) and  w ith  concom itant 
decrease of the artery  lum en (Text Fig.7.2; Table.7.2).
The hypothesis th a t  in tim al m icrovessels leak  to "nourish" the 
growing plaques was strongly supported by the evidence obtained in  th is 
study. A lbum in diffusing from the  m icrovessels and the  strong ran k  
correlation coefficient (0.99) between them  provided the best evidence from 
among the antigens tested. This is perhaps due to album in being a small 
m olecular weight protein, w ith  a high concentration in  the  plasm a and 
w ith  a stab le  chem ical ch arac te r. A lbum in is un like ly  to cause 
pathological reactions like fibrinogen (Kadish, 1979) or imm unoglobulins 
(Rosenfeld, Khoo, M iller, e t al., 1991), b u t its  in filtra tio n  from sm all 
vessels will contribute significantly  to plaque grow th th rough  causing 
oedema of the a rte ry  wall. O ther plasm a components not tested  for are 
also likely to be diffusing out in  the sam e way as album in (Friedm an, 
Byers and George, 1962) and to be playing roles in atherogenesis.
Fibrinogen leakage depends on the increased perm eability of the new 
vessel (Cliff, 1963; Schoefl, 1963). W hen the  sm all vessels were formed 
initially there was little  fibrinogen leakage. W hen the new vessels present 
were associated w ith inflam m atory cells, then  fibrinogen sta rted  to form 
diffuse deposits, and in  the advanced plaques, there  was strong diffuse 
sta in ing  of fibrinogen in the  necrotic areas. This im plies th a t in tim al 
vessels were directly  dam aged by the in flam m atory  cellu lar in filtra te  
(Rosenfeld, Khoo, M iller e t al., 1991; M itchinson, Ball, C arpenter et al., 
1990).
A lthough diffuse im m unoglobulins deposits were not observed 
around in tim al m icrovessels, IgG, IgA and IgM containing cells were 
identified in  relation to the sm all vessels and the num bers of these cells 
was re la ted  to the  degree of neovascu larization . This re su lt is in
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agreem ent w ith observations of Nelson (1941) and particularly  in relation 
to the adventitia  (Albertini, 1938; Manion, 1963b) where the inflam m atory 
cells m antling  the vasa  vasorum  and the  degree of cellular in filtration  
were closely correlated  w ith  the  severity  of a therosclero tic  plaques 
(M itchell and  Schw artz, 1965). I t  would ap p ea r th a t  the  in tim al 
m icrovessels supply the  antibody producing cells in  the  plaques. The 
diffuse IgG, IgA and IgM deposits in the lipid cores are possibly from 
bleeds due to broken sm all vessels in to  the  a therom atous p laque 
(LeCompte, 1967) as well as being released from the local plasm a cells.
In tim al m icrovessels do not appear to play d irect role in  CRP 
deposition, bu t have been proposed to play roles in  the accum ulation of 
lipids by leaking blood-borne lipoproteins (Groszek and Grundy, 1980). 
The results of the present study do not provide strong evidence to support 
th is view, since no direct evidence of Apo B or cholesterol leaking from 
sm all vessels was obtained. Some areas showing strong apo B deposition 
were w ithou t v a scu la riza tio n  and  also some a reas  show ing severe 
vascularization were w ithout apo B deposition. I t is unlikely th a t intim al 
m icrovessels play an  im p o rtan t role in  the  accum ulation of lipids by 
leaking  lipoproteins into the  plaques. However, the lipid deposits are 
probably fairly in e rt (H aust, Moore and Movat, 1959) and rem ain  in  the 
in tim a for long periods of tim e (Adams and Bayliss, 1976), w hilst the 
growth and involution of blood vessels is a dynamic process occupying a 
far shorter time frame (Cliff, 1976). All advanced plaques reacted strongly 
w ith apo B-specific antibodies. The apo B in these cases is likely to be 
bleeding out ra th e r th an  leaking out from intim al vessels, since there was 
often associated haem orrhage.
F rom  th e  above d iscu ssio n , i t  can be seen  th a t  in tim a l 
neovascularization plays a role in  the grow th of plaques. I t definitely 
nourishes the artery  wall through supplying plasm a components, such as
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album in  and is involved in  th rom bus form ation  th rough  supplying 
fibrinogen and joins in  im m une reactions by suppling im m unoglobulin 
producing cells and  finally contributes to the  complications of plaques 
th rough  oedem a, in flam m ation , sm all vessel ru p tu re , haem orrhage, 
thrombosis and necrosis (Osborn, 1963).
T hat the degree of intim al neovascularization differed in  the coronary 
a rte rie s  from subjects w ith different causes of death  is an  in te resting  
finding of th is  study. A lthough in tim al neovascularization  has been 
proposed as playing a key role in  atherosclerosis, few investigations have 
related  it  to COD, and when it  has been related, the subjects were simply 
divided into cardiac death  and noncardiac death  groups (Cliff, Heathcote, 
Moss and Reichenbach, 1988) or else simply observed pa tien ts  who had 
died of AMI (M aher and Cuenoud, 1989). The p resen t work divided the 
subjects into 6 groups th a t were carefully analysed.
AMI cases showed the h ighest positive percentage of factor VIII 
im m unoreactivity in  the coronary in tim a w ith m ost of them  showing the 
stronger d istribu tion  p a tte rn s . The ru p tu re  of in tim al vessels is very 
likely the trigger of AMI (B arger and Beeuwkes, 1990). P lasm a factor 
VIII related  an tigen  has been dem onstrated to be increased in  patien ts 
w ith AMI and has been suggested as being an  acute phase reaction of 
AMI onset (Cucuianu, M issits, Olinic, e t al., 1980), a lthough  a few 
workers strongly oppose th is postulate and point out th a t such elevation is 
not always the expression of an  acute phase reaction (Giustolisi, Musso, 
Cacciola, e t al., 1984). Factor V III.a.a is also elevated in  patien ts w ith 
chronic coronary h eart disease, bu t the level in  the AMI group is higher 
th a n  in th a t  of chronic coronary h e a rt disease (Musso, G iustolisi and 
Cacciola, 1987). The elevation of plasm a Factor VIII.a.a in both situations 
have been dem onstrated to be an index of vascular endothelial damage 
(Giustolisi, Musso, Cacciola, e t al., 1984; Musso, Giustolisi and Cacciola,
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1987). The resu lts  from the p resen t im m unohistochem ical study are 
c o n s is te n t  w ith  th e s e  in v e s tig a t io n s ,  by sh o w in g  in tim a l  
neovascu larization  to be m ost severe in  the  AMI group. Therefore, 
in tim al neovascular damage should be considered as a probable trigger of 
A M I.
A com pletely unexpected re su lt was th a t  the  neovascularization 
g rades in  the  infectious d isease  group and  th e  AMI group were 
sta tistica lly  the same. The positive sections from the infectious disease 
group, however, showed less a r te r ia l stenosis. This ind icates th a t  
coronary arteries from the infectious disease group vascularized a t earlier 
stages of atherosclerosis. The arte ries from people who died of non-AMI 
cardiovascular diseases, in  general showed very weak factor V III.a.a 
im m unoreactivity , b u t w hen associated w ith  infectious disease as the 
second COD, the arteries showed much more severe neovascularization in 
the  in tim a. Two conclusions could be draw n from this. One is th a t 
infectious disease m ay stim ulate  angiogenesis in  the  a rte ry  wall. This 
being the case, th en  the process of neovascularization of the coronary 
in tim a, m ust be able to proceed quite rapidly, w ith a tim e scale of days, 
ra th e r  th a n  weeks or m onths (Cliff, 1976). A nother conclusion is th a t 
severe neovascularization is not the sole trigger of AMI death, since the 
people who died of infectious disease may also have very sim ilar degrees of 
neovascularization. Some additional reasons m ust play a role in  the onset 
of AMI (Francis, 1967). It is of in terest in th is regard to note th a t common 
colds or upper resp ira to ry  tra c t infections occurred 2-4 weeks prior to 
arteriosclerotic death  in young male, cigarette smokers (Doerr, 1978).
The cancer group show ed s im ila r n eo v ascu la riza tio n  to the  
cardiovascular disease group. It indicated th a t cancer patien ts share the 
sam e stage of atherosclerosis as card iovascu lar disease. This is a
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contradiction of the commonly held belief th a t cancer provides protection 
from atherosclerosis (Juhl, 1955).
The in tim al neovascularization in  alcoholics is m uch lower th an  in 
the  subjects who died of AMI, card iovascu lar d isease, infections or 
cancer, bu t not in the subjects who died of suicide or accident. Therefore, 
alcoholism can be considered as having no effect on angiogenesis in the 
a rte ry  wall.
From exam ination of 299 hum an coronary blocks, 163 showed positive 
factor V III.a .a im m unoreactivity. If the in tim al new vessels were not 
completely isolated in plaque shoulders or some other areas, they always 
appeared to be connected to the adventitial vasa vasorum . Some clearly 
extended from the adventitia  and penetrated  the m edia to en ter plaques. 
The in tim al vessels m ight arise directly from the a rte ry  lum en (Paterson, 
1952), b u t in  th is study no case was observed of in tim al microvessels 
extending from the coronary a rte ry  lum en into in tim a. Therefore, the 
origin of intim al microvessels from the lum en m ust be relatively rare. So, 
the rup ture  of intim al microvessels does not rely on the pressure from the 
a rte ry  lumen. O ther m echanism s should be considered. There are m any 
factors th a t have been shown to injure the a rte ria l endothelium  (chapter 
1), w hether these factors play the  same role in  the in tim al microvessels 
should be given more attention.
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7.5. Summary
1. F ac to r V IIL a.a . rea c tin g  in tim a l v a scu la riz a tio n  is strong ly  
positively correlated w ith in tim al thickness and strongly negatively 
correlated with artery  lum en relative size.
2. Intim al thickness ratio  (I/W) of 0.54 is a critical index. 97.3% (73/75) 
of sections w ith I/W ratio  less th an  0.54 showed no sm all vessels in 
the intim a. 98.8% (161/163) factor VUI.a.a positive sections had I/W 
ratio g reater th an  0.54.
3. A lbum in leak s from  in tim a l m icrovessels in  the  process of 
developm ent of a therosc le rosis  and  th e  am oun t of leakage is 
associated with the degree of intim al vascularization.
4. Fibrinogen leakage from in tim al microvessels was dependent upon 
the presence of inflam m atory cell infiltration.
5. Im munoglobulin containing cell in filtra tes arise from in tim al small 
vessels in atherosclerotic lesions.
6. No direct evidence was obtained of CRP, apo B or cholesterol leaking 
from intim al vessel.
7. The people who died of AMI had  the  m ost severe in tim a l 
neovascularization. Damage to or rup tu re  of these sm all vessels is 
proposed as being involved in the onset of AMI.
8. Infectious d isease  a p p a ren tly  s tim u la te s  ang iogenesis of the  
coronary artery  wall.
9. The people who died of cancer showed the  sam e degree of in tim al 
neovascularization as cardiovascular disease.
10. A lcoholism  h as a p ro tec tive  effect on coronary  a r te ry  wall 
neovascularization.
1 4 3
F ig .7.1 Factor V III.a.a reacting microvessels sparsely distributed in the slightly 
thickened coronary intima and related media. The artery lumen is on the 
right, (woman aged 79, death due to cancer, pneumonia). 1st antibody: 
rabbit anti-hum an factor VIII.a.a. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
F ig .7.2 A group of intimal microvessels in plaque shoulder. The coronary artery 
lumen is on the right. Two bright lines from endothelium are folds in the 
section, (woman aged 29, death due to bronchopneumonia). 1st antibody: 
rabbit anti-hum an factor VIII.a.a. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig .7.3 The green fluorescence is factor VIII.a.a reacting microvessels within a
coronary plaque. The yellow autofluorescence of lipids is easily 
distinguished by fluorescence microscopy, (man aged 72, death due to 
septicaemia, old MI). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-human factor VIII.a.a. 2nd 
antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. (Obj X20, Occ X10).
1 4 5
F ig .7.4 Factor VIII.a.a reacting microvessels extend from coronary adventitia (on 
the right of the figure) and pass through the media (m) to enter the intima. 
(woman aged 29, death due to bronchopneumonia). 1st antibody: rabbit anti­
hum an factor VIII.a.a. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with 
FITC. The scale bar=100 pm.
1 4 6
Fig.7.5a Factor VIII.a.a reacting multilayered microvessels in a coronary plaque.
(man aged 70, death due to peritonitis, pneumonia). 1st antibody: rabbit anti­
human factor VIII.a.a. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with 
FITC. The scale bar=50 pm.
Fig.7.5b Control of Fig.7.5a. The bright spots are due to yellow autofluorescence of red 
blood cells. 1st incubation: normal rabbit serum. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti­
rabbit, conjugated with FITC. The scale bar=50 pm.
1 4 7
F ig .7.6 C oronary a rte ry  w ith severe in tim al neovascu larization  and narrow ed 
lumen. The bright m aterial in the lum en is barium  sulphate, (man aged 70, 
death  due to AMI). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-hum an factor VIII.a.a. 2nd 
antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. The scale bar=100 pm.
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CHAPTER 8.
APOLIPOPROTEEN B DISTRIBUTION 
IN HUMAN CORONARY ARTERIES
8.1. Introduction
Apolipoprotein B (apo B), the major protein component of low-density 
lipoproteins (LDL), has been a widely used presum ptive m arker for LDL 
in tissue since Scanu, Lewis and Page (1958) developed the first antibody 
specific for apo B. I t has been dem onstrated in  atherosclerotic lesions 
extracellulary in and around the necrotic core, in  plaque shoulders, along 
collagen bundles and elastic fibres of the fibrous cap (Hoff, Lie and Titus, 
e t al., 1975; Kao and  W issler, 1965; Sm ith  and S later, 1972b) and 
in tracellu larly  w ith in  foam cells (Carter, Siegel and Chai et al., 1987). 
However, it was variably reported to be present (Hoff, Heideman, Gotto et 
al., 1977) or not p resen t (Yom antas, E iner, Schaffner e t ab, 1984) in 
norm al in tim as. At w hat stage of atherosclerosis developm ent apo B 
s ta r ts  to appear in  the a rte ry  wall and how it  re la tes to o ther blood 
component distributions is of vital im portance in  understand ing  the role 
of lipids in the initiation and development of atherosclerosis.
Apo B levels in aortic intim a correlated well w ith serum  levels of LDL 
(Onitiri, Lewis and Bentall et al., 1976). In general, the apo B in  the artery  
in tim a is supposed to enter from the a rte ry  lum en (Adams, 1973; Duncan, 
Buck and Lynch, 1963). Some investigators reported th a t tritium -labelled 
cholesterol appears to en ter norm al and atherom atous aortae from both 
the in tim al and adventitia l surfaces (Duncan and Buck, 1959; Adams, 
Virag, Morgan et al (1968). New vessels invading the arteria l wall play an 
im portan t role in  the  developm ent of atherosclerotic plaques (Cliff and 
Schoefl, 1983), bu t unfortunately, no direct evidence can be found about 
the relation between the in tim al neovascularization and the accumulation
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of lipids. The present study was designed to answer the above questions by 
exam ining apo B d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  in a wide range of coronary 
a rte ries and com paring the ir relationship w ith a rte ry  in tim al thickness, 
relative lum en size, in tim al microvessel d istribu tion  and inflam m atory 
cell infiltration.
8.2. Materials and Methods
8.2.1. Cryostat section and paraffin embedded sections:
Forty-four coronary artery  cryostat sections from twenty-one subjects 
were exam ined. These a rte rie s  varied  in  range of involvem ent by 
atherosclerosis, from none to very advanced atherosclerotic plaques.
Before cryosta t sections were applied to the  detection of apo B 
reactiv ity , 30 paraffin  embedded sections were tested . The source of 
hum an coronary arteries, the preparation  of both paraffin  embedded and 
cryostat sections as well as the indirect im m unofluorescence techniques 
applied have been described in detail in  chap ter 2. As w ith the  other 
component studies, confocal microscope and com puter system s were used 
for the exam ination, analysis and recording of results.
8.2.2. Cholesterol crystal examination:
Before apo B indirect immunofluorescence stain ing , frozen sections 
were a ir dried for 20 m inutes and then  w ashed in  PBS twice, 5 m inutes 
each tim e followed by a rinse in distiled w ater. Two photos were taken  
w ith polarized light microscopy, one w ith fully crossed polarizing filters to 
record cholesterol crystals, and another one w ith h a lf  crossed polarizing 
filters for exact identification of the location of the crystals in the artery  
wall (Figs.8 .la  & b).
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8.3. Results
8.3.1. Com parison of apo B sta in ing  on crvostat sections and paraffin  
sections
Apo B im m unofluorescence investigation was m ainly perform ed on 
cryostat sections. Since o ther components studied  viz, factor VIII-a.a, 
fibrinogen, album in and im m unoglobulins were exam ined in  paraffin  
embedded sections, in order to get more direct evidence of the  relation  
betw een apo B and these  com ponents, apo B im m une s ta in in g  was 
perform ed on paraffin  embedded sections as well as on cryostat sections. 
The 30 coronary artery  paraffin  embedded sections representing  different 
stages of atherosclerosis showed sim ilar apo B distributions p a tte rn s  to 
those in the corresponding cryostat sections, bu t the in tensity  of specific- 
fluorescence in paraffin sections was much w eaker th an  th a t in cryostat 
sections. A lthough lip ids and elastic  fibres showed s tronger yellow 
autofluorescence in  cryostat sections, th is could easily be distinguished 
from the strong green specific immunofluorescence.
Apo B antibody following absorption by pure apo B antigen  showed 
negative staining and so proved th a t the green immunofluorescence in the 
artery  was apo B specific.
8.3.2. The influence of trypsin trea tm en t on apo B distribution patterns
Trypsin worked very well on unm asking the antigenic sites of factor 
VIII-a.a, fibrinogen, IgG, IgA and IgM in  the  p resen t work. However, it 
showed a d ifferent effect on apo B specific sta in ing . A fter trypsin  
trea tm en t, the  coronary a rte ry  endothelium  showed green fluorescence, 
while the specific fluorescence in  lipid cores decreased (Figs.8.2 a,b & c). 
Using norm al sheep serum  to block the secondary antibody (sheep an ti­
rabbit) nonspecific sta in ing  (Polak and Noorden, 1983), the  endothelial
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green fluorescence was suppressed while the  fluorescence in the  lipid 
cores showed no change. The results indicated th a t trypsin  trea tm en t of 
frozen sections induced endothelial nonspecific sta in ing  and decreased 
lipid core specific staining. The reason for induced nonspecific stain ing  of 
endothelium  is not known, b u t the decreased lipid core specific stain ing  
m ight well be due to the trypsin trea tm en t a t a tem perature of 37°C for one 
hour not being good for the sta te  of apo B in the sections, thus reducing the 
specific stain ing . The fact th a t  paraffin  sections showed less apo B 
im m unoreactivity th an  cryostat sections m ight also be due to the higher 
tem perature  of the conventional processing of paraffin sections. I t  would 
appear th a t keeping low processing tem peratures is necessary for effective 
apo B exam ination.
8.3.3. Apo B general distribution pa tterns in  hum an coronary arteries
In a rte ries w ith  th in  in tim as and in  the  uninvolved p a rts  of the 
a rte ry  wall, no apo B was detected. Apo B specific fluorescence s ta rted  
appearing  in  the  superficial regions of in tim as which were sligh tly  
thicker th an  the m edia (Fig.8.3). As the in tim al thickness increased, apo 
B specific-fluorescence extended down to the  base of the  in tim a  in 
association  w ith  th e  e lastic  tissu e  fibres and  the  in te rn a l e lastic  
m em brane (Figs.8.4 & 8.5). In  advanced atherosclerotic plaques, it  was 
related to the collagen in  fibrous caps (Fig.8.6) and the elastic fibres in  the 
plaques. The strongest diffuse im m unofluorescence was p resen t in  the 
a th e ro m a to u s  core of p laq u es w hich con ta ined  a b u n d a n t lip ids, 
cholesterol crystals and foam cells (Fig.2.9). Calcified a reas w ith in  
plaques were often positive for apo B.
Apo B specific immunofluorescence was often localized to the a rteria l 
endothelium  in  vessels w ith a thickened in tim a b u t no definite plaques. 
In the  early  plaques, it  was located m idway in the in tim a and in  the
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advanced plaques there  was a gradient of immunofluorescence in tensity  
extending from the endothelium  to the lipid cores. It appeared obvious 
th a t apo B was infiltrating  from the artery  lum en into the intim a.
There was one arte ry  site which was of special in te rest in th a t most 
of the plaque was full of apo B (Figs.8.7a & b). The sam e p a tte rn  of 
d istribution was observed for albumin, fibrinogen and IgG in  the paraffin 
embedded sections taken  from the same region.
Apo B was found only occasionally in  the  m edia and never in  the 
adventitia of the coronary artery.
Apo B im m unoreactivity distribution was classified as 4 grades: 
Grade 0: No apo B-specific immunofluorescence in the intim a.
Grade 1: Apo B fluorescence in the arteria l subendothelial regions.
Grade 2: D iscrete a rea /a reas of apo B im m unofluorescence w ith in  the 
in tim a.
Grade 3: Major parts  of plaques filled w ith apo B-specific fluorescence.
8.3.4. Apo B distribution and intim al thickness
Apo B immunofluorescence grade of each cryostat section is plotted 
a g a in s t i ts  in tim a  a re a  ra tio  (I/W) in  T ext F ig .8.1. Apo B 
im m unoreactivity  grades increase w ith in tim al thickness (Text F ig.8.1, 
r=0.724). There is a critical I/W for in itia ting  apo B accum ulation in  the 
coronary a rte ry  intim a. All bu t one of the arteries w ith an I/W less th an  
0.6 were negative for apo B staining and all but one of the positive arteries 
had  an I/W greater th an  0.6. Not all of the arteries w ith I/W greater than  
0.6 necessarily showed apo B-specific staining.
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Text Fig. 8.1 Apo B reactivity grade versus intimal thickness ratio (I/W).








0 12 0.511 0.134
1 16 0.691 0.064 0 and 1 4.30 <0.001
2 8 0.755 0.097 1 and 2 1.69 n .s
3 8 0.800 0.042 2 and 3 1.20 n .s
The average intima thickness increased significantly from apo B 
negative to grade 1 (Table.8.1). There were no significant increases from 
grade 1 to grade 2 and from grade 2 to grade 3.
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8.3.5. Ado B distribution and relative lum en size
Apo B - specific imm unofluorescence grades of all cryostat sections 
are plotted versus th e ir L/A ratio  in Text Fig.8.2. There was a negative 
correlation (r=0.647) betw een apo B grade and relative lum en size. The 
average relative lum en size is significantly different betw een grade 0 to 
grade 1 (Table.8.2), there were no significant differences betw een grades 1, 
2 and 3.





Text Fig. 8.2 Apo B reactivity grade versus artery relative lumen size (L/A).








0 12 0.604 0.137
1 16 0.458 0.116 0 and 1 2.98 <0.01
2 8 0.369 0.142 1 and 2 1.54 n .s
3 8 0.313 0.104 2 and 3 0.90 n .s
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8.3.6. Apo B distribution pa ttern  and cause of death
Apo B im m unoreactivity was exam ined w ithout prior knowledge of 
COD, age or sex. The causes of death  of the  subjects from which these 
sections came is listed in  Appendix. 1. In general there was no significant 
d ifference betw een COD groups (T able.8.3). The only sign ifican t 
difference was found betw een infection and  card iovascu lar diseases 
groups (Table.8.4. p<0.025). W hether apo B d istribu tion  is really  not 
different betw een other groups probably needs a larger num ber of cases 
and sections to prove. However, from th is study, the apo B distribution 
p a tte rn  seems more closely related to the degree of intim al thickening and 
relative lum en size (Text Figs.8.1 & 8.2), than  to the cause of death.
Table. 8.3. Percentage of apo B positive sections with different causes of death
Apo B AMI Infection Cardio- Cancer
grades % % vascular % %
(n=5) (n=16) (n=6) (n=13)
0 20.0 50.0 0.0 15.4
1 40.0 31.3 33.3 53.8
2 20.0 18.7 16.7 15.4
3 20.0 0.0 50.0 15.4
= 11.38 no significant difference
Note: Alcoholic and suicide/accident deaths were excluded from the analysis, 
because each group had only 2 cases.
Table.8.4. Chi-square and p value of apo B reactivity grades between COD groups
Group: Group Chi-sauare p value
AMI: versus Infection 4.09 n .s
Cardiovascular 1.93 n .s
Cancer 0.28 n .s
Infection versus Cardiovascular 11.02 <0.025
Cancer 5.89 n .s
Cardiovascular versus Cancer 3.16 n.s
n.s: no significant difference (p>0.05).
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8.3.7. Apo B distribution pa ttern  and cellular infiltration
At the earliest stage, apo B infiltration was found to be p resent in  the 
a rte ry  before in tim al cellular infiltration  appeared. Later, inflam m atory 
cells were often found in the mild apo B staining areas. In the areas with 
very strong apo B staining, all architecture had  been destroyed and no 
cells could be d istingu ished . However, in flam m atory  cell in filtra tio n  
surrounded such atherom atous regions. C ellular in filtration  in  the  sub- 
endothelial region of the fibrous cap was mild b u t severe inflam m atory 
cell infiltrates were p resent in the shoulder regions of fibrous caps where 
they connected with the uninvolved p art of artery. There was a gradient of 
increasing severity towards the plaque shoulders and the m argins of the 
lipid cores. At the base of plaques severe cellular in filtration  extended 
from the adventitia to the m argin of the lipid core. These results indicated 
th a t  inflam m atory cells probably m igrated from the lumen into the in tim a 
in  the early stage of apo B accum ulation and from the adventitia  in  the 
la te r stages.
8.3.8. Apo B distribution pa ttern  and cholesterol crystals
Cholesterol crystals identified in cryostat sections of hum an coronary 
arteries w ith polarized light microscopy showed strong associated apo B 
im m unoreactivity . In  a rte rie s  w ithout apo B im m unoreactiv ity  or in  
arte ries w ith apo B in filtra tion  b u t no atherom a form ation, cholesterol 
crystals were not found in  the intim a. The crystals s ta rted  appearing in 
the atherom a with preferential location a t the base of the in tim a especially 
re la ted  to the in te rn a l elastic m em brane. In advanced atherosclerotic 
p laques, more num erous and  bigger c rysta ls w ere observed in  the  
surviving tissue a t the edge of necrotic cores as well as in  the regions of 
tissue destruction. Cholesterol crystals were associated w ith foam cells, 
fa t spaces and som etim es w ith  calcium  deposition. In  fibrous caps,
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crystals were also found associated with collagen fibres. The am ount of 
crystalline cholesterol p resen t was related  to apo B imm unofluorescence 
in tensity , w ith no crystals being present in areas which showed only weak 
diffuse apo B imm unofluorescence staining.
8.4. Discussion
Reports in the lite ra tu re  on the presence of apo B in hum an aorta  and 
coronary arte ries are not consistent. Extraction studies have indicated 
th a t  apo B exists in  both grossly norm al and atherosclerotic regions of 
hu m an  aortic in tim a  (Hoff, H eidem an, G aubatz , et al., 1977; Hoff, 
H e id em an , G o tto , e t a l., 1977; S m ith  a n d  S la te r , 1970). 
Im m unohistolochem ical observations showed th a t  apo B was presen t in 
norm al hum an aortas from old people (Kao and W issler, 1965) bu t absent 
in norm al hum an coronary arteries (Yomantas, E iner, Schaffner, et al., 
1984). In practice, it was difficult to identify tru ly  "normal" arteries, since 
the collecting and processing of the specimens often damaged the delicate 
a rte ry  wall or changed some histological features. This problem  is very 
rea l in  the  ex traction  stud ies cited above, w hen whole ao rta s  were 
classified by naked-eye exam ination, a m ethod which could not detect 
early  histological changes a t all. The p resen t work detected the earliest 
insudation  of apo B by the  indirect im m unofluorescence technique and 
found th a t  the  in itia l accum ulation is closely re la ted  to the  in tim a 
th ickness.
Lipoprotein has been dem onstrated entering the in tim a by vesicular 
transport across norm al endothelium  (Smith, 1990), and being removed by 
lym phatic vessels in  the adventitia  (Hollander, 1967). The exam ination of 
apo B distribution pa tterns in  the coronary arteries confirmed th a t apo B 
moves from the a rte ry  lum en tow ards the deeper layers of the in tim a in  
step  w ith  a therosclero tic  plaque developm ent. Increased  endothelial
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perm eability  is proposed as the reason for in tim al p lasm a component 
accum ulation (Hollander, Paddock and Colombo, 1977; Adams, Bayliss 
and Morgan, 1977). It is difficult to confirm such an endothelial change 
by the p resen t im m unohistological exam ination. B ut i t  is certain  th a t 
in itia l accum ulation of apo B occured in arteries w ith thickened intim as. 
The thickened in tim a increases the distance the plasm a proteins have to 
travel through the a rte ry  wall and prolongs their stay  in the intim a. On 
the other hand, the a rte ria l in tim a has a m olecular sieve property, w ith 
sm all molecules passing faster th an  big ones (Duncan and Buck, 1959). 
Apo B is a large molecule and also has the property  of combining w ith 
o ther m olecules, such as fibrin  (Sm ith, 1990) and C-reactive protein  
(Rowe, Soutar, T rayner et al., 1984 a; 1984b). The even larger complexes 
can be form ed by b inding  to e lastic  lam inae (H ollander, 1967) and 
glycosaminoglycans (GAG) (Smith, 1974). In the present study, apo B and 
cholesterol were found closely associated w ith  e lastic  m em branes in  
atherosclerotic plaques and the strongest apo B immunofluorescence and 
the largest cholesterol crystal deposits were always found a t the bases of 
plaques. These large molecules delay or block the  passage of plasm a 
com ponents in  th e  a rte ry  wall, re su ltin g  in  accum ulation  of blood 
com ponents. Therefore, in tim al th icken ing  can be considered as the  
essential p rerequisite  for atherosclerotic plaque form ation and diffusion 
pathw ay blockage could be considered a reason for accum ulation of blood 
components. By th is hypothesis, the in tim a acts as a passive container. 
Even w ith  endothelia l perm eab ility  unchanged, blood p lasm a keeps 
entering the artery  wall and some components cannot be moved out and so 
m ay cause still g rea ter blood component accum ulation. The hypothesis 
proposed herein  is sim ilar to the "pooling" theory suggested by Kovanen 
(1990) and Steinberg (1983), bu t em phasizes the effects of blocking of the 
in tim al and elastic m em brane sieves.
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Cholesterol enters a rte ry  walls w ithin the soluble lipoproteins (Stein 
and Stein, 1973) and w hen i t  is shed from the carrier (Page, 1954) it 
becomes the insoluble cholesterol crystals which are not readily removed 
from the artery  (Hollander, 1967) and contribute to the growth of plaques. 
Histological techniques such as H&E can show presum ptive evidence of 
cholesterol crystal location in  paraffin  em bedded sections, b u t using 
polarized lig h t microscopy on frozen sections gives d irect and  more 
detailed evidence of cholesterol presence (Stew art, 1961). The polarized 
light microscopy observations of hum an coronary arteries in  the p resent 
study confirmed th a t in norm al arteries, the lipids appeared to exist in  the 
form of lipoprotein (Hollander, 1967) and rem ained in  th is soluble form 
until atherom a formation. The am ount of cholesterol crystals was found 
to be correlated with apo B immunofluorescence. This nonprotein-bound 
cholesterol can not pass into the m edia (Kramsch, Gore and Hollander, 
1967) and m ay th en  play an im portan t role in  atherosclerotic plaque 
grow th.
This study examined the earliest apo B infiltration and its relation to 
cellular in filtra tion  w ith the finding th a t apo B stain ing  occured before 
cellular infiltration. Cellular infiltration  m ay be an  im m une response to 
the modified apo B, which is aimed to move out the antigen (Gerrity, 1981). 
However, a t the sam e tim e th is response m ight increase the  endothelial 
perm eability and so cause more plasm a components to accumulate. Later 
in  the development of atherosclerosis, inflam m atory cell in filtration  was 
correlated w ith in tensity  of apo B specific staining. From the ir position 
and population density gradient, it is possible th a t the inflam m atory cells 
m ig ra ted  from th e  lum en and  ad v en titia  as well as from  in tim al 
microvessels in response to the presence of the lipid.
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Normally, apo B in  the arteria l in tim a is supposed to en ter from the 
lum en  (Adams, 1973, D uncan, Buck and  Lynch, 1963) b u t a few 
in v es tig a tio n s  in  vivo suggest th a t  cholesterol en te rs  norm al and 
atherom atous aorta  from both the inner and the outer surface (Duncan 
and Buck, 1959; Adams, Virag, Morgan, e t al., 1968). Although sterols 
are  syn thesized  by the  a rte r ia l wall, th is  m etabolic rou te  m akes a 
negligible contribution  to the  cholesterol deposited in  atherosclerotic 
lesions (Zilversmit 1968; Lofland and Clarkson 1970). The newly formed 
intim al blood vessels have been postulated to be the source of accumulated 
in tim al lipids (Friedm an, Byers, and George, 1962). In th is study, early 
apo B infiltration  was not found to be related  to neovascularization. But 
the  grow th and involution of blood vessels is on a m uch sho rte r tim e 
fram e (Cliff, 1976) and they  m ay d isappear a fte r an  acute reaction. 
However, the lipid deposits are inert (H aust, Moore and Movat, 1959) and 
they may rem ain in the in tim a for a long period of time. This would cause 
apparen t dissociation of lipid deposits and neovascularization. Areas 
where new vessels were identified in the in tim a were often negative for 
apo B-specific staining. There was no evidence of apo B leaking directly 
from new vessels b u t in some areas, apo B and cholesterol deposits were 
correlated w ith the richness of neovascularization. This perhaps reflects 
th a t neovascularization was a response to apo B accumulation.
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8.5. Summary
1. Paraffin  embedded hum an coronary a rte ry  sections showed sim ilar 
apo B d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  to those in the corresponding cryostat 
sections, bu t the in tensity  of specific-fluorescence was much weaker.
2. Apolipoprotein B s ta r ts  to appear in  hum an  coronary a rte ries once 
the intim a/wall area ratio is equal to or bigger th an  0.6.
3. The apo B in  coronary a rte ry  in tim a  in su d a tes  from the a rte ry  
lum en .
4. Apo B im m unofluorescence  ap p ea rs  in  th e  in tim a  p rio r to 
inflam m atory cell infiltration.
5. Cholesterol c rysta ls  occur in  the  a therom atous in tim a  and  the 
am ounts of these  crystals correlate  w ith the  in ten sity  of apo B 
im m unofluorescence.
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Fig.8 .la  H um an coronary artery, cryostat section examined with fully crossed 
polarizing filters. The cholesterol crystals are shining in the atherosclerotic 
plaque. (Woman aged 54, death due to cerebral haemorrhage). Obj XI; Occ 
X10.
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Fig.8.1b The same section as Fig.8.1a recorded with half-crossed polarizing filters 
identifies the cholesterol crystals as being located in the atherosclerotic 
plaque.
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Fig .8.2 Coronary artery field in 3 serial cryostat sections.
a: shows strong apo B immunoreactivity in atheroslclerotic plaque. The artery 
lumen is on the left. The media (m) is bordered by the autofluorescent 
interna] and external elastic membranes. (Woman aged 57, death due to 
overdose). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-human apo B. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti­
rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=250 jam.
b: negative control shows autofluorescence of lipids in the plaque and of 
internal and external elastic membranes, (m): media. 1st incubation with 
rabbit normal serum. 2nd incubation with Sheep an ti-rabbit antibody 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=250 pm.
c: section digested by trypsin before antigen absorbed rabbit anti-human apo B 
antibody staining shows more green fluorescence on the endothelium but 
weaker specific fluorescence in the plaque, (m): media. 1st antibody: 
antigen absorbed rabbit anti-hum an apo B. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, 
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=250 pm.
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Fig.8.3 shows Apo B immunoreactivity in the superficial regions of a slightly 
thickened coronary intim a. Lumen is on left of figure. Note bright 
autofluorescence of IEL. (man aged 66, death due to pneumonia). 1st 
antibody: rabbit anti-hum an apo B. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,
conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 tun.
F ig .8.4 shows apo B immunofluorescence extending from superficial region down to
the base of coronary intima. Artery lumen is on the left. The bright line on 
the right is autofluorescence of internal elastic membrane. (Woman aged 53, 
death due to cancer of pancreas). 1st antibody: rabbit anti-human apo B. 2nd 
antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale bar=100 pm.
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Fig .8.5 shows apo B immunofluorescence a t the base of coronary intima and related
media in association with the elastic tissue fibres. Lumen to right of figure, 
(man aged 72, death due to cerebral haemorrhage, ISHD. 1st antibody: rabbit 
anti-human apo B. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. 
Scale bar=100 pm.
F ig .8.6 shows apo B immunofluorescence in fibrous cap of a coronary atherosclerotic
plaque. Lumen a t top of figure, (man aged 66, death due to pneumonia. 1st 
antibody: rabbit anti-hum an apo B. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit,




shows strong apo B immunofluorescence throughout coronary plaque. The 
section is next to the paraffin section which shows sim ilar pattern  of 
fibrinogen distribution (Fig.5.6). (woman aged 54, death due to cerebral 
haemorrhage). Composite image from 9 frames. 1st antibody: rabbit an ti­
human apo B. 2nd antibody: Sheep anti-rabbit, conjugated with FITC. Scale 
bar= l mm.
Negative control to Fig.8.7a shows negative apo B immunofluorescence and 
autofluorescent internal and external elastic membranes. Composite image 
from 9 frames. 1st incubation with rabbit normal serum. 2nd incubation 
with Sheep anti-rabbit antibody conjugated with FITC. Scale bar= l mm.
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CHAPTER 9
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In  general, a therosclerosis research  is typ ically  in te res te d  in 
complicated advanced plaques. The atherosclerotic plaques by th is stage 
show v irtua lly  every histopathological change, nam ely, fibrosis, lipid 
a c c u m u la tio n , c a lc if ica tio n , sm ooth  m uscle  cell p ro life ra tio n , 
in flam m ation , neovascu lariza tion , necrosis, also haem orrhage  and 
oedema. The present study dem onstrated th a t im m unoreactivity grades 2 
and 3 of all the components tested are present in arte ries w ith thickened 
in tim a (I/W>0.6) and narrow ed lum en (L/A<0.56) (Text Figs. 9.1 & 9.3). 
Exam ination of advanced plaques is good for studying the late  events and 
the complications of atherosclerosis, bu t it cannot provide any information 
on the in itiation  of atherosclerotic lesions. The p resen t study focuses on 
early atherosclerotic changes. Therefore, more a tten tion  is given to the 
a r te r ie s  show ing in tim a l com ponents e ith e r  n e g a tiv e  or w ith  
im m unoreactivity of grade 1.
The in tim al to wall area ratio (I/W) and the ratio  of lum en area to 
the  area  bounded by adven titia  (L/A) were the two s tan d ard  indices of 
coronary lesions used. I t  is considered th a t  an  in tim al component 
im m unoreactivity  change from grade 0 to grade 1 reflects the earliest 
change in  the d istribution p a tte rn  of th a t component. Atheroclerosis is a 
chronic disease, the process is not continuous b u t is one th a t  s ta rts  and 
stops (Bredt, 1969; Osborn, 1963). Some com ponents m ay be involved 
during  the  process of lesion developm ent and then  d isappear to leave 
behind  a big plaque. The average I/W or L/A of grade 0 for such 
components will be profoundly influenced by a rte ries in which th is has 
occured. Hence, comparing the g reatest I/W or lowest L/A for the various 
components still a t grade 0 is unlikely to give the real sequence of intim al 
component changes in  the early stages of atherosclerotic lesions. Grade 1
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is always classified in the sam e way as the arteries showing the  earliest 
positive im m unoreactivity , except for a lbum in which shows a changed 
d istribu tion  p a tte rn  from the norm ally p resen t physiological in filtration  
p a tte rn  (Duncan, Cornfield and Buck, 1962). Therefore, the sequence of 
events involved in  the early atherosclerotic lesions is analysed in  term s of 
the  average in tim al area  ratios and relative lum en sizes associated w ith 
the appearance of in tim al components of im m unoreactivity grade 1 (Text 
F ig.9.1).
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Text Fig.9.1.Average I/W of intimal components at immunoreactivity grades 1, 2 and 3.
These re su lts  show th a t  a change in  the  p a tte rn  of album in 
distribution  is the  first sign of focal in tim al lesions. The average I/W of 
album in grade 1 is the lowest for all the components tested. The album in 
deficient zones su rrounded  by b rig h t rim s of album in fluorescence 
characteristic  of the  earliest change are  very sim ilar to the  abnorm al 
album in d istribution  p a tte rn s described by Adams, Bayliss and Morgan 
(1977). They injected trypan blue solution into cholesterol-fed rabbits and 
found th a t  the norm al in tim a  around ra ised  lesions of the  ao rta  was
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strongly stained  by trypan  blue-album in complex. They speculated th a t 
th is stained  zone was the major site of atherosclerotic lesion growth and 
progression. Endothelial damage is likely to be the cause of th is abnormal 
album in in filtration . The increased perm eability  resu lts in  the  in tim a 
absorbing more substances including album in (Bredt, 1969). Also intim al 
damage resu lts in increased synthesis of polysaccharides (Gillman, 1959; 
G resham , Howard and King, 1962; W exler and True, 1963) which hold 
w ater in  the middle of the  in tim a b u t excludes album in (Greenway and 
Stark, 1971) to the edges of the lesions.
W hen th e  in tim a  becom es s lig h tly  th ic k e r , IgG -specific  
fluorescencent short lines or tiny  circles s ta r t  to appear in  the  intim a. 
These blood-derived IgG antibodies may be reacting w ith collagen or other 
connective tissue components (Hollander, Colombo, K irkpatrick , et al., 
1979; O'Dell, 1968), or they  may be in  antibody-antigen complexes, as 
discussed in  chapter 4. Analysis of this pa ttern , together w ith the earliest 
change of album in distribution, suggests th a t the IgG is more likely to be 
binding to the  acid m ucopolysaccharides which are closely associated 
with collagen (Hollander, 1976, Hollander, Paddock and Colombo, 1977).
Fibrinogen insudation  next appears in  an  in tim a th a t is apparently  
th icker th a n  th a t for the first deposition of IgG, b u t the average I/W of 
these two components have no s ta tis tica lly  significant difference. IgG 
in su d a tio n  is often associated  w ith  th e  presence of fibrinogen in 
corresponding areas. These findings m ay indicate  th a t some form of 
infection or im m unoreaction is occuring on the endothelium  and/or in the 
intim a th a t is greatly increasing endothelial perm eability and stim ulating 
the deposition of fibrin (Adams, 1987).
A fter th e  developm ent of these  signs of in flam m ation  and /or 
im m unoreaction, CRP s ta rts  to appear in  the in tim a. CRP is an acute
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phase reac tan t widely used as a sensitive index of inflam m ation and 
tissue injury, as has been described in chapter 6. The appearance of CRP 
a t th is  stage obviously dem onstra tes th a t a rte ria l endothelium  and/or 
in tim al tissue have been injured, w ith stim ulation of local CRP synthesis 
(K ushner and Feldm ann, 1978).
Analysis of average differences in  I/W ratios of grade 1 for these four 
in tim al com ponents, shows th a t  th e re  are  no s ta tis tica lly  significant 
differences betw een the  first three , album in, IgG and fibrinogen. These 
blood-derived com ponents seem  to be linked  together as the  in itia l 
perm eability-m odified  stage of a rte r ia l lesion form ation. However, 
comparing the  average I/W of the arteries w ith CRP deposition and the 
a rte ries  showing abnorm al album in distribution , the  in tim al thickness 
increases significantly (t=4.42, p<0.001). This suggests th a t when CRP 
deposits in  the in tim a, the in tim al tissue has been seriously dam aged 
(K ushner and K aplan, 1961; N arkates and Volanakis, 1982; Volanakis 
and W irtz, 1979) and plaques have already developed (chapter 6). CRP is 
antigenic (L ibretti, Goldin and Kaplan, 1957). CRP has the property of 
b ind ing  w ith  lipoproteins (Rowe, Soutar, T rayner, et al., 1984a), of 
m odifying T-lym phocyte functions (M ortensen, O sm and and Gewürz, 
1975), of enhancing the  activity and m otility of phagocytic cells (Pepys, 
1981), of activating the classical complement pathw ay s ta rtin g  w ith C lq  
(Claus, Siegel, P e tras , et al., 1977) and of destroying leukocytes (Wood, 
1951) and  clearly  m u st play a very  im p o rtan t role in  subsequen t 
atherosclerotic plaque formation.
The average I/W of apolipoprotein B grade 1 was the sam e as th a t for 
CRP. H erein, i t  is proposed th a t the accum ulation of lipoprotein in the 
in tim a m ay be another and more severe expression of altered endothelial 
perm eability  allowing the en try  of these extrem ely large globulins. The 
m echanism  of apo B accum ulation in  the th ickened in tim a  has been
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discussed in detail in  chapter 8. D isturbed sieve properties of the in tim a 
would resu lt in the delay of the passage of lipoproteins through the artery  
wall w ith modification of some of them  (Smith, 1990). The modified LDL 
produces an  im balance betw een inflow and outflow of cholesterol, thus 
leading, or contributing, to a therom a form ation (Kovanen, 1990). It is 
assum ed, especially from experim entally  induced atherom a, th a t  lipid 
accum ulation is the in itia to r of atherosclerosis. In the  p resen t study of 
h um an  coronary a rte r ie s , lip id  deposits occur a fte r  the  change in 
album in infiltration , a fter the  early insudation  of fibrinogen and a t the 
sam e stage th a t CRP deposition is occuring. These resu lts indicate th a t 
sign ifican t a lte ra tio n s  to th e  endothelium  and in tim a  have a lready  
occurred.
IgM and IgA first appear in a thicker in tim a th an  th a t for the initial 
CRP deposition. This is because diffuse IgM in lipid cores of plaques is 
classified as grade 1 and all IgA im m unoreactivity is present only within 
big atherosclerotic plaques.
W hen IgM and IgA deposition is p resen t in  the in tim a, in tim al 
microvessels are also growing in as p a rt of a healing process (Cliff, 1963). 
The average I/W of factor V III.a.a. has no significant differences w ith 
e ither IgG or IgA, b u t is significantly larger th an  th a t of CRP (t=2.39, 
p<0.02). It is obvious therefore th a t neovascularization is not the in itia to r 
of the atherosclerotic process and seems not to be responsible for the initial 
presence of imm unoglobulins, fibrinogen and CRP, although the in tim al 
m icrovessels m ight be an im portan t source of lipids, im m unoglobulin 
positive cells and fibrinogen in  the la te r stage of atherosclerosis (Chapters 
4, 5, 7; Groszek and Grundy, 1980; Cliff and Schoefl, 1983). However it is 
not until the repair or healing process lays down collagen th a t the plaque 
becomes irreversib le  and pathologically significant (Bouissou, Pieraggi, 
and Ju lian , 1989).
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After in tim al microvessels have appeared in the  in tim a then  w ith 
fu r th e r  in crease  in  th ick n ess , every in tim a l com ponent goes to 
im m unoreactiv ity  of grade 2. This is taken  to indicate  th a t  in tim al 
neovascularization plays an im portant role in the fu rther accum ulation of 
blood components. The newly formed vessels leak album in to nourish the 
growth of plaques (Friedm an, Byers and George, 1962) and fibrinogen to 
in itia te  m ural throm bosis and they also provide im m unoglobulins and 
cells th a t can produce them  locally (Hollander, Colombo, K irkpatrick, et 
al., 1979).
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Text Fig.9.2. Correlation coefficients (r) of intimal component immunoreactivity
with I/W ratio.
T he c o r r e la t io n  c o e ff ic ie n ts  fo r in t im a l  c o m p o n e n t 
im m unoreactivity  grades and intim a/w all ratio  (Text Fig.9.2) show the 
significance of these components in  the  developm ent of atherosclerotic 
plaques. S ta tistically , all these components are significantly positively 
correlated w ith in tim al thickness. Albumin, apo B, factor V III.a.a. and 
CRP have h igher correlation coefficients th an  do the other components.
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They are essential for producing increased in tim al thickness. A ltered 
album in insudation is the earliest sign of a rteria l wall lesions developing. 
Increased  endothelia l perm eability  is th en  reflected by the  en try  of 
lipoproteins, recognized here by apo B, into the intim a. CRP deposition 
and  factor V III.a .a . iden tified  in tim al m icrovessels p resen t a new 
inflam m ation/repair step in  the growth of lesions.
A rtery  lum en narrow ing (L/A) is probably the  m ost im portan t 
index used in  the  investigation  of coronary h e a r t  d isease, since the 
narrow ed lum en is directly responsible for the clinical symptoms (Brown, 
Petersen, Pierce, et al., 1982). The relation betw een in tim al component 
im m unoreactiv ities and  re la tive  lum en size (L/A) (Text F ig .9.3) are 
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Text Fig.9.3. Average L/A of intimal component of immunoreactivity grade 1, 2 and 3.
Albumin once again is the first to a lter in  arteries w ith the earliest 
reduction in lum en b u t shows no significant difference from fibrinogen 
insudation. IgG appears next bu t in  a rte ries w ith lum ens significantly
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narrow er th an  in the case of album in (p<0.02). The average L/A for IgG is 
not significantly different from th a t of CRP. Albumin, fibrinogen and IgG 
a t the grade 1 level all represent blood derived deposits whose presence in 
the in tim a indicate increased endothelial perm eability. In the case of apo 
B, i t  is very probable th a t the altered endothelial perm eability th a t allows 
en try  of large molecules such as fibrinogen would also be reflected by 
some increased en try  of the  lipoproteins. The im m unoglobulins are a 
special case. IgG in itia l deposits in the wall are derived from the blood. 
IgM is usually an ephem eral response by plasm a cells to a new antigen. 
IgA detection is ha rder to understand  since th is is the imm unoglobulin 
produced m ainly for secretion, as for example into the  m ilk or into the 
gut. The most strik ing  difference is seen with IgM. The grading of th is 
component varies from 1 to 3 with alm ost no change in  the L/A ratio being 
discernible. This would indicate th a t the IgM response is not linked to the 
processes responsible for lum en narrow ing in  the  sam e way as IgG and 
IgA appear to be. IgM, IgA and  factor V III.a .a . reac ting  in tim al 
m icrovessels all appear in  a rte ries  w ith  a degree of stenosis th a t  is 
significantly narrow er th an  th a t for CRP. In tim al microvessels play an 
im portant role in the development of arteria l stenosis. Once the intim a is 
neovascularized the a rteries keep on narrow ing. These resu lts suggest 
th a t increased endothelial perm eability, im m unoreaction, inflam m ation 
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Text Fig.9.4. Correlation coefficients (r) of intimal component immunoreactivity
with L/A
The correlation coefficients of the com ponents' im m unoreactiv ity  
grades versus L/A (Text Fig.9.4) give a simple, clear picture of the in tim al 
com ponents' re la tive  im portance in  a rte ry  stenosis. The p ic tu re  is 
sim ilar to the correlation w ith  I/W w ith  album in, factor V III.a .a., CRP 
and apo B have stronger corelation coefficients th a n  the  o ther four 
components. Apo B is more closely correlated w ith in tim a thickness than  
lum en size while on the other hand, factor VIII.a.a. (intim al microvessel) 
grading has a stronger influence on relative lum en size (L/A) th a n  on 
in tim al area  ratio (I/W).
In  sum m ary , a th e ro sc le ro sis  s ta r ts  as an  in flam m atio n  and  
im m une reac tio n , ex p re ssed  by ab n o rm al a lb u m in  in su d a tio n , 
im m unoglobulin binding  and  fibrinogen insudation . CRP deposition 
indicates th a t the endothelium  and in tim al tissue have been in jured  and 
the a rte ria l changes become irreversible. In tim al microvessels grow in
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as p a rt of a healing process. These intim al microvessels contribute to the 
grow th of atherosclero tic  p laques as p a rt of a fibrovascular healing  
process and through leaking album in, lipoprotein, and fibrinogen as well 
as by providing im m unoglobulin-producing cells. Regression coefficients 
indicate th a t oedema (albumin) and fibrovascular repair (factor VIII.a.a.) 
are the two m ost prom inent factors producing lum en narrowing.
A therosclerosis is th e  m ain  cause of clinical coronary h e a r t  
disease. U nderstandably , coronary atherosclerosis research  is largely 
based on subjects who died of CHD. A few references have dem onstrated 
th a t  CHD is re la ted  to infectious d isease (see below) and m ay be 
am eliorated by cancer or alcoholism (see below), b u t how these disease 
in fluence  a th e ro sc le ro sis  in  coronary  a r te ry  w alls h as  no t been 
investigated.
The present study found th a t the coronary arteries from people who 
d ied  of AMI have th e  la rg e s t  p ro p o rtio n  an d  th e  s tro n g e s t 
im m u n o re a c tiv ity  g rad e s  of fac to r V III .a .a . re a c tin g  in tim a l 
microvessels of all COD groups except the infectious disease group. The 
album in and IgG im m unoreactiv ities of the  AMI group, however, are 
significantly stronger th an  those of the infectious disease group.
Atherosclerosis has been dem onstrated to be increased in  persons 
dying w ith an  infectious disease (Manion, 1963b) or in  people who had 
evidence of previous infectious disease (Doerr, 1978). The p resen t study 
found th a t  infectious d iseases influence the  a therosclero tic  process 
th rough  stim u la ting  angiogenesis in  the  a rte ry  wall (chapter 7). The 
arteries from the infectious disease group have a wider lum en th an  those 
of the AMI group, bu t have sim ilar degrees of intim al neovascularization. 
The newly formed invading blood vessels are very perm eable to cells and 
p lasm a proteins (Friedm an and Byers, 1962) which contribute to the
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grow th of the plaques. The very significant association found betw een 
infectious disease and the form ation of a thickened a rte ry  wall (Pesonen, 
1974) supports th is  hypothesis. CRP im m unoreactiv ity  grades of the 
infectious disease group also showed no significant difference from those 
of the  AMI group and were stronger th an  those of all the  o ther COD 
groups. This suggests th a t infectious disease influences the development 
of atherosclerosis e ither through directly dam aging endothelial cells and 
in tim a l tissu e  or in d irec tly  th rough  serum  CRP elevation , w hich 
increases CRP deposition in coronary artery  walls.
The coronaries from the subjects who died of cardiovascular disease 
showed more of the  components under investigation in the  in tim a th an  
did those from the subjects who died of suicide/accident or alcoholism, 
but, compared to AMI both the  num bers of positive sections and  the 
im m unoreactivity grades were lower. This confirms th a t coronary h eart 
disease is a specific disease and not a p a rt of a generalized arteriosclerotic 
process (Yater, Traum , Brown, et al., 1948). This is especially so in young 
m en where the atherosclerotic histological appearance in  the coronary 
a rte ries is different from those in  o ther a rte ries (Saphir, 1967; McGill, 
Arias-Stella, Carbonell, et al., 1968).
The arteries from the people who died of cancer shared  the sam e 
stage of atherosclerosis w ith  the  card iovascu lar d isease group. In 
general, they had sim ilar degrees of in tim al neovascularization, album in 
accum ulation and CRP deposition. However, the cancer group had more 
coronary superficial fissures on the surface of the atherosclerotic plaques 
w hich produced local in c reases  in  a lbum in , im m unoglobulins and 
fibrinogen infiltration . The a rte ries from the cancer group had sim ilar 
fibrinogen im m unoreactivity  grades to those of the AMI group. These 
re su lts  are  a contradiction  of the  commonly held belief th a t  cancer, 
w asting disease and  sta rvation  provide protection from atherosclerosis
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(Ju h l, 1955; Robb-Sm ith, 1967). The influence of cancer on the  
development of atherosclerosis requires more investigations.
Alcohol is considered by some investigators to be a factor which may 
p rev en t coronary a rte r ie s  from  developing a therosc le rosis  (H anda, 
Sasaki, Saku, et al., 1990; Kivela, N issinen, Punsar, e t al., 1989). The 
re su lts  from the  p resen t investiga tion  a re  in  ag reem en t w ith  th is  
postulate. Fewer arteries from the people who died of alcoholism showed 
positive in tim al com ponent d istribu tion  p a tte rn s  and these had  lower 
im m unoreactiv ity  grades th a n  AMI, infectious disease, cardiovascular 
disease or cancer pa tien ts . Age differences m ay be suspected as the 
reason for these resu lts , b u t the  m ean age of alcoholic group was 53.4 
years (chapter 2). I t is in the age group for high m ortality of CHD. On the 
o th er hand , the  coronary sections from  alcohol group show ed no 
significant differences in  Factor V III.a.a reacting  in tim al microvessels, 
a lbum in  and fibrinogen from  those from  the  people who died of 
su ic ide/acciden t, a lth o u g h  th e  m ean age of th e  la te r  group was 
significantly younger th an  th a t of the alcoholic group (chapter 2).
The present study compared seven in tim al components on the same 
299 sets of paraffin-em bedded serial sections and an eighth component in 
49 cryostat sections. The results provide a sequence for the involvement of 
these components in  the  in itia tion  of coronary a rte ria l lesions based on 
th e ir  correlation w ith in tim al th ickness and a rte ry  lum en narrow ing. 
These re su lts  reveal various aspects of a therosclerosis: in su d a tio n  
o ed em a , in f la m m a tio n , d e g e n e ra t io n /n e c ro s is ,  h e a l in g  a n d  
neovascularization, hum oral and  local im m une reaction, fibrin exudation 














































































Infectious, m echanical, chemical or o ther factors as described in 
the injury theory section (chapter 1) cause localized dam age to endothelial 
and/or in tim al tissue. This produces increased endothelial perm eability  
and in tim al tissue a ltera tion  resulting  in abnorm al album in distribution, 
se rum  im m unoglobulin  b ind ing  and  fibrinogen in su d a tio n . T issue 
destruction  re la ted  to th is  inflam m atory change evokes CRP synthesis 
and a t certain  tim es infectious disease-elevated serum  CRP levels m ay 
accelerate in tim al CRP accum ulation. In tim al m icrovessels grow in  as 
p a rt of a fibrovascular repa ir process, which m ay end by producing an 
a rte ria l lesion composed of scar tissue bu t more often these vessels leak 
blood components and provide inflam m atory and  im m une cells whose 
activities m ake the a rte ria l endothelium  more perm eable w ith more blood 
component accum ulation and more tissue  destruction  resu lting . This 
vicious cycle is chronic and in te rm itten t and can la s t for long periods. 
S hou ld  th e  in tim a l v esse ls  ru p tu re  in  c o ro n a rie s  w ith  rich  
neovascu lariza tion  and  stenosed  a r te r ia l lum ens th is  m ay lead  to 
throm bosis and resu lt in acute myocardial infarction.
Atherosclerosis is a complex m ultifaceted arteriopathy. To give the 
complete picture of th is disease, more investigations are required. Firstly, 
the  cause of the abnorm al album in distribution (grade 1) is an in teresting  
topic. The endothelial cells in  the a rte ry  show ing abnorm al album in 
distribution need to be observed by electron microscopy to see in w hat way 
they have been dam aged and the factors which cause endothelial damage 
should also be given attention. In particular, viruses should be sought in 
the  endothelium  and in tim a of the  a rte ries show ing th is  d istribu tion  
pattern . Secondly, apo B is a very im portant component in  atherosclerosis 
research . To p u t apo B, in  its  correct position in  the  sequence of 
atheroslcerotic in itia tion  would help the understand ing  the lipid theory. 
Therefore, apo B should be examined on the same sets of paraffin sections,
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which m eans a m ethod for apo B testing  in  paraffin  sections should be 
e s tab lish ed . T h ird ly , th e  invo lvem ent of im m une reac tio n s in  
a therogenesis  should  be extended to the  study  of an tibody-an tigen  
complexes and of T-lymphocyte distribution. A ttem pts should be made to 
identify  the  antigen(s) to which the 3 classes of im m une globulins are 
reacting in  the a rte ry  walls. Fourthly, the p resen t work has investigated 
several blood component distribution pa tterns in  hum an coronary arteries 
and the ir relation w ith in tim al microvessels . If other blood components 
need to be investigated  for th e ir re la tion  w ith  neovascularization then  
factor V III.a.a. reacting  m icrovessels and the blood components should 
be exam ined on the  sam e sections by double sta in ing  techniques which 
would show more exact relationships betw een in tim al microvessels and 
the blood components w ithin the intim a.
In  conclusion, h u m an  coronary a thero sc le ro sis  s ta r ts  as an  
in flam m ation  and im m une reaction , expressed by abnorm al album in 
insudation , im m unoglobulin binding and fibrinogen insudation. This is 
followed by the developm ent of in tim al tissue in jury  expressed by CRP 
deposition. Intim al neovascularization then  occurs as a p a rt of a healing 
process which resu lts in  tissue fibrous scar. In tim al microvessel leakage 
also contributes to the  grow th of plaques and m ay cause a rte ry  wall 
oedema. The ru p tu re  of these microvessels cause in tim al haem orrhages 
lead ing  a t tim es to coronary occlusion. D uring  the  developm ent of 
atherosclerosis, each pathological change contributes to the  grow th of 
atherom atous plaque in addition to linking to the fu rther events. H um an 
coronary artery  atherosclerosis is influenced by other disease. Infectious 
diseases promote the development of atherosclerosis, alcoholism prevents 
to a large extent coronary arteries from developing atherosclerosis, while 
the influence of cancer appears negligible bu t requires more investigation.
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Appendix. 1 HUMAN CORONARY ARTERY CASES
M ajo r C O D Sex A ee  (vrs) C ase N o
A cu te  co ro n a ry  h eart d isease
A cute  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 42 n093
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 46 c0 7 0  *
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 51 c068  *
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 66 n063
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 70 c069
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 71 c051
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 75 c036
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion M 80 c0 7 2  *
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion F 71 c0 5 6
A cu te  m y o card ia l In farc tion F 73 n074
A cu te  m v o card ia l In farc tion F 78 n032
C a rd io v a scu la r  D iseases
R u p tu red  aortic  aneu rysm , ISH D M 60 n056
R u p tu red  aortic  aneu rysm , O ld  M I M 68 n l0 2
C ereb ra l h aem o rrh ag e , ISH D M 72 c081 *
C hron ic  ISH D M 76 n046
R u p tu red  aortic  an eu ry sm M 78 n053 *
C ereb ra l h aem o rrh ag e M 84 n077
P u lm o n ary  em b o lism F 37 c061
C ereb ra l h aem o rrh ag e F 54 c073 *
C ereb ra l haem o rrh ag e F 65 n060
R u p tu red  berry  aneu rysm F 66 n051
C ereb ra l h aem o rrh ag e F 80 n l  12
P u lm o n ary  em b o lism F 80 n048
C hron ic  ISH D F 82 n031
{Isch em ia  o f  bow el,
G en era lized  a therosc lerosis ,
IS H D ) F 82 n070
In fectio u s d iseases
B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia , D iabetes M 56 n087
{B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia ,
R enal fa ilu re , IS H D } M 59 n058 *
P n eu m o n ia , A lcoho lic M 62 c0 8 0
P n eu m o n ia M 66 c085  *
{B ronchopneum onia , G eneral
a therosc lerosis , A lc o h o lic } M 66 n072
S ep ticaem ia M 67 c0 4 0
P erito n itis , P n eu m o n ia M 70 c077  *
S ep ticaem ia , O ld  M I M 72 c0 8 4  *
B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia M 76 c065  *
B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia M 82 n l lO
V iral m yo card itis , A sth m a F 19 n088 *
B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia F 29 n096
P n eu m o n ia F 67 c0 7 9  *
B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia F 69 n l0 3
B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia , IS H D F 88 n075
B ro n ch o p n eu m o n ia . IS H D F 89 n057
C an cer
C an cer o f  co lon M 38 n039
H ep atic  can cer, A lcoho lic M 60 c0 7 4  *
C an ce r o f  pancreas, IS H D M 70 c0 7 6  *
L y m p h o m a, D iabetes M 72 n097
C an ce r o f  co lo n , O ld  M I M 82 c0 5 4
C an ce r o f  pancreas F 53 c075  *
C an ce r o f  b ronchus F 69 n067
Cancer of colon, Surgical death F 79 n092
Cancer, Pneumonia F 79 c083 *
Cancer of colon.JSHD F 81 n042
A lc o h o lic
Alcoholic M 47 n098
Alcoholic M 50 n061
Alcoholic M 52 n089
Alcoholic M 57 n035
Alcoholic F 61 c086 *
A c c id e n t , S u ic id e
Suicide M 20 c066
M.V.A M 23 c064
Suicide M 23 n045
Suicide M 25 nl06
Suicide M 32 n040
Suicide M 32 c078
Overdose M 32 n038
M.V.A M 38 c071 *
Accident M 60 n037
Suicide, ISHD M 62 nl07
Overdose F 57 c087 *
M.V.A F 60 c067 *
* ISHD: Ischaemic heart disease; MI: Myocardial infarction;
M.V.A: Motol vehicle accident.
Note: C ases lab elled  (*) w ere  also  u sed  for cryosta t section s.
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